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Belfast Weather Report.

Hewing is a summary of the weather
»rd of the Belfast station of the U. S.
.tlier Bureau for the week ending Jan\ 2(5, UMH :
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Wind, sky, etc.

17

Cloudy. Snow, l inch; prean inch.
N. Cloudy.
N. E. Cloudy. Snow, rain and
hail: snowfall about 2 inches;
precipitation, .19 of an inch.
N, E. Cloudy. Snow, rain and
hail: snowfall, 1 inch: precipitation, .24 of an inch.
N. E. Cloudy. Snow, rain and
hail; snow fall, 2 inches; precipitation, .41 of an inch.
w.
Clear.
N VV. c car in the forenoon; S.
K.. cloudy and snow in the afternoon ; not enough snow to measure to e p. m., but during the
night 10 inches of snow fell and
drifted considerably.
N.
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Dec*.

to

jan. 2<tn inclusive,

mercury was at or below zero 15 days,
vie half of the time.
On two days it was
w zero all day.
The storm of Jan. 22d,
i and 24th was peculiar.
Early Friday
>niing snow began falling with tlie merat zero, the third time this has occurl this winter.
Latin tlie storm changed
hail, then to rain and again to snow,
a hail and .-now
alternated with short
od* of no precipitation until Sunday
mg at about s o’clock, a period of more
72 hours.
During that time there was
iit-ly an hour without a change in the

■

of the storm. The skies cleared Sunight and Monday was clear,
bays and harbors along the
ei <■ blockaded by ice, so that even
■'learners were stopped, Belfast harnot wholly closed even to the bay
!■ boats
The Silver Star made her
\ trips p
ami from Dastine and lsles> day. and tlie Merryconeag was
a;
day on the Bucksport and
•!>
iwiit*-.
Sh«* had some difficulty
L-dgt Saturday morning, but
"rough all right. The Golden Kod
t iged to lutuni to Camden Friday
and remain there until Saturday.
v* r'Star made an extra trip
Sunday
a
<d' grain
Vessels went out from
;>
harboi umler sail Monday morn! m- ice
thickened Tuesday and the
Bud failed to make her trip that
;
Wednesday. The Silver Star did
art Wednesday.
The Merryconeag
Imr trips as usual.
i•

h'.le many

■
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Rev. F. W. Sandford Arrested.
i-

Charged AVith Manslaughter
Cruellj to Children.
:>

kx,

-iaughter.

23.
Rev. F. \V. Sandindicted by the AndrosJury today, charged with
lie was arrested this mornby .Sheriff Cummiugs and

warrant

filter in the

charges him with

liian-

of Leander Bartlett, a
teen-year-old liny, an inmate of Shiloh
winter, his death being the result of
eet and cruelty.
■indford is also charged with cruelty to
children of John Swart, and to his
son, John Sandford, aged (i years. It is
d that he made the Swart children
f rty days and his own son
seventy-two
case

'■

mdford said that he would make no opnon to arrest, but treat the matter as
si did his accusers.
ii"i he was taken before Judge
Savage
l.e Supreme Court and pleaded not
'y and was hailed in the sum of £5,000.
Ids amount £2,500 is on the charge of
-iaughter and $500 each on the five inmeats charging cruelty to children. II is
emeu are 11. E. Coolidge and Frank
ding of Lisbon Falls. Mr. Coolidge is a
Known lawyer and connsel for Mr.
Iford and Mr. Harding is a prominent
ness man.
Mr Sandford has engaged
; W. (lakes of this city to assist Sir.
Ige in the trial of the case. It is
*ght the trial will begin next Tuesday.

■

Home News trom Abroad.
[New England Homestead.]
Jan. 19. Farmers are busy getting
wliich averages about 2 feet in thickReceut snows have enabled people
-•a up wood and lumber.
Many wells
iemain dry.
Stone* McCauslin have
! pod 20 carloads of apples.
Potatoes
■r bushel, apples §1.50
per barrel.
h' -hit,r., Jan. 19.
Much lumbering has
■lone, hut more snow is needed to make
■"'Is in the woods.
Hay and apples
'"■on moving slowly to market, and
densely cold weather of late has pene'1 due cellars and frozen
potatoes and
Mock seems to be doing well, but
! a large amount of fodder these cold
Few eggs, but those few sell here at
dozen. Several good flocks of sheep
pt in town.
mY,
",

siiAM.Jan.il). Many wells are dry
ii
farmers have been obliged to
dock quite a distance to get water,
"oby Co. is taking one or more narrows and calves to Rrighton each
11 pas s §:;0 to §50 for cows. Hay is
ul at §10 per ton in the barn,
l’otaoc per.
bushel, corn meal §1.20 per
■Oorts §1.15 to §1.25 per 100 lbs. There
"it very little corn raised in this vicin1
hits crop very good, quite a percenthove the average. Fine crop of pota-

Concerning
I

Cham Letters.

I nion Signal of Jan. 21, 1901, says iu
d to chain letters :

■>•

"thy objects
U

tters.

no

longer appeal through

We are informed there is no
the “United States Moral
-"ciety
c of
Philadelphia; and that these
is are
piled up in th dead letter office
"I of influencing Congress to pass a
prohibiting the manufacture and sale
garetts.
Therefore, let us burn all
on letters and cards.
I he Union
Signal, published in Chicago,
now the property of the National W C.
It is well edited, and ought to be
T by all our members.
The subscripII is
only §1.00 a year.—E. F. Miller.
as

■

ball

of

connected by the Royal Arch. The emblem
of the Knights Templars, brilliantly illuminated,was suspended above the stage. It consisted of a Maltese cross in black, w ith the
points illuminated by incandescent lights,
l'he cross and crown were on the centre of
the larger cross; the cross was in red, illuminated with red lights and the crown in gold.
The new banner of Palestine Commandery
stood at the right of the stage, and an
American flag and beauseant at the left.
A large flag and the square and compasses
of the Blue lodge hung on the rear wall
above the balcony. The balcony rail wa3
festooned with red, white and blue buntw ith the banners and emblems of the
Royal Arch Chapter. The front of the
stage was draped with flags and bunting.
Sir Knight W. C. Libbey was floor director, with the following aids: G. P. Lombard, .S. A. Parker, F. T. Chase, R. 11.
Howes, R. P. Chase, J. H. Howes, I. T.
IJinsmore, F. R. Woodcock, F. A. Johnson,
J. Stevens.
The committees were as follows:
General Committee, Ralph H. Howes,
James 11. Howes, W. C. Libbey.
Decorations, F. O. Smith, W. J. Dorman,
F. D. Jones.
Printing, R. P. Chase, John Stevens, S.
A. Parker.
lvecepnon,

u.

jamioaru,

r.

u.

anmn,

C. it. llall.

Supper, F. T. Chase, M. E. Brown and
the general committee.
It was nearly nine o’clock when the Sir
Knights in their handsome uniforms entered and after the usual evolutions formed
fur the grand march, which was led by
Eminent Commander Frank L. Field and
Miss Caroline \v. Field. When all were on
the floor the four sides of the hall were
tilled. Following was the order of dancing:
1 Waltz
11 Waltz
2 Two Step
12 Two Step
:f Quadrille
13 Quadrille Lancers
4 Waltz
14 Sehottisehe
5 Quadrille Lancers 15 Waltz
a Circular Two Step Hi Two Step
7 Quadrille
17 Quadrille
S l’olka
IS Waltz
li Waltz
ill Sehottisehe
10 Portland Fancy
20 Two Step
Of the costumes of the ladies it can only
be said that they were generally dainty and
becoming. Further than that we cannot
venture, having in mind a former occasion
when arrangements were made to describe
each individual costume, but wInch resulted
in one omission for which we fear The
Journal has never been forgiven.
Supper was served at intermission at
small tables in the hall. The menu included hot rolls, cold meat, chicken salad, ice
cream and cake, coffee.
During intermission, Brigham’s Orchestra gave the concert, with the following program :
1 Overture, Morning, Noon and Night,

4
5

employs 25 men and two horses and it
usually takes about four days to fill the
building. During the summer this ice is
sold to the fishermen for icing fish and bait.
W. H. Ward, who has an ice house near
by but cuts on a separate pond, houses his
ice in the same manner. He sluiced one
half day, but as the ice is only eleven
inches thick, owing to the many boiling
was

deepest sympathy

com-

The officers of Enterprise Lodge, A. O.
U. W., will be installed this,

|
obliged to wait

win Salmond of Belfast and William Salmond of Boston.
Her husband was at one
time engaged in business in Belfast, where
her youth was spent.
She leaves one son
and two grandsons.

was afterwards master of several vessels in
the coasting trade, among them the schooners Albion, Isola and Emma Green. He was
well known in Bangor and all along the
coast. He leaves a widow, a son, James
Edward of Eastport, and a daughter, Mrs.
Charles McCluskey of Castine.

--OIIC
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authorized.

Thursday,

evening.

Aurora Rebekah Lodge, I. O. O. F., conferred the degree on five candidates Tues-

day evening.
Waldo Lodge,

I. 0. O. F„ conferred the
third degree last evening
(Wednesday.)
Refreshments were served.
The regular meeting and installation of
officers of Phoenix Lodge of Masons will be
held next Monday evening.
The officers of Silver Cross Lodge, K. of
P., will be installed Wednesday evening,

February

3d. Grand Chancellor Lyman McDougall of Boothbay Harbor is expected to
be present. A smoke talk will be held after
the installation, and oysters will be served.
It is earnestly requested that all members
of Tarratine Tribe of Red Men should meet
at their wigwam on
Monday evening next,
when the newly elected officers for the

present year will be installed. The installation service will be conducted by Past
Sachem Leo M. Sargent, acting under instruction of the District Deputy Great
Sachem.
Tarratine Tribe of Red Men of this citywill hold a grand masked ball at the Belfast Opera House on the evening of Washington’s Birthday, February- 22d. The hall
will be prettily decorated and in every
way
effort will be made to have the affair a
one.
A very large number of
maskers will be in evidence. Good music
will be furnished and the floor will be ablylooked after.
The committees appointed
thus far are: Hall and music, Orrin .1.
Dickey, William A. Kimball; advertising,
C. M. Smalley, George Inuis, Joseph A.
an

pleasant

Montefiore.
The executive board of the grand lodge of
Maine, Ancient Order of United Workmen,
met in Portland, Jan. 19th, for the purpose
of selecting dates for holding the annual
convention of the order. It was voted to
meet at Rockland, Feb. 25 and 2<i. The first
day’s session will be rather informal, and
the session of the second day will include
ami three hundred members of the order
are expected in attendance and elaborate
plans are being made for the entertainment
of the members and delegates.

Thursday evening, Jan. 21st, the Ancient
Order of United Workmen and the Degree
of Honor held joint installations it. the
Cleveland hall, Camden.
Senator L. M.
Staples of Washington, Maine, Grand Master Workman, installed the following officers of the A. O. U. W.: P. M. W., John
J. Paul; M. W., Fred N. Thompson; F., S.
V. Blanchard; O., rfimer B. Drinkwater;
Recorder, Reuel Sanford; Guide, Frank E.

Nutter; Financier, John F. Soper; Receiver,
M. L. Sedgwick; I. W., James D. Schwartz;
0. W., Arthur N\ Halford. Mrs. Lucy A.
Davis of Bangor, Grand Chief of Ceremonies of the Grand Lodge of the Degree
of Honor of Maine, installed the following
D. of U. officers: P. C. of II., Mrs. Reuel
Sanford; C. of 11., Miss Eunice Sedgwick;
L. of 11., Mrs.’George Kitching; C. of C.,
Mrs. Yeazie Blanchard; Recorder, Mrs.
Clara Groves; Financier, George Kitching;

Receiver, James Schwartz; Usher, Mrs.
Grace Drinkwater; 1. \V.,
Mrs. James
Schwartz; 0. W., Reuel Sanford. The installations were followed by a supper and
dance.

Getcliell

Refused.

Haines

Petition

me

Lewiston

f air.

The trustees of the Maine State Agricultural society held their first meeting of the
year in Auburn Jan. 21st. Superintendents
of the different departments were appointed as follows:
Superintendent of horse department, B.
A. Barker, North Berwick.
Superintendent of cattle department,
David VV. Campbell of Cherryfield.
Superintendent of tickets, Hon. L. C.
Morse of Liberty.
Superintendent of balls, C. I. Barker of
Lewiston.
It was decided to have the entries for all
exhibition classes close at about the same
time as in former years, notwithstanding
the fact that the fair is held three weeks
later. This will be of special interest to
breeders of pure bred stock.
Maine Finances.
A Casli Balance of

8637,678 ill the Treasury.

launch are being built.

Heal & Wood have re-opened their granite
works on Bridge street, which had been
shut down for several weeks during the
cold weather to give their help a vacation,
and are busy on orders for cemetery work.
Charles O. Dickey of Xorthport has filled
his ice houses for his next season’s Campground trade, and also the ice house at the
Battery. He cut it on Little River pond.
The ice is from 15 to is inches thick and of

gratulations.—Pittsfield Advertiser.

All who are interested are invited to attend.
Rev. E. S. Philbrook will preach at the
Gospel Mission, 58 High street, next Saturday evening. A full house is expected.
Next Sunday at 2 p. m., in addition to the
Sunday school, there will be a blackboard
talk for the children, but it will be interesting and instructive to the old as well as
the young. All are invited.
The services at the Universalist church
Sunday will be as follows: At 10.45
a. m., preaching by the pastor, Rev. Ashley
A. Smith; subject, “The Evil of Gossip”; at
12 M., Sunday school; at 7.30 p. m., fifth in
the series of Union Lectures at the Unitarian church; address by Rev. Harry Lutz;
topic, “Law and the Citizen.”
next

Meetings at the Auxiliary Mission, 38
Church street, Tuesday and Friday evenings, and f-nuday at 2.30 and 7.30 p. m.
Rev. Mr. and Mrs. Johnson would be glad
to receive at the Auxiliary Home, 36 Church
street, any cast-off clothing for distribution
to the needy this winter. Mrs. W. li. Conant, the President, will superintend this department of the mission.
Services at the Methodist church next
will be as follows: Morning service at 10.45 with sermon by the pastor,
Rev. G. E. Edgett; Sunday school at 12 m.;
Epworth League at 6.30. At 7.30 the pastor
will give an address and there will be a
cornet and violin duet by Messrs. Crockett
and Keyes.

Sunday

Prayer and conference meeting at the
Congregational church this, Thursday,
evening at 7.15; topic, Sources of Courage.” Sunday services: Sermon by the
pastor, Rev. G. S. Mills, at 10.45 a. in.; Sunday school at noon ; C. E. meeting at 6.30 p.
m
topic, “Every Christian called to be a
missionary.” Address by the pastor at 7.30
p. m., subject, “The Two Treasuries.”
Gospel meeting at the Baptist Church
this, Thursday, evening at 7.30.; topic,
“Does it really pay to live a Christian life?”
in

lue

vcsiij,

Lilt;

niutiiei-

hood of Andrew and Philip will give an entertainment, consisting of a mock trial.
Preaching service Sunday at 10.45 A. m.,
with preaching by the pastor, Kev. E. S.
Philbrook, on “The Persuasion of Better
Tilings;” Sunday school at noon; men's
meeting at 3.30 r. m. ; Christian Endeavor
service and women’s mission circle at 0.30
p. M.; gospel praise and preaching, with
baptismal service, at 7.30 p. m.
At the Unitarian church next
regular morning service at 10.45
with preaching by the pastor;
“The Evolution of Conscience;”

Sunday
o’clock,
subject,
Sunday

school and Bible class at 12 o’clock. Union
vesper service and lecture in the evening
at 7.30 o’clock, with the follow ing program :
Miss Faunce
Organ Voluntary,
Maey
Anthem, We Need not Fear,
A. A. Smith
Kev.
Heading,
Williams
Selection, Refuge,
Kev. A. A. Smith
Prayer,
Choir
Response,
Lecture, “Law and the Citizen,”
Kev. Harry Lutz

Hymn.
Benediction
A cordial invitation to all.
The Maine Lobster

In our issue of Jan. 14th we reported the
sale uf what is known as the Cunningham
wood lot in Xorthport to Charles A. Crockett and Albert II. Blackington of Rockland.

Fishery.

At the convention of the North American
Fish and Game Association in Portland last
week, Hon. A. R. Nickerson of Bootlibaj
gave a carefully prepared and able address
on lobster fisheries, covering a period of
Mr. Nickerson
nearly half a century.
found this a difficult undertaking, for the
reason that no statistics have been kept until
quite recently. From 1807, when the first
report was issued, up to 188(1, the word lobster is not mentioned by any fish commissioner in an official report. Commissioner
Nickerson attributes the slight falling off
in the lobster fishery last year to the rough
weather, which not only prevented the fishermen from following their occupation but

caused the loss of much gear,
lie believes
that the lobster supply can be kept good,
and even increased, if there is proper observance of the fish laws.
The next Legislature w ill be asked to make a law whereare to be issued to the lobsterThese will be free of cost, but the
fisherman who violates the law will forfeit
his permit for one year. The Government’s new hatchery at Boothbay Harbor
is nearly completed, and will probably be
in operation the coming season. An additional appropriation of }?1500 is necessary
to complete the work.

by permits
men.

The lot is well wooded and contains some
Inrrrn timhnr
a

onrl Ilia

portable mill

nail- numarc

will

in ana

here and begin cutting soon.

Ice cutting on Goose River is progressing
slowly. The extreme cold weather made it
very difficult to keep the passages open for
floating the ice to the elevators. When the
men attempted to open a passage between
the upper and lower ponds they found
the ice 4 feet thick at the bridge.
They
could not,use the saws and the ice there
was of such a nature, being mixed with
The
snow, that dynamite had little effect.
ce cut on the lower pond is thick, of good
quality and is housed in good condition.
The passage under the bridge was opened
Monday and some ice has been cut in the
upper pond.

Among Thorndike’s industrious and enterprising farmers are Mr. and Mrs. F. L.
Philbrick, who make a specialty of giltedge butter, which they send to regular
customers in Massachusetts together with
fresh eggs.
They have during the past
year shipped by the American Express Co.
to Massachusetts 3,<>57 pounds of butter, and
2,885 dozen eggs. Mr. P. does all the heavier part of the butter making himself, lie
keeps and cares for a large herd of cows,
and also has a large flock of hens which he
tends carefully and he says they pay. Aside

in championing the cause of the clam
the lobster.”
Certainly, as regards
shellfish, but, not as regards the human
riety.—Portland Sunday Times.
That is all right. We referred to

shellfish only.

and
the

va-

the

BUCKSPORT OR STOCKTON SPRINGS
Which

Shall

He the Starting’ Point of
Proposed It. F. 1). Itoute?

personal”
Mrs. E. P. Alexander was in Belfast from

Bangor Monday.
John

Randall

of

Portland

called

on

friends in Belfast Monday.
Mr. and.Mrs. Job Ingraham of Rockland
visiting friends in Belfast.

are

Mr. and Mrs. Win. B. Swan went to Boston yesterday for a short visit.
Mrs. W. S. Hunnewel! of China is visiting her mother, Mrs. Francis Jones.
E. J.

Partridge of Rockland was in BelMonday and Tuesday to visit relatives.
Mrs. Walter Cooper and little daughter
Isabel are visiting relatives in Newport,

fast

Maine.

Mrs. A. It.

Boynton, who has

been critical-

ly ill several weeks, <s considerably improved.
Gardner L. Hatch of Citypoint is suffera rheumatic trouble, which affects
his left eye.

ing from

Mr. and Mrs. Willis Ricker of Castine
in Belfast last week on their
way to
Jacksonville, Fla.
were

Charles Patterson, who has been a motoron the Boston Elevated
Railroad, is
promoted to train clerk.
man

Charles A.

Pilsbury

went to Portland

yesterday, Wednesday, to attend the meeting of the Maine Press Association.
Charles Aldeu Grant of Freedom and Augustus Miller Ross of Lincolnville are
members of the Freshman class at

Colby

Sirs. George E. Blackett left
yesterday to
attend the meeting of the Maine Press As-

sociation, and

on

business for the Girls

Home.
Daniel Gould, Belfast High school class
of ’Off, is at his home in Belfast,
having finished a term of school in the
Doyle

district,

Northport.
Mell Stephenson,

of the firm of Stephen& Sargent, has been confined to the
house during the past two weeks
by illness*
but is improving.
son

James s. Ilarriman, Esq., who lias been
confined to the house by a broken leg since
October ldth, is able to walk about the
house by the aid of crutches.

Clarence Hall returned last week from a
two weeks' vacation trip, during which he
visited his mother in Camden and relatives
in Prospect, and made a business trip to
Boston.

JosiahS. Paul is again in charge of the
engine on the Waterville and Belfast
freight train. lie was engineer on the Belfast branch a few years ago, but more
cently on the main line.
Charles B.

Hazeltine was

attacked

re-

by

paralysis of the left side Jan. 20tli, ami in
confined to his bed. His left limbs amis
side are. paralyzed but his mind is w-ar,
lie is gradually improving.
Mrs. Charles II. Brier, Master Charles
and Miss Helen Brier, who went South on

Hickey's

first excursion this winter, mined
Mr. Brier in Savannah and accompanied
him to Brunswick the past week, making
the trip on the dredger Cumberland.
William H. Mace of Brunswick keeps
well at tlie front in the Boston Herald’s
vote contest for a trip to the St. Louis fair,
in tlie class of salesmen of New England

good quality.

Augusta, Jan. 22. The annual report
of Ormandel Smith, State Treasurer, was
presented to the Governor and Council at
to-night’s meeting. The report shows that
the total receipts from all sources during
the past year amounted to #2,550,343.93 and
the total expenditures $2,351,558.23, leaving
a cash balance in the treasury of #637,678.38.
All taxes against cities, towns and organized plantations for the year 1902 have been from this Mr. Philbrick raised 700 bushels
of fine
and 400 bushels of grain.
paid in full. The report shows the bonded One can potatoessee from
this that he spends
readily
debt of the State to be #1,913,000, which is
no time bottoming chairs at the corner giobeing cut down #70,000 each year. The
store
and
that
R.
F. D. man does
the
cery
State Treasury also holds #807,806 in trust
not dread to halt at his door to leave his
funds upon which interest is paid.
At the
mail
for
of
fear
a
prolonged confab with
close of the year there were warrants to
the amount of #226,865 drawn upon the him.
treasury and unpaid.
Will Champion Clam and Lobster.
WEDDING BELLS.
The Belfast Journal joins with the
Mr. Nathan H. Press in wishing confusion to the boil
Wixitten-Wbight.
Whitten of Burnham and Miss Nellie weevil and the dogfish, and asks if it may
Wright of Troy were married at the Uui- not hope this paper “will stand with us

versalist parsonage on Forrest street Thursday evening, Jan. 14tli. Rev. L. W. Coons
performed the marriage ceremony. Mr.
and Mrs. Whitten are well known here
and their many friends will extend con-

CHURCHES.

Christian Science services are held at No.
55 Cedar street at 11 o’clock every Sunday
morning, Rev. Henry S. Fiske, first reader.

lu.ij cvenmg,

one

Chadbourne Pardoned.

P. G. Morrill, a prominent eitizen of
Postponed.
Stonington, died Jan. 14tli. lie had been a
Augusta, Me., Jan. 22. The Governor
patient sufferer for the past two years, hav- and
council
in
their
regular January sesing been disabled while engaged in the
stone business at Crotch Island, where he sion, this afternoon, pardoned Benjamin
had an interest in a quarry at that time. He Wallace Chadbourne, who was sent to
State prison for life in 1889 for the murder
was a member of Reliance Lodge, F. A. M.,
and Juanita Chapter, 0. E. S. He leaves a of Alvin Watson in Parkman. lie has
been in the prison hospital for some time
wife, two daughters and one son, who have
His father, who
the sympathy of the community in their with Bright’s disease.
was sentenced with him for the same crime,
bereavement.
has died in prison. Josiah Crosby of DexThomas W. Dunn, known as Maine’s old- ter, who defended Chadbourne at his trial,
the case at the hearing.
The pepresented
est shipbuilder, died at his home in Thomtitioners for
aston, Jan. 23d, aged 82 years. Mr. Dunn Getcliell of the pardon of Mrs. Clara E.
Sidney, sentenced for life in
was a native, of Boston. He began business
in 1804 and retired about a year ago. Dur- 189ti for the murder of her husband, were
voted leave to withdraw. The hearing on
ing this time he constructed 40 schooners. the
petition for the pardon of Samuel D.
He was treasurer of Or.cut Lodge of MaHaines, sentenced for murder in Rockland
sons for more than 30 years.
in 197fi, was postponed to the next meeting
of the council, Feb. 5.

Washington, Jan. 22. The House committee on rivers and harbors today decided
that there should be no river and harbor
appropriation bill at the present session
of Congress although a few surveys may be

THE

Searsport, to Frank E. Peirce, do.; land in
CONCERNING LOCAL INDUSTRIES.
Searsport. Lizzie M. Thompson, SearsA. II. Ellis of Swanville killed and sold
to
mont,
George Wood, Belfast; land and
buildings in Searsmont. Lettie B. Billows, out, last week, a beef creature that dressed
Freedom, to George F. Stanwood, Waldo; 1012 pounds.
land in Palermo. Leland 11. Young, BelGuy L. Peavey has stored 500 tons of ice
fast, to Lyeena A. Twiss, do.; land and in the brick storehouse near the creamery
buildings in Belfast. E. I). Hatch, Isles- on the Dana lot.
boro, to James Lawrence, Groton, Mass.;
Piper Brothers are cutting pulp wood on
land in Islesboro. C. B. Wellington, Unity, their farm and shipping it by rail to mills
to E .1). Chase, et al,, do.; land in Unity. on the Kennebec.
Eunice L. Whitcomb, Belfast to Leland II.
Eleven men are at work on boats in Mr.
Young, Belmont; land in Waldo. Wilson C. E'. Brown’s shop at Pulpit Harbor. The
Coombs, Islesboro, to
Frederick
W.
large yacht for Mr. Forbes of Boston is
Coombs, do.; land sn Islesboro.
Several dories and
about half completed.

Mrs.

_

He Is Not Elijah!
As a result of profound study of himself, Dowie says: “I am either Elijah or a
The analysis may be regreat impostor.”
duced one more step. Rochester Democrat.

-—

Marriner, do.; land in Belfast. Gooding
munity.
Grant, Prospect, to Ida M. Bowdoin, do.;
Laviuia Alice Richards died at her home land in Prospect. Almon J.
Kackliff, Hudin West Newton, Mass. Jan. 3d, aged 70 son,
Mass., to E. 1). P. Nickels, Searsport.
Mrs.
Richards was a sister of Ed-j land in Searsport.
years.
Lizzie A. Bassick,

for colder weather.
The Seagrave Lumber Co., who are operThe Republican Conventions.
ating a portable saw mill near the western
a
short
mountain, have closed down for
Gul>ernatorial Convention, Bangor, June 29,
j
time and will move the mill to another loca- j Delegate Convention, Portland, April 19.
tion. They find a market for a part of their
The Republican State committee held its
lumber in this vicinity. Quite a quantity mid-winter meeting at the Ilallowell House,
Hallowed, Friday evening, .Jan. 22nd, at
is put into the Manset Coal Co.’s wharf
which time the time and place of holding
which is being erected here.
the two State con ventions was settled.
T he convention to select delegates to atDuring the continued long cold snap our
harbor above the steamboat wharf was tend the Republican national convention
will be held in Portland, at 1.30 P. M„
frozen over. The lowest the mercury went
Hon. E. E. Chase of Bluehill
April 14.
during this last cold snap was 10 beiorv will preside.
The
convention
to nominate a candidate
zero, Jan. 19tli. It was 11 below Jan. 4th,
for Governor will he held in Bangor at 1.30
which was the coldest thus far for the win- P. M.
June 20.
Hon. Eugene Hale will be
ter.
asked to preside.
The representation will
he based on the vote in the last guberna“Thomaston the Home of Knox.”
torial election.
The members of the committee were the
Undoubtedly the most prominent feature guests of Chairman E. M. Simpson at dinOnly two counties, Piscataquis and
of the New England Magazine for February o?1'Waldo, were unrepresented. Col. Fredis an illustrated aiticle entitled, “ThomasHale
of Portland represented Cumerick
ton—the Home of Knox,” by Mary Stoyell | berland, in the place of Hon. George M.
Seiders
of
Portland; and Hon. N. M. Jones
Stimpson, which cannot fail to be of keen
of Lincoln represented Aroostook in place
interest to every resident of Thomaston. of
M. M. Clark of Houlton.
Delightfully written, it is an appreciative
and attractive presentation of the town,
The Oxford Scholarships.
both as to its past history—in which that
illustrious
President Fellows of U. of M., who is
citizen, (leu. Henry Knox,
played so conspicuous a part—and as to chairman of the committee appointed to
decide the matter of adjusting the Cecil
present day conditions, it is safe to say Rhodes
scholarship among four Maine colthat no loyal resident of Thomaston can leges, has announced that the
scholarship
read it without a thrill of local pride, and will be awarded to the different Maine colon successive years,
leges
according to their
perhaps few can do so without adding
formation, namely, Bowdoiu, Colby, Bates
materially to their store of local knowl- and- the University of Maine. The scholaredge. The illustrations used in connection ship, open to all who have completed one
with the article are varied and extremely college year of study, gives to the holder a
fine. They include, to mention only a few, stipulation of $1,500 a year at Oxford univera view of Thomaston
Harbor, the Stuart sity, England.
portrait of Gen. Knox, the old Knox mansion, “Montpelier,” and “The Old Church
No River and Harbor Bill.
on the Hill.”

—

Past Master Henry Davidson installed
the officers of Equity Grange last Saturday

O

Suppe
Casey

SotTHWEST Harbor, Jan. 25.
J. L.
Stanley & Sous have tilled their ice house.
The ice is KJ inches thick and of fair quality. They have a sluice from the pond to
the ice house, which is on their wharf. The
pond is about one-third of a mile from the
house aiid considerably higher than the
building, and when it is freezing weather
the ice runs at great speed and has to be
checked at two different places before it is
allowed to go into the building. The firm

springs in the pond, he

SECRET SOCIETIES.

Dustin R. Harriman died of
Bright’s disease, in Charlestown, Mass. Jan. 20th at the evening.
Naval hospital, aged 74 years. He was the
State Master Gardner installed the officers
son of Lyman and Susan Harriman and
was of Hillside Grange, East Thorndike, Tuesborn in Prospect. He served over
thirty day evening. Several members.of Harvest
years in the navy without one blemish, and Moon Grange were present and report a
was buried from the Naval
hospital with very enjoyable session.
high honors. All of the naval officers were
Seaside Grange conferred the first and
present and the casket was draped with a
second degrees last Saturday evening. Miss
new American flag, Naval sailors acted as
Lulu Mason opened the question: “Kesol ved,
bearers and the burial was in the Naval
That pleasure conduces to happiness,” and
cemetery in Charlestown, Mass. The floral it was discussed
by several members. J.
offerings were very beautiful. Mr. Harri- F.
Wilson spoke at some length on the Panman was beloved by all who knew him.
ama question, and a number of musical
He was a genial man and had a kind word
and literary selections were given.
for one and all. He belonged to the Adof the Bar Harbor
A correspondent
vent church, and his last words were: “I
shall soon be with Christ”. The deceased Record, in advocating the publication of
had a host of friends in Prospect, having Grange news by the local paper, says:
The good old State of Maine easily leads
spent the past two summers there with his
every State in the Union in the quantity
niece, Mrs. Geo. Grueby, at her summer and quality of her grange work. In educahome “Sunnyside.”
He leaves to mourn tional, moral, social, legislative and industheir loss, a wife, Mrs. Ella York Harri- trial features, she has set a pace that the
other great States strive in vain to keep.
man; two daughters, Ada, of Annapolisand She ranks first along these lines and in
Mrs. Grace Thomas of Lynn, Mass.; sev- point of numbers is second only to the great
eral grand children ; two sisters, Mrs. Sarah empire State of New York. Forty thousand patrons, including many of the brainJ. Glidden of this place, and Mrs. Amanda
iest men and brightest women of her inCunningham of Belfast. Mr. Harriman’s comparable citizenship are to be found in
late home was in Lynn, Mass., with his her rural homes. At grange meetings, held
in many cases, in their own hails, costing
daughter, Mrs. Thomas.
front two to eight thousand dollars, some of
the purest gems of modern literary effort
News has been received of the death are
the products of their “skill aud indusSunday at his home in New York of John try.”
Kelly, of the firm of M. G. Ryan & Co. of
Stouington and an associate in other large THAT
ACRE ISLAND” LITIGATION.
granite enterprises of John C. Rogers of
New York, whose interests in Maine are at
“Islesboro” writes to the Rockland Daily
Stouington and at Clark's Island, where re- Star as follows:
I do not know who your informant is recently extensive operations have been begun. Mr. Kelly for many years was promi- garding two articles which appeared in the
Star of January 14th and 15th, relative to a
nent in New York politics, and was concertain property conveyed by Miss Georgia
nected with some of the largest railroad, C. Philbrook of Seven Hundred Acre Island
bridge and general contracting work in the town of Islesboro, to C. T. Emmett of
New
and afterwards conveyed by
throughout the country. He had lived in him toYork,
nis wife Alida Emmett. First I wish
Stouington principally since the firm of M. to say that the piece of land in question
G. Ryan & Co. bought the “Settlement” which was conveyed by title deed by Miss
Philbrook to Mr. Emmett was the estate of
quarries and expended thousands of dollars her father, Capt. Daniel Philbrook, he havin their development.
He was well known ing been owner of said property for more
in this section for his unostentatious man- than sixty years and paid taxes on the same
since that time. Your informant does not
ner, his generous, kindly spirit, and for his wish the
public to infer from the articles
wide knowledge of the conduct of large previously written that Miss Philbrook had
business enterprises.
no legal nglit to convey but of
property slie
Mrs. Josephine Parker died suddenly at would and had a perfect right to sell. Exhave been filed and allowed, and a
her home in Boston Jan. 18th of heart dis- ceptions
motion for new trial on the ground of newly
ease.
Mrs. Parker was born iu Belfa-t in discovered evidence; which was unknown
August, 1852, a daughter of Sophia W. and at the time of trial.
The land in question has always been
the late Henry 11. Forbes, and was the wife
considered the property of the late Captain
of George E. Parker of Boston. He sur- Daniel rhilbrook’s
wife; and Miss Philvives her, with four children, Everett, brook came into possession of the same by
for
her
mother
caring
during the years she
Beatrice, Gladys and Kenneth, who lived at was an invalid.
home with the parents. Her aged mother
that
Second,
Capt. Daniel Philbrook was
lives in this city,and she leaves one brother, the father of Miss Philbrook and that Daniel Philbrook and Jacob Philbrook were
11.
Forbes
of
and
one.
George
Belfast,
sister, not brothers and were
not connected in any
Mrs. Nettie Cooper of Auburn. The famway.
ily have the sincere sympathy of all in this
Third, that Capt. Daniel Philbrook was
married but once. The writer claims for
sudden bereavement.
Miss Pnilbrook only what was her father’s
Mrs. Belle Greely Thompson, wifeof Ben- property and does not propose that her
property shall be confiscated and used for
ton Thompson of Centre Montville, passed
any movement she is not in sympathy with.
away last Friday morning after a few days
illness. She had a cold which resulted in
Transfers in Real Estate.
pneumonia. Her sudden death was a great
shock to her family and friends, who will
The following transfers in real estate
miss her sadly. She was a devoted wife
and mother, a good neighbor and fiiend. were recorded in Waldo County Registry
She leaves a husband and two children, j of Deeds for the week ending Jan. 27, 1904:
Charles W. Frederick, Belfast, to Ada A.
who have the
of the

Capt. William Smith, an old and respected citizen of Castilie, died Jan. 22nd. Captain Smith was burn in Amdal, Norway,
Roberts
eighty years ago last July, but came to this
String Quintette,
while very young.
For several
of
Dance
the Bumblebees,
Bagley country
lie worked at rigging vessels in vaSaddler years
Finale, Medley,
rious shipyards along the Maine coast, in
the meantime marrying a daughter of CasMt. Desert Correspondence.
tine and becoming an American citizen, lie

Cornet Solo, Reception Polka,
Mr. Bert 11. Fisher.
;s Selection, The Mocking Bird,

2

was

at Shiloh
uty Hurley.
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and

January

Shiloh
(hand
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n

good Time Gen-

ing,

j.
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an

inforced by our local musicians.
The hall was decorated with bunting,
Hags, banners and emblems of Masonic and
Knights Templar orders. The entrance to
the floor was through a vestibule partitioned off with flags, and between two pillars

ument

ic»-s.
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Music,

Palestine Commandery,
Knights Templar, at the Belfast Opera
House, Monday night was a success in all
respects despite the change in the musical
program necessitated by a railroad accident
in Massachusetts which detained some of
the members of Brigham’s Orchestra. Failing to connect with the train for Belfast
they came to Kockland and the Merryconeag made a special trip to bring them to
Belfast, arriving here at 11 p. m. Meanwhile the dancing had gone on with the
members of the orchestra already here, re-

and
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outside of Massachusetts lie has ll:p votes
to his next competitor’s lom

Fly Rod lias had a very serious tin:- ot
it at the Maine General hospital, bit: i- improving slow ly at last. She is able now to
receive her friends or bear from them and
it gives her great pleasure to do so. she
will have to remain there for many weeks
and the time at best will seem long.- Maine
Woodsman.
Although January loth was Friday, jet us
hope it will prove lucky totwo of oui' young
sea captains, w bo chose it for their wooding
day. Captain Nathan R. Lowe and Miss

Charlena B. ('. Holden of North Deer Isle
quietly married at the parsonage by
Rev. J. A. Lawrence, and Captain Arthur
II. Gray and Miss Alice T Sparrow of
Brewer were married by Rev. Benj. II. .Merrill, in Brewer. Weextend congratulations
to both the young couples.—Deer Ism Messenger.
were

The following ladies and gentlemen from
other places attended the Knights Templar's
ball Monday evening: Mr. and Mrs. E. W.
Berry, Rockland; Mr. anil Mrs. Charles
Bradbury, Camden; Mr. and Mrs. A I).
Jones, Rockland; Past Commander and
Mrs. Clarence E. Daniels, Rockland. Miss
Annie Kittridge, Rockland: Mr. and Mrs.
John P. Bragg, lslesboro; Mr. and Mrs.
Alexander Nichols, Searsport.
Steamer

Sebascodegan

Chartered

The steamer Sebascodegan,of tlm Iiarpswell Steamboat company, was today chartered to Bueksport, Belfast ,v Camden
Steamboat company for three mouths, or
until the opening of the summer season, to
run between the points named above.
11.
F. Devereaux, tlie president of the company, came to Portland today and the deal

some tune ago mere was laid out a K. r.
D. route from Stockton Springs to Prospect.
Upon the arrival of the morning train in will go umler charter of tlie new company
Belfast the mail would be forwarded to
February 1 and will probably remain with
At this point it until
Stockton Springs by stage.
May.—Portland Express, Jan. 2lst,
lie would not
the carrier would connect,
The Sebascodegan is expected to leave
be able to complete his rounds early enough
Portland next Saturday night, and will
for his mail to be sent that afternoon to
Belfast in season to get the evening train. bring such freight as sin- can pick up along
Letters and papers would be obliged to lay- the way. It is reported that she will he
put on a new route in connection with the
over ten or twelve hours in Stockton Springs.
Merryconeag. The Sebascodegan is practiA remonstrance, signed by almost all the
a new boat, slightly larger than the
people on the proposed route, was sent on cally
to Washington protesting against the ar- Merryconeag. She was built at Smith
Portland in lsiifl, is 104 feet lung and 25 feet
and
that
the
rangement
asking
distributing
center be Bucksport instead,
if this were beam, with nine feet deptii of hold.
Mr. Oevereux, manager of the line, was
done mail matter could always be sent out
on the Merryconeag
yesterday and gave
on the 6.00 o’clock train.
The Journal
the following
Inspector Edward A. Boutelle has been outline of the representative
proposed routes :
in town during the week and has carefullyl'lie
will
leave
Sebascodegan
Rucksport
All the phases
investigated the matter.
have been studied. What his recommenda- daily on arrival of the morning train, for
and
arriving at Reltion to the department was, no one knows. Sandypoint, Fortpoint,
But it seems to the average man that Bucks- fast at 9.30, connecting with the outside
steamers from lioston. thence to ( astine.
port instead of Stockton Springs is the Dark Harbor and
Rockland, connecting
natural starting place of the proposed route.
with the 1.40 train for lioston. Mie wiii reA delay of half a day in these times of
turn by the same route, connecting at Reltransit
is
a
not
most
serious
matter,
rapid
to he tolerated for an instant il there is any | fast w ith the steamer for lioston and rrivIn this ing at Rucksport to connect with tile (j.15
way by which it can be avoided.
train for Rangin'.
case there is no need for mail to be in BelThe Merryconeag will leave Drool;lin
fast wlieu by right postmen should be defor Sedgw ick, Deer lsb', astine, Dellivering ft in Massachusetts.—Bucksport daily
fast and Camden, connecting at Relfast
Times.
with the KUO train from the West and at
Our Prospect correspondent, whose let- Camden with the electrics for Rockland.
ter will be found on the 2nd page, has She w ill return by the same route. Negotiations are pending for buying the steamer
something to say on this subject.
Silver Star, and if this is done the .Merryconeag will touch at Ryder’s Cove and
Annual Meeting Maine Press Association.
llewes’ Point both ways.
The Sebascodegan aiid Merryconeag will
The Maine Press Association is holding connect with each other at Relfast both
its 41st annual session in Portland this ways. The new arrangement will begin
Feb. 1st, and a more definite time table
week. The address of the President at the
will be given out as soon as the exact rimsession yesterday afternoon is published on ing time can be learned.
the third page. The literary exercises take
The Reach Frozen Up.
place this afternoon. A paper by Mayor
Boothby will be read by Mr. Coe, as the
Frost has practically sealed up the
Jack
Mayor is unable to be present. The essay- Reach.
Wednesday night's mail was unwill be by F. W. Sanborn of Norway, and able to get across before
Thursday forethe poem by Frank II. Colley, Esq., of noon and Thursday’s mail is not expected
Portland. The title of Mr. Colley’s poem is till about noon to-day. Crockett’s boat
was unable to get farther east than Sar“The Whispering Tines.”
geutville Thursday and returned to Rockland after making that landing.
A (lay or
Mrs. A. II. Terry, who has been con- two more of the
prevailing weather will
fined to her home by sickness, has so far probably harden the ice in the Reach so
recovered as to be able to be out again
that we shall have a bridge for the w inter.
Waterville Sentinel.
—Deer Isle Messenger, Jan. 22nd.
—

CAMDEN.

Correspondence.

County

[Deferred from last week.]
HALLUALE.

Mrs. Susan Whitten died Jan. Oth, after a
short illness of the grippe. Her death was
quite unexpected. The funeral was from
her late home Jan. 13th, Rev. T. R. RenteIt is very sickly in this
cost officiating
part of the town. Among the sick are A. F.
—

Major, Mrs. Fiona Hall, Henry McCorison,
Mrs. John Nutter and two children, Mrs.
C. A. Whitten and a child of Allen Bailey.
Mr. Small from York county was here
last Saturday to buy apples, but those who
have held their apples did not care to sell
for $l.r>0 per barrel, and he left the same
day_Mr. and Mrs. E. M. Hamilton of
Xarwell, Mass., Mrs. B. 0. Dinsmoreof Belfast, and W. A. Whitten of Vinalhaven,
were called here last week by the death of
their mother, Mrs. Susan Whitten.

CENTRE MONTVIIXE.

Charles

Thompson

of Searsmont

Mr F. S. Marden, who has been in town
several weeks, has returned to his home in
Pittsfield_Mr. and Mrs. William Bryant
celebrated their thirtieth wedding anniversary January lltli. A large company of
friends assembled and were entertained
with music and reading.
Refreshments
were served. Mr. and Mrs. Bryant received
many valuable presents—Mr. Russell I).
Wo .ilman, the newly elected chairman of
tlm

school

board

of

Westbrook, was
formerly a Searsmont boy. lie is not only iK' known in financial circles, but is a
thorough school mail, lie graduated from
Bowdoiii College in lSiiii with high honors.

In 1S00 Mr. Woodman assisted in the organization of the Westbrook Trust company
and for thirteen years in succession was
elected its treasurer. I.ast year he was
elected president of the company, which
position he now holds. 11 is Searsmont
friends are glad to hear of his prosperity.
The farmers harvested their ice last
It was as clear as crystal and twenweek
ty I iii-1:*

thick.

s

rim- 11

(

ill, in

.1 accident happened in this place
Alvah Killado was riding with
dan. _ih.
,1m1;:, Moore on a load of. wood, and in get'i i. o
the sled his gun was accidentally dislie
_,-d. shooting him in the bowels,
amt'd into L. ]>. Kerry's house and
Cl,-v<
■.ih'ii'. was done to relieve his sufferTi wle was summoned, hut said
ing. 1'
athere was no chance for the boy.
at
lie "veil about one hour after he was shot.
My ah v. as a good hoy and every one liked
\

■

him
m

••

V

h:
nt
-,v

yy

('up!

lie leaves to mourn their loss a
Mr-. Lizzie Killado; one sister,
live ! alter of St. George; three
iscitr, Edwin and George, all
w ho have the sympathy of tlie
p ai
The funeral services
frmn hi> late home Jan. Pith, Rev.
,,
lursvtlie of 1 luck sport officiating,
J s. llan imaii and Mrs. G. IS. Krown

(-•mimuiity.

had charge of the funeral arrangements.
The floral offerings were very beautiful.
Aio.iiig them was a large wreath from liis
schoolmates at Mt. lleagan, a large bunch
of pinks from his schoolmates in this dis-

recovered somewhat. Some shipments to
Boston have not
proved profitable, although
there have been satisfactory returns from
small lots. It may be a matter of luck, or
choice of consignee, or in manner of packing. J. M. Pike of Kennebec county, who
has 1400 Baldwin trees, 250 Ben Davis and
50 Northern Spy, says in a communication
to the New England Homestead:
I pack and ship
apples to Liverpool, making two grades—strictly No. 1 marked “Fancy Maine,” and No. 2 marked “Maine Baldwins.” I have shipped two years and am
well satisfied with tne results. The exact
figures of the crop in a recent year are as
follows
537 barrels netted at car $933.09,
cost of barrels at 25 cents $134.25, hauling
$53.06. picking and packing $54.22, total
cost $241.53, leaving a profit of $691.56. They
were all shipped in October and November.
I am satisfied the apple crop is the best
crop the New England farmers can raise,
providing the ground is suitable and the
man takes to horticulture.
It would have been more interesting had
Mr. Pike given us the figures for his foreign
shipments this year. He says his favorite
is the Baldwin, except on low ground, where
he thinks Ben Davis does the best as it is a
much hardier tree and not so likely to win-

the boiler and when discovered by
night watchman Bird was burning near
the valve that operated the steam fire
alarm. A moment later the alarm could
not have been sounded.

better.P. W. Jaquith has returned
from a visit to E. D. Higgins in Morrill.

are

PALERMO CENTRE.

Mrs. Hannah Turner has sold her

VIN ALHAVEN.

Miss Helen Smith and David Robertson
were united in marriage last Saturday evening at Union church parsonage by Rev. R.
A. Colpitts—Mrs. C. C. Clark, son Archie,
Mrs. S. D. lngerson and children and Mrs.
L. M. Treat were among the Vinalhaven
visitors to Rockland last Saturday_Mrs.
B. L. Lane has returned from a visit with
relatives at Lynn, Mass—Mrs. Minnie,
wife of Ernest Mills, entered into rest last
Sunday, after a long illness fraught with
much pain and intense suffering, at the
home of her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. R.
F. Spear. Deceased was a young lady of

J. R. B. Dinsmore and his press is
work

in

her

barn

—

hay

to

at
W. Jones has

E.

now

bought the apples in this neighborhood and
the packers are now packing them for
market—Some of the farmers are hauling
logs over to the new steam mill in the pine
woods_Mark Bradstreetof Augusta, visited at his home Sunday—Watson G.
Turner visited at his old home in Palermo

Centre, last Friday... .The school at Greeley’s Corner closed Friday. W. S. Jones
A very profitable term is rewas teacher.
ported.... Mrs. Walter Snell is working for
Fred Norton on Level hill....Dexter Turn-

quiet and affectionate disposition and was
er harvested his ice last week.
highly esteemed by all who knew her. She
is survived by a husband, mother, Mrs. C. CENTRE LINCOLNVILLE.
Foss Rankin came very near losing his
V. Ames, and one brother, Clifton E.
Coombs, to whom is extended the sincerest buildings by fire Friday night. His wife’s
sympathy by many friends and the com- mother was visiting there and filled the
stove unknown to his wife, who a short
munity in general.
time later placed a blanket on the stove to
AVI \ TE K PORT.
dry, thinking the fire was nearly out. The
The following officers of Mizpah Rebekah
fire burned up just as Mr. Rankin came in
Lodge were installed Wednesday evening, from the stable and he found the blanket
Jan. tith, by District Deputy Mrs. Belle J. in a blaze, lie
extinguished the flames and
Palmer of Monroe;
Mary Snow, N. G.; no further damage resulted
Dr. Leach
Addie Shaw, V. G.; Florence Belches, of
Cushing has opened an office in Ernest
Secy.; Mar'a L. Crockett, Treas.; Mabel Clark’s house
Last Friday Mrs. Ellison
Carlton, U. S. N. G.; Irie Cole, L. S. N. G.; Brown came near
having a serious accident
Abbie Simpson, R. S. V. G.; Annie Taintor,
in front of Mrs. Moody’s millinery shop.
t, S
\r
fJ
T
1
ri,,,

ter-kill as the Baldwin. He cultivates his
orchards and prefers chemical fertilizer to
green manure. His trees, are set 25 feet
apart each way. lie sprays with lead arsenate after the petals drop, using 11 pounds
of sugar of lead to four pounds arsenate of
soda to about 600 gallons of water, and
usually finds one spraying sufficient. Once
a year he goes over the trees and cuts out
all suckers and dead wood.

—

—

uau

Moody, P. G.; Alice Young, Conductor;
Geneva Thompson, Warden; May Kneeland, Inside Guard; Frank Downs, Outside

j

Guard.The Winterport Civic Associa-1
tion held their annual meeting Saturday
afternoon, Jan. 10th, at the Odd Fellows’
banquet hall. The following officers were
elected: C. K. Ilill, Pres.; L. P. HackeU,
Y. P.; S. II. Morgan,"Secy.; G. II. York,
Treasurer, and with the following constitute the executive committee—G. 11. Clement, James Freeman, Albert Conant. The
treasurer’s report showed a good balance
in the treasury.The Waldo county Sunday school convention will meet with the
Methodist Sunday school, Winterport, Jan.
2!itli.

There will be an address in the evening by Prof. Beach, President of the Ban-

Theological Seminary.Miss Beulah
Rankin has returned home after an absence
of several months, during which time she
visited in California, Arizona, and New
York.
gor

STOCKTON STRINGS.

Miss Emily S. Overlook arrived the middle of last week from Somerville, Mass., to
spend the remainder of the winter with her

tuc icmo aim

nas

in

tuc rtci ui

ting into the sleigh when the horse started.
Mrs. Brown let go the reins and the horse
ran in a circle until stopped by Elisha Tower.
The sleigh

broken quite badly.The
dance given here Friday night by Phil
Thomas, Alton Dean and Howard Derry,
Camden boys, was the best we have had
for a long time. They will have another
dance here the 29th.
was

were

sorry to hear that a local shipment of apples to England resulted in a
loss. The fruit arrived there at a time when
the market was depressed and it has since

over

...

SE ARSIIONT.

We

not been discovered until a moment later
the loss, would undoubtedly have been
heavy, as the fire alarm system was
crippled by the flames. The blaze started

has

bought the M. E. Herriman farm of Clement & Cushman, and will move in immediately. Clarentine Porter and family, who
have been occupying the house, will move
to the Kingdom; into the Mrs. Knowlton
house, it is said.Mrs. B. F. Thompsou
and son Clarence, who have been quite ill,

|

Au article in our last issue captioned
“Profitable Fruit Culture” was no doubt
read with interest, and perhaps with
profit, by our orchardists. That fruit should
be carefully graded few will dispute.
“Deaconing” does not pay. The Connecticut orchardists condemn the barrel and advocate smaller packages as likely to prove
more
profitable. Many have suggested
boxes for shipments, but A. C. Fernald, in
a communication to the Turf, Farm and

Home, gives what appear to be conclusive
why that style of package should
not be adopted. H e says:
SWAN VI LEE CENTRE.
The remedy is not in boxes but is in betMiss Mary Cunningham is very sick_
ter barrels. Where is the prestige Maine
Henry Beals, who has been ill so long, re- earned and held for so many years of being
mains about the same
Charles Marr has peopled with intelligent, shrewd men,
when we must admit that they are not
gone to Exeter on business—Fred Curtis
of making a good apple barrel.
has shot seven foxes, worth from $4 to $0 capable
Only one man has so far shown a decent
apiece, so far this winter. Last w'eek he barrel manufactured in Maine. He makes
sold.four fox skins and one mink for $21.75. a barrel of seasoned oak, with maple hoops
and it is a
one.
The barrels in use
There seems to be money in furs this win- made from good
lime cask stock by putting in
ter— Joshua Littlefield is hauling his wood extra staves, using birch hoops, will cause
to Waldo station
Eli West and wife of any lot. of apples, no matter how weil graded
and packed, to sell for 25 to 50 cents a barMonroe were guests of her sister, Mrs
rel less than the same fruit will bring in
Beals, last Wednesday_Fifteen of the Hour barrels. The barrels made of Western
stock are too light, if they must be used
and
friends
of
Mr.
Beals
neighbors
chopped
and hauled up his fire wood last Wednes- better hoops must be used and more of
—

them.

day.Mrs. Harrison Cunningham is
Wm.
helping care for Mary Cunningham
In Somerset county they are to have a
Clement went to Monroe Friday and called contest to decide who is the
champion
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Overlook. on relatives_Wilson Colson, who lives
header-up. Madison, Athens and Coruville
Miss Agnes King of Bangor is assisting
the
over
line
in
Monroe
and
who
is
a
just
are the three principle apple growing towns
trict. a bunch of pinks from Willie Devona Mrs. Avalina Griffin in
household duties.
The burial was iti
very aged man, lost his only maintenance in Somerset and the greater part of the apand Klossom Dawson
.Miss Mary Hicliborn attended the fuwhen his son Charles was killed last week ples
to New York and Liverpool
Riverside Cemetery at the Narrows— neral of Miss Sarah L. Pierce
Wednesday, in Massachusetts by an elevator falling on are shipped
packed on the Molunkus road in CornMaurice^Giim will finish the school at Mt. January loth, in Frankfort. All privileged
him
Mr. and Mrs. Jonesof Brooks visit- ville and along the
lleagan (beginning Jan. 18th) on account to knowr that most estimable
Skowhegan-Brighton
young lady ed his
,,f the sickness of Miss Dunham, the for- realize the
daughter, Mrs. Fred Brown, last stage road in Athens. Therefore the claim
great and irreparable loss susweek.. Some of our young people attended of who is champion has sifted down
mer teacher.
tained by her family, her church, the
byGranite Grange installtion last Tuesday common consent to these two districts.
schools and the library of her native town,
THOKMHKE.
Maiden is selling jewelry of The Molunkus road has
night
Guy
put forward Asa
Mrs. Ephraim Johnson is visiting rela- in the decease of such a tenderly sympaall kinds—Miss Ida Cunningham, who is Hodgkins as the best and fastest all-round
tives in Waldo_Mrs. K. 1’. Hurd enter- thetic, grandly intellectual and unostentaemployed in Belfast, was the guest of her header-up in the county, if not in the State,
tained Saturday and Sunday Mrs. Myrtle tiously philanthropic woman. Fullest symsister, Mrs. Ellen Littlefield, over Sunday. and the Skowhegan-Brighton apple growGer -h. Mis- Lizzie Webster and Messrs. pathy is extended to her bereaved mother,
ers are equally confident their man
Cyrus
Edward and Arthur Rand of Unity— sisters and brothers, in this almost over- TItOV.
Skinner is the champion. As a compariMr. John I’. Reynolds,
Tiiininii Ward, who has been in Helena, whelming sorrow
Several of the schools in town closed last
son of their work the record of each man
Montana, lie past live years, is visiting his Jr., of Boston arrived in town Friday and week —The School Improvement League
has been submitted. Mr. Hodgkins from
was the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Albert M.
held a night-cap social at Green’s Corner
parents, Mr. and Mrs. George l1. Ward....
J-.i en Gordon, wife and daughter, of Clin- Ames until Tuesday.The relatives of , Thursday night—Miss Maud Munroe has sunrise to early lantern light headed up
Mrs. Mary Susan (Kneeland) Ridley of returned to her school at Bar Harbor. 21ii barrels. Mr. Skinner’s record was a
ton. .cere guests Friday of Mr. and Mrs.
Joseph Goi dun.... Miss Mai ian Monroe has Prospect were informed Friday of her | The Sunshine Society will meet w ith Mrs. little better. In a working day of nine |
hours he headed up 2(12 barrels. But the
unfilled to the house the past week death, from lingering pulmonary consump- John
been
Smith, Feb. 3d.Mr. John Whitney
with t-l.e measles.. Miss l.ettie Hunt re- tion. The many old friends of the deceased of Hallowell was in town last week. He Molunkus readers are not satisfied. They
say the conditions were more favorable
nin.id to Pittsfield Jail. 11th
Everyone in this, her native town, offer deepest sym- has let his farm at the Center to
George
is improving the sledding now, and cord
parhy to the sorrowing husband, daughters Shibles for the coming year .Mr. and when Skinner made his record, owing to
no
I, pulp w ood, logs, hay, straw ami pota- and family relatives.Miss Edith Griffin Mrs. George Cook of Farmington have been tire fact that, his barrels were newer. To
|
settle, the championship a match has been
to! are making a rapid transit to market_ returned last Saturday from Boston, where
spending their honeymoon at the home of
to come off at the Bush schoolfarmers are harvesting their ice, and she had been for several
Sum
Miss Auvena Myrick has arranged
months.Capt. ! Richard Ward
house the last of this month. One hundred
ottm.s hauling tlieir tire wood to tlie door.
J. French Hicliborn is expecting Captain
gone to Bangor for a finishing term (if study
and fifty barrels will be allowed each man
L. II. Willis of Gardiner, Maine, was in Louis La Verge to arrive from New York
at the commercial school-...Miss Lena Sarand the one who nails on the cover of
Mrs. Joseph this week, to remain several weeks
fits* week on business
tow
with gent, who lias been spending some weeks
the last barrel first will be declared
Harwell and Master Samuel of Unity were him.Mrs. Daniel Thompson entertained
at the home of her uncle in Belfast, has reguest- the past week of Mrs. 0. J. Harwell. the Current Events Club Wednesday after- turned to her former home at R. II. Ward’s. the champion of the county. At noon a
lunch will be served of rabbit stew, hard
Mr. J. s. Files is quite poorly this win- noon, January 20t.h.
.Mr. Nathan Whitten of Burnham and
cider and molasses doughnuts. The judges
Miss
Dr. K. P. Hurd attends him
ter.
Nellie Wright of Troy were married
Miss
w ill be chosen the day of the contest and
Grace Higgins is having a severe run of TROSTKCT.
Just now the new free delivery route in in Pittsfield, Jan. 14tli, They had a wed- will be practical apple packers.
•whooping cough. Dr. Kilgore of Hrooks
attends her.. Mrs. Fred Cates and son this section, or that was to be, is talked ding reception Saturday evening.Much
is felt for the sufferers in the
James were in Kelfast Thursday_The about, for and against, just as if it was but sympathy
Housekeepers are well aware that eggs
fire. The North Troy neighborhood
benefit dance for Mr. Adams of Unity, little consequence if everybody cannot have Unity
have been high the past year, and some of
into
made
a web of
sheets
and
sheeting
our local dealers have received supplies
given at Johnson’s hall Thursday night, their own way, when in reality it would he
and sent last week to the famwas quite well attended and quite a little
quite as satisfactory to start as iirst in- pillow slips
from Michigan.
The average price paid
lost
everything by the fire. The here to the
tended at Stockton Springs as to change to ily that
sum was icalized_Miss Winnie Patterson
producers during the year 1900
at the Grange Hall Monday
is visiting her sister, Mrs. IX. C. Higgins.
was 17 cents per dozen, which was a
Bucksport and take the chance of crossing i leap year ball
slight
the river, then driving four iria, n,.r,...^ i evening was for the benefit of the same advance over
previous years. The average
APPLETOS.
getting on to the intended route Besides, family.
for 1903 was 23J cents; highest, 33 cents;
The officers of Appleton lodge, X. 0. 0. F., it is an east and
lowest, 13 cents. These figures are the rewest road, and the very MONROE.
sult of comparisons made by Swift & Paul,
were installed Friday evening by XX. IX. G.
steepest hills in town; and Barnes’ route
The following officers of Ezra M. Billings taking the price paid on Thursday of each
G.
X'..
and
M.
Burkett of Union
M. Fred
covers this
It
is
territory already.
quite a W. R. C., No. 9, were installed Jan. 6tli by week, as shown by their books, as a basis.
Fred Mathews of Warren, assisted by offiThe New England Homestead
that not
complicated business to locate the remain- Past
Department President Belle J. Palmer: for a decade have eggs been as says
cer- of Union and Appleton lodges. Followhigh as thev
ing portion of a section so as to dispense
L.
II.
Webber; S. V. Pres., Louise are at this season, and that it is doubtful if
ing are the officers installed. X. G., U. S. with the post offices. The first routes in Pres.,
M. Larrabee; J. V. Pres., Mary A. Putnam ; present prices have been greatly exceeded
Gushee. Y XI., Geo. W. Gushee; Sec., Id E. all
at
time since the civil war. The followplaces never covered all of the out of Sec’y., Belle A. Barden;
Treas., Belle J. inga.ny
Carkm: r. Sec, Harry C. 1‘ease; Treas., the
table shows the range of prices for
way territory, hut for all that, it was Palmer ; Chap., Caroline E. Durham
;
Con.,
fresh
and
storage eggs at New York and
IX' 11a1.!; Warden, I. X'. Hall; Con., J. A. good
engineering and few could have done Mary A. Plummer; Guard, I’ersis A. Fer- Boston for each Jauuary of the last ten
Sherman; it. ,s. X. G., 11. X. Titer; L. S. better. After all these routes are
estab- nald Delegate to Dept. Convention to be years:
(
o.. J.
X
Fuller; R. S. V. G., B. F. lished and working their best, it is our
JANUARY EGG PRICES.
held in Bangor Feb. 17th, 18th and 19th,
Fuller. L s. V. G., L. M. Gushee; IX. S. S., opinion that the
[In cents per dozen, wholesale.]
postmaster could employ rersis
ljOUise M.
remaiu,—unernaie,
W. A. Waterman; L. S. S., X’. S. Meservey; several carriers if need be and
—New York—. —-Bostonhave the Larrabee—Loyal Lodge of
Rebekahs, No. Year
1. G., X'. E. Carleton; 0. G., E. M. Ripley; mail delivered
Fresh Storage Fresh Storage
quicker and cheaper and 92, had their installation of officers Tues- 1904
47
28a33
43
30a32
Music was furnished by very much more
X'.. s. •). Gushee
satisfactory to the com- day evening, Jan. 5th. They were installed 1903
33
20a23
32
20a22
a
Addresses
the
at
by
quartette.
installing munity
large. Still, where rural free
1902. 3ts
19a25
37
19a23
Belle
J.
I).
D.
in a very nice
Palmer,
by
P.,
1901.
25
took
lfialS
27
officers and others
18a20
up the time until delivery has come it is highly appreciated
manner.
The officers were as follows: N. 1900. 23
12al6
23
12al4
supper was announced, when all repaired and the Government is doing a wonderful
20
17al8
28
Mrs. Evie Parker; V. G., Mrs. Blanche 1899
19a20
G.,
to the banquet room, where an appetizing
work. We have to go now J of a mile to
1898
24
15al7
25
15alG
Nealley; Chap., Mrs. Lora Chase; Treas., 1897. 19
14al5
23
13al4
repast, consisting of oyster stew, dough- get our mail and we can put up with that.
Theo Dickey; Finan- 1890. 28
Mary
Twombly;
Sec.,
28
19a21
17al9
tea
and
was
If
served.
the
new
route
nuts, pies, cakes,
starts from Stockton and
coffee,
cial See’y, Mrs. Nellie Cooper; Right Sup- 1895
24
17al8
25
18al8
The installation was public to the IXebekahs comes by our place we shall get as much as
of
N.
porter
G., Stella Parker; Left Supand invited guests
The drama, “Gyp, the anybody can, and if it starts from BucksJan. av- 28i
18a20
29
18al9
porter, Flora Johnson ; Right Supporter of
Exports of eggs have fallen off in a DroHeiress,” was given in IXiverside hall by port and comes by our place we shall get V.
G., Mamie Curtis; Left Supporter, Mrs.
nounced manner in recent years, another
the Appleton Dramatic Club Tuesday even- that. There is one thing the
government Emma Stevens; War., Lura
Ritchie; Con., indication of the
ing, Jan. 12th, with the following cast of should have done about free delivery; that Alice
ever-increasing home deInside
Twombly;
Guardian, Maude
characters: Oscar Royalton, Gyp’s guar- is to furnish the boxes
free, and attractive Dolliff; Outside Guardian, Eben West. mand. Exports from the United States the
past four years were:
dian, L, R. McCorrison; Si. Thornton, a boxes that would show for something. In Mrs. Palmer also
installed the past week
EXPORTS OF EGGS.
villian, Fred L. Waterman; Takemquiek, some cases now, after following instruc- at
Winterport, Unity and Belfast....Dr. Year
an insurance agent, Ormand Keene; Hop
Quantity, doz.
tions of officials, the boxes are too small
W. L. Watson has rented the house of J. •1903.1,360,242
Sing, a Chinaman, Clarence Simmons; and made of cheap sheet iron, and the car- B.
1902.
and is moving his family there.
2,717,990
Nealley
Hezekiah Hopeful, a tramp, Will Arring- rier has to go into the house to get hot
1901.3,092,875
His office will be at the house....The
1900.5,920,727
ton; Gyp, the heiress, Winnie Ames; Clara water to thaw out the key hole in a cold measles are in town.
Only one case has
•Eleven months only.
Royalton, Oscar’s sister, Ava L. Keller; rain storm. The rural population ought to broken out as
yet; that of Miss Carrie DurThe present situation is thus summarized
Rachel Crasly, speaks for herself, Evelyn have something to show where the
money ham.. ..Mrs. Nath’l Twombly, who has
by the New England Homestead:
Taylor; Sister Carmeta, dead witness, Ger- goes, for there are very many who have been very sick with pneumonia, is
gaining.
Poultry men report an unusually light
trude Sherman. The hall was well filled never seen a gunboat, a fort, or any govern- Her
grandson, Horace Cunningham, who gathering of eggs since the winter set in,
with an audience that manifested by un- ment work on rivers and harbors, and few has been
and
during the cold weather immediately
is
much
better.
dangerously sick,
stinted applause their appreciation of the have any idea what it costs. The only time
The Odd Fellows will have a masquer- following the holidays, the hens almost quit
laying. Ordinarily, abnormal prices for
play. A social dance followed. The drama 1 have been on board a war vessel was the
ade ball at their hall Wednesday evening, eggs mean a reduction in the demand. The
was repeated Monday evening_Mrs. John
Hanly was here, leaving Friday for her Columbia at the Castine Centennial. I Jan. 27th. ..R. A. Conant, who is conducting unusual values prevailing for meats, perches
home in Boston
accompanied by her was shown around by a gunner’s mate, and a singing school here, will give a grand con- and numerous other “egg substitutes,*’
however, resulted the past season in the
mother, Mrs. Charlotte Hawkes, who will after inquiring into everything I could cert Feb. 4th.... The W. C. T.
U. met with public preferring to meet
the continued
make her home for the present with her
think of, I asked how much money it cost their
Mrs.
advances in eggs rattier than switch off to
Mr.
Lizzie
John
in
Mrs.
FriBoston.
president,
nephew,
Stearns,
Stevens,
Hawkes has been hoarding a few weeks that day to run the vessel. He said: “We day afternoon, Jan. 16th.
A pleasant af- commodities relatively more expensive.
The past week or so the demand for eggs
with Mrs. Lydia Vaughan—Our school are not fully manned
here; but to-day it ternoon was spent. Cake and cocoa were has
teachers attended a teachers meeting in
diminished, but the light offerings of
took $1,100 surely to get through.” It must served.Mrs. Louise Holt
Union Friday.
gnd little fresh laid and storage stock offset any
cost more, to run some of the other vessels daughter Agnes of Dover are
visiting al weakening tendency this might have had
the
a week than the town of
Prospect is worth. her father’s, Ashur Mayo’s....Mrs. Joanne upon prices. It will be a monthinbefore
the west
weather moderates sufficiently
Kodol
Cura We want the worth of a war vessel in Lufkin, who has been in Boston
the
spending and southwest to greatly stimulate
proDlgMta what y*u aat.
boxes, now.
the winter, has returned to her home.
duction.
—

—

The 'Camden Herald began the New
Year with a new dress of type, which adds
to the attractiveness of an excellent local

The Kind You Have

I
I

Always Bought

innumerable pages, profusely illustrated,
and sets forth most attractively the resources and attractions of Southern California.
The Bath Times and the Bath Independent and Enterprise have combined forces
so far as the mechanical departments are
concerned and will be domiciled under one
roof, though retaining their individuality
and respective office staffs.
They are both
excellent papers, a credit to their publishers and to the Shipping City.

Promotes Digestion,CheerfuK
Rest.Contains neitlier
nor Mineral.
ot "Narcotic.

ness and

Srium,Morphine

ofOUaSAMUELUmOR
Z^un/JiM Seed'
Y

Farm and Home.
Editorial Items from This Favorite

I

Farm

Alx.Sonmi *
Rmk»d*SmUf

Paper.
Settle
down.

Diligence and industry

I

1

Anue femf

down—the world

is

overcome

Pleasure often demands
than hardships.

more

1

zteaw*.

wide—settle
all diffi-

|

Flavor.

JlZtluy/men

I

I

JI’rtH
C/tO*/ud SkiMT

I

culties.

/

A perfect Remedy forConstipaFio'n Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea

sacrifice

Worms,(ionvulsions Feverishness and Loss OF SLEEP.

Unfair gain at the expense’of your neighbors should be called loss.
Be not a chip off the old block, but the
old block itself—if it's a good one.

Facsimile Signature

The “milk of human kindness” is richer
and better for being bestowed than kept.

oF

Thirty Years

NEW YORK

One of the most valuable as well as rarest
preserves known is a well preserved fanner’s wife. We trust it will soon become
more common.
inn

mrtigin

iv i<irt

CASTORIA

orttvveen zo-

bacon at retail and 4-cent hogs at the
farm. The packers are entitled to a fair
profit but not the whole hog
cent

:;jj i

EXACT copy OP WRAPPER.

-*■-

Farm and Home is published semi-monthly* It will be sent one year free to all who
pay for The Republican Journal one* year in
advance.
Isle

au

Haut

TM« OCNTAUN COMPANY. NCW VORR CITY.

Thoroughfare.

The project to remove a portion'of the
bar for a distance of 1000 feet at the head of
the Thoroughfare between Ki 11ball's island
and the island of Isle au llaut. Me., is
made the subject of an unfavorable report
by Maj. 8. \\. Koessler, L 8. A. engineers,
stationed at Portland
A preliminary survey of the Thoroughfare was made by
Maj. Koessler in August and his official report has just been made public. Maj. Roessler concludes that the commerce of the
place is local and not of enough magnitude
to warrant the government dredging the
channel. Gloucester fishermen use Isle au
llaut as a harbor of refuge. “The permanent population of Isle au llaut,” says the
major, “is about 200 and almost exclusively
occupied in fishing. It is pretty well scattered over the island am there are not
enough houses concentrated in any one locality to constitute more than a nucleus of
a village.
The nearest approximation to a
village on the island is a group of cottages
located on a promontory northeast of the
Thoroughfare called Point Lookout. The
summer colonists number about ino.
The
population of Kimball’s island is one family.” It was proposed to dredge a channel
12 feet deep and JO feet wide, but Maj. Roessler does not think the expenditure warranted.

;

CASTOR
IA
For Infants
and Children.

The Kind You Have Always Bought

i"

Successor

to Ginn & Field.

At Reasonable Prices.
<» «

a-a a

GROCERIES,

FANCY

TEA

COFFEE,

CANNED GOODS,

DRIED FRUITS.
Orders promptly delivered.

We Give

Stamps.

~~

♦♦ ♦

i-:

T II K_

Camden Electric

: ♦♦♦

_

Wiring & Construction Co.

DO ELECTRIC WIRING
OF EVERY KIND

x’x

X»

X*

Are you interested in lighting your homes':' If so, let us estimate on your job,
and you can have your house wired for electric lights cheaper’than you

»ITHEH

think for.

Swan i Sibley Co.
JOBBERS

Light and dark, day and night, are not more different from
house lit by electricity and by some other way.
less money, with our

JlJp’More light,

us, and

see

ice

each other than a

lights.

Our ELECTRIC FLASH I.IGUT Is
Call and

a

lillle thing, but it lights the darkest

No. 13 Mechanic Street, Camden, Maine.

Telephone smi

—

Grain, Feed, Seeds,

FRED ATWOOD, W,S0RI

IMPORTERS OF

SALT.

$

II You Want

^

a

JUST

Quick Sale

Send us full description fo
next catalog. No advanc
money required.
Our 111. catalog will tell
y• u where the bargains
It is FREE.
are.
Our references are tin*
men in your own town for
whom we have bought or
sold farms.

.

V? O SI I

Blacksmith

ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED

33, 35, 37 Front St., Belfast, Maine.
TELEPHONE 4-2.

BELFAST

Gas & Electric Light Co.

M. S. STICKS,

j

Lowney s Chocolates

All the

WINTER t RVITS.
in

Foreign

now

perfection.

anti Domest

’c.Vigars,

Tobacco and Smoke, s’ Articles.

Electric

Wiring of All Kinds.

Fresh Roasted Peanuts.

G. B MARSANO

Electric, Gas Fixtures Supplies.
s

TWO STORKS, 98 & 109 High Street

Couch

Handsome

Given with $16 assortment of Soaps. Extracts.
Spices, Tea, Coffee, Cocoa, Toilet Goods and

Office Washington Street.

Telephone number,

This

Standard Groceries.
Send at once for our

44-2.

big catalogue, of

..FOR.

200 OTHER PREMIUMS.

ARTHUR A. MOORE,

J

Dept 4, 17 Oak St.,
AUGUSTA,
MAINE.

Successor to Charles L. Fletcher, dealer In

WRIGHT &

—

I

Nuts of all Kinds,
Fine Confectionery,
A

E A Strout 12“c"-TlAL

RECEIVED

NEW STOCK

Brooks, Manager for Waldo County

—

Dyspepsia

Estate,

Security Bonds for Cashiers, Contractors, Administrators and Trustees.
Correspondence solicited. Beal estate bought, and sold.

quality of

Anthracite and

Insurance and Real

REPRESEN UNO OVER FORTY-FIVE MILLION ASSETS.
Hre, Life, Accident, Plate (ilass, Tornado Insurance, Steam Boiler
Insurance and Inspection.

Groceries.
Dialers in the finest

places.

would be glad to do business with you.

OF

....

#

]

B. I). FIELD,
First Quality Goods

“Xo,” said Jones, I have no ear for
music. I can distinguish only two tunes
—‘God save the weasel’ and ‘Pop goes
the queen.’

—

—

For Infants and Children.

volume of 112 pages, finely illustrated.
Koine one has sent us a copy of the annual midwinter number of the Los Angeles
Times.
It consists of numerous parts and

—

—

OASTORIA

newspaper.
The Portland Board of Trade Journal
celebrates the 50th anniversary of the organization which it represents by a special
issue which sets forth Portland in most interesting and creditable fashion. It is a

reasons

—

—

Papers and Periodicals.

APPLES AND EGGS.

of the Knox Wollen Mill
was badly damaged by fire early Sunday
morning. There was a loss of $40(^ which
is covered by insurance. If the fire had

dyehouse

The

HALlT

The Republican Journal I year,
N. Y. Tribune Farmer 1 year,

REP.

Hayford Block, Belfast,
Telephone 14-4

Fine Bath Room work and all kinds

Maine.

46tf

JOUR.

PUB.

CO.,

Belfast, Maine.

Thomas McEvan’s Haddies.

Smoked Bloaters.

sent, to different

addresses if requested, for $2.00 in advance.
Address

OF ALL KINDS.

Slade, Gorton & Co.’s

1.00
$3.0 J

Both papers will be

BELFAS T, MAIN F,

$2.00

Water Fixtures for public
houses set up in the best

Repairing

in

attended to.

City

or

or

oj

private

manner.

County promptly
12tf

lai A MTm I 30 MEN to learn to
wwMIl I CU I last, edge-trim, and
edge-set. McKay sewing, fair-stitching, heels aving, bottom-finishing; also 30 young women,
to learn cylinder-vamping,
top stitching, tipstitching, under-trimming, liumg-making and
table work. Plenty of shoes to work on and day
and evening school. W. E. STEINHORN, 225
Center Street. Brockton, Mass.
rwl

was called again, and yet again, the latter always making the same demand'
with the same result. Threats followed of dire eternal consequences; and
Anally the poor, harrassed man seized
a revolver from under his pillow and
drove the priest from the room. Half
an hour later he was dead, and the
church refused to bury him. The family appealed to the mayor of the city,
who ordered his burial; the priest appealed to the Bishop of Concepcion, who
declared that he should not be buried.
Here was a pretty kettle of Ash! Nobody would ever think of being buried
in other than “consecrated ground,”
and in those days all the cemeteries belonged to the church. Meanwhile as
time went on the cadavor became in
the condition of Lazarus of Bethany
as described by Martha when the Savior visited his tomb—“Lord, by this
time he stinketh.” The President of
the republic was Anally appealed to,
and he overruled the Bishop’s ruling,
and ordered that the man be buried in

Dead Folk Down In Chili.
“LET’S TALK ON GRAVES.” EVEN THE

TOMB HAS ITS LUDICROUS SIDE IN
SOUTH AMERICA.
[.Special Correspondence

of The

Journal.]

Concepcion, Chili, Dec. 3,1903. A
sound of music attracted me to the
window this morning; and what do you
think 1 saw? A mahogany-hued peon
carrying on his outstretched hands a
board about five feet long, and on the
board a dead child attired in a red caliThe small corpse was that of
co frock.
a girt, apparently about five years old.
The legs were covered with white cotton hose “a world too wide for the
shrunk shank;" a jaunty wreath of paper roses crowned the smoothly braided
jet-black hair;

horribly

the cheeks were

daubed with Vermillion to simulate the
hue of health, and the wide-open eyes
seemed staring into infinity. The plank
bearer was followed by two women,
evidently the mother and grandmother
of the deceased, who walked with an
air of conscious importance as becomes
those who have furnished an “angelita”
little angel) to swell the heavenly host,
liehind the women marched two men,
playing with might and main, one on a
fiddle, the other on a guitar, each in-

regardless

tent on a tune of his own,

the

cemetery. There was no gainsaying this verdict, and the badly decomposed “bone” of contention was placed
under the ground. But the matter did
not end here, as one might suppose, for

of

in the way of cliica. They
were on the way to the cemetery to in-

body’s part

ter the “little angel," over which they
had been dancing and drinking for three
days past—and which may have been
loaned two or three times in the meanwhile to friends who were not so fortunate as to have a corpse in the family.
Among the more degraded class of Chilians it is a general practice to make
death an excuse for orgies as wild and
ridiculous as those of an ultra-Irish
VwwItt

«
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is often kept for festive purposes until
t becomes offensive to all who approach
the house.
s

In this queer country there
even to funerals.
A

funny side

a

member of the U. S. X. astronomical
expedition in Chili, made several years
ago. tells tlie story of a comm on occurrence.
He says: “Returning late one
night from a dancing party, I had the
opportunity of witnessing festivities of
quite a different character. Passing a
i small casa, my attention was attracted by a loud shouting and singing withA woman who stood near the door,
in
seeing me paused, invited me in.
W'liat is going on?” 1 asked. “We are

watching an angel of God,” she replied.
My curiosity being aroused by her answer.

I entered.

The

room was

crowd-

ed with men and women of the lowef
asses,

who were

engaged

drinking

in

and clapping their hands to the music
if two females, who sat on the floor,
tenants evicted; but if they desired to
uitars in hand, singing a drawling dit1 remove their dead to another place
v. the burden of which was the happithirty dollars was charged for permisless of somebody in heaven.
But the
sion to do so.
The church in Santiago
ist prominent object was a kind of
owns a lirst-elass hearse, which is used
ale altar, set round with lighted canonly for great dignitaries, at the cost of
es and ornamented with tinsel flowfifty dollars for conveying the corpse
rs.
!n tlie midst of these sat the lifeon its last journey.
It has also a
■i.'c
figure of ail infant, dressed in second-class hearse for
“common peoadorned
with
iwdry finery,
gauze
ple,” and the fee for using it is twelve
lugs, its face profusely painted red
dollars; and a third-class for eight dolaid white,
‘ft is tlie image of some |
I lars. And so on down the social gamut
■nt,’ I said to myself, and was turnag
■

away, when

a

second

meed me that there

glance con|
something !

was

nusnal about this figure.
The hair
nuked very natural, the eyes were
strangely vacant and filmy, and even
me linger nails were perfectly formed,
there seemed to be a great deal too
much of art for nature, yet too much of
nature for art.

I

approached

to scru-

:mize it more ciosely, and was horrified
a discover that it was a
corpse. “What
s
that?” 1 asked of a bystander. “An
tngel, sir,” lie replied. “A what?” “A
lead child, sir.” J was afterwards inmimed that these watchings are very
ommon

throughout

tlie rural

md tiiat frequently they

districts,

continued
nth music and dancing and drunkenness, night after night, until the corpse
"•comes too offensive for endurance.”
Yrnong tlie better classes of Chilian
merals are conducted on pretty much
e same
plan as in other civilized
uniries, except tnat Here the ladies
sever attend them.
It is customary
or all the friends and acquaintances of
lie afflicted family to pay them visits
f condolence within ten days after the
bsequies. For a month the mourners
re expected to sit in one corner of a
irkened parlor. The condoling callers
ipproach them, one after another, ocupy the nearest chair for five minutes
more while expressing their sympa> for the living and regret for the
id: then make their bow and retire,
succeeding arrivals move up. A reKliment table is generally spread in
adjoining apartment, at which vis"is
may fortify themselves for this
ereus duty of friendship, or refresh
are

1

black broadcloth, and others in
flowing
gowns of white merino, mostly of bowwindowed ; physique,
whose special
business for the day is to
say prayers
for any departed soul, at the rate of a

I
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Association.

1904.
At our last annual

meeting the deaths
of live members of the Association
were reported.
In the past year but
one has been taken from our ranks.
A
few months ago Death claimed another
of our charter members—a man loved
and respected by all who knew him; a
gentleman of the old school who bore
lightly his more than four-score years
—Major Eliphalet Rowell. Of our departed brother it may well be said that
he was

the passage by the Legislature of an
libei law are entitled to the

payment

was

received

for the work done. In a recent case
we had completed a full year’s work on
a difficult contract, requiring a good
deal of composition, and not only had
no response to bills sent, but for more
than two months could get no reply to
courteous business letters. The concern is supposed to be a responsible
one—we should not otherwise have accepted business from them—but we dedined to enter upon further contracts
until the old account was closed. What
is the remedy? The Editor and Publisher says that two of the largest papers in the country, The Philadelphia
North American and .The Philadelphia
Record, now allow' a discount of 10 per
cent, for commission with an additional
5 per cent, provided the bills are paid
within 30 days; while a smaller publisher has figured a fair rate of interest,
added it to his space rates throughout,
and had his cards revised accordingly.
Perhaps the most effective way would
be to refuse to do business with concerns that do not pay promptly.
What of the future of the Association? Our expenditures of late have
exceeded our income.
Our membership is not what it should be. We
ought to have on our roll at least one
representative from every newspaper
in the State. Many are now unrepresented. Unless something is done to
increase our membership we must
either reduce our expenses or increase
the annual dues. It has been suggested
that the admission fee of $5 is too high
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Too often seemingly trifling complaints of children are
-:■■■>4
put off as things of no consequence. Every uu nut ural action
It has often been said, by those outis a symptom of disorder and deserving of careful investigation,
•
< ►
side of our ranks, that the Maine Press
Worms more than anything else are the cause of childhood sickr
ness.
Association is wholly given over to
Attacking, as they do, the stomach and bowels, the effect of
< *
>
their presence is felt throughout the whole system and made known ^B
junketing, and has no other excuse for
<*
by nervousness, peevishness, disturbed sleep, erratic appetite, weak ^B
>
^B
of
course is untrue
stomach and general lassitude.
its existence. That
^B
^B
< ►
|»—_..
But if the Association
and unjust.
^-—-=r< ►
to sociability alone it
was devoted
would serve a useful purpose. While
>
...WITH....
is the surest and safest worm remedy ever compounded—but it it more
|||r
a few fortunate ones are able to inH than that. As a tonic and general corrective it is unexcelled.
■
enriches
the
M
stomach
and
cleanses
and
tones
it
bowels,
^B
dulge a love for travel, many of us are
v
blood and sends renewed health tingling through the veins.
^B
^B
M
r
For over 50 years the most popular home remedy. Sold
more or less closely confined to our
Q
^B
JK Zt
at all druggists, 85c. Write for free booklet on
^B
^B
duties. The annual meetings and the
“Children and Their Diseases.”
^B
Ty}) B
K
summer excursions take us away from
DR. J. F. TRUE & CO.v Auburn, Me.
the daily routine and familiar surroundings and bring us into touch with
each other; and always, I believe, with
*
BROOKS, MAINE
mutual benefit. For myself I do not
believe it is essential, or desirable, that
our meetings should be wholly devoted
We carry
to “talking shop.” But if that is the
X
wish of a majority of the members it
good line of
may easily be brought about. I agree
with Walter Wellman, who said, in a
LADIES,
paper read before the National Edito- f'•^•'9'W'myyyyyyyyyyyy %yyyyy% %yyyyyyy y y
f
rial Association at Omaha of the proMISSES and
posed press parliament at St. Louis,
that “such meetings are an inspiraCHILDREN’S %
tional force,” and that—
%
T
We need such in our profession. AVe
hear so much of type and presses, of
advertising rates and subscription re- *
We are told again and again
ceipts.
in and out of these meetings of what
we must do to bring business into our
coffers, as if mere business was the end
and object of human life.
AVe need to
have our ideals raised.
AVe ueed to
f A
X
have the vision splendid hung up before
?
Some odds and ends ior
our eyes continually.
The messenger
is more than the type and presses with
which he sends his message.
AVe need
sale now very cheap. X
Such inspiration all the while.
X
<4f>
If our Association included representatives from every publication in Maine
FOR ONE YEAR FOR
entitled to membership and they could t
be brought together at least once a
year, if for social intercourse only, it S
f
©s®®*®*®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®*®,®®®®®,.*.®®
would be a good thing for them and for
our State.
We ought to know each
other better, shake hands and exchange
<♦
=
confidences oftener, and thus cultivate
On all sales from our
the fraternal spirit that should charac*
c*f
•
large stock of.
terize our calling.
S®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®*®®®®®®®*®®®®®®®®®®®
Perhaps a word personal may be per- f
mitted here from one who has seen
nearly half a century of newspaper
work. After an experience of 22 years
f
on the daily press, as night editor,
city f Wide-Awake
editor, leader writer and correspondent,
....AND....
Farmer
f
Farmer
I returned to Maine, my native State,
NEEDS
?
to become a country editor.
That was V
Who is interested in the
A High-Class
25 years ago—or will be next May. T
news of Belfast and Waldo county should subThere were no 8-hour or 9-hour days ^
f
Agricultural Weekly
scribe for a
when I began my newspaper apprentice- #
To give him tlie experience
ship and no intermissions for meals or
£
Good Local
and everything else usually
of others in all advanced
£
sleep when there was work to be done.
found In a well-appointed
methods and improvements
f
£
Weekly Newspaper
My working hours were often 18 hours
which are an invaluable aid
S
Drug Store.
in securing the largest poslong. The habits then formed followed ^
To keep him in touch with
£
sib'.e profit from the farm,
me to my desk in a
the doings of his neighweekly newspaper •
^ BEST QUALITY OK
and with special matter for
office.
It was not until I joined the m
bors, and all items of in£
T
every member of the family.
terest to himself and famMaine Press Association in 1883, at the m
I
ily.
solicitation of my good friend Howard
The New York
Owen, that I found it was possible, and
The Journal
Tribune Farmer
profitable as well, to give two days to
Will
Will post you 2very week
admirably supply
attendance at the annual meetings and ^
£
Marked down from 60 cents to
on all important agricuturyour wants for county
^
£
even to join occasionally in the sumnews and prove a welal topics of the day and
#
£
mer excursions.
come
visitor in every
The acquaintances •
show you how to make
f
household.
made and friendships formed on these m
money from the farm.
occasions are highly prized.
I am per- t
= m
sonally indebted to many of our memAny
person sending us the money with the order can
bers for kindly acts and words of apsecure The Journal and Tribune Farmer
preciation—the latter not wholly de- f
served, perhaps, but none the less
pleasant. I therefore take this oppor-

I

shilling per prayer; and others whose
petitions come still higher—but whether they go any
higher, who can say?
Fannie B. Warp.

Maine Press

Bad

consideration and report at the present

thanks of the Association for securing
what is said to be the best libel law
Maine lias ever known. We shall have
a report from that committee at this
meeting, so that I need not enter into
particulars. In nearly all the States
the press lias been endeavoring to secure changes in the libel laws, and in
many cases without success, in Xew
York, although only a slight modificato the sixth-class, composed of the tion of the existing law was asked for,
church’s most devoted servants, who, the committee of the Xew York State
having no money to pay for any hearse, Press Association was able to get the
carry their dead on a stretcher, and lay bill through but one branch of the legthem coffinless in the rote’s corner. islature at the last session. The chairThat great cemetery of Chili’s capital, man of the press committee reported
with its more than four hundred thou- that lie found the members of the legissand registered dead, is certainly the lature very unfriendly to the press. I
most populous, if not popular, resort in do not think there is any such feeling
the country.
And the population, still in this State.
1 read the other day an article from
constantly increasing, is a permanent
The Editor and Publisher on holding up
one, disturbed by no May-day movings
or
revolutions or changing govern- bills; and as I was then having an exments.
It is divided into five parts— perience in that line—a common exone for the dignitaries of the church,
perience, no doubt—it seemed to me
that the matter was one that might
one for wealthy and inlluential people,
another for common clay, and another well be brought before this Association.
for rotos—“ragged people”—who are Said The Editor and Publisher: “Firms
too poor to pay anything.
Passing in- that once had the reputation of paying
to that great City of Silence, through a their bills within the regulation 30 days
lofty arched gateway topped by a tall now make it a rule to pay nothing in
cross, one stands amazed at the multi- less than (i months, and some make it
tude of bronze and marble monuments even longer.” I have, not had my pa1
and splendid statues, many of them tience tried to that extent yet; but the
executed by the most famous sculptors tendency is decidedly that way. Firms j
of Europe—a crowd of costly and ar- i/iirtii viiug parn piuujpuy iiuw IIOI only
tistic shapes, far exceeding in number delay payment but require frequent!
those to be found at Greenwood or dunning before they pay at all. In a
Mount Auburn.
Thousands of the number of cases where we have hid
monuments are in the form of cruci- renewal orders we have held up the ad-

fixes, reminding the visitor of some
one’s thought—“Let us hope they have
gained the crown, for behold the multitude of crosses they have left behind.”
Should you tarry to watch the sexton
digging a grave, you would observe his
spade strikes something hard in the
sandy soil. It is only the fragments of
some forgotten person's coffin, which,
with skull and marrow bones, are carelessly rattled out upon the ground. A
little deeper down he is liable to come
•uiselves after its performance.
upon another, and yet another; four
\iiiong many odd incidents pertain- layers of them being about the aver4 to funerals, the following is still age.
lull talked of hereabouts.
A few
In Chili, as in all other Catholic
us ago a well-known citizen of Concountries, A'ov. 1 is All Saint’s day,
pcion, who had lived sans penr et when surviving friends decorate the
is reproche, as Chilians go,
quarreled graves of the dead and have prayers
ah the middle-aged mother of his half- said for the
repose of their souls. On
dozen children. She took “French that day in
any Chilian city the road
ave” one night, and nothing w-as leading to the pantheon is
thronged
•aid of her afterwards. Having re- with people attired in
deep est mourn
gained in single blessedness a year or ing, on their way to the
performance
wo, without being able to ascertain of these rites.
The burial place has
aether his runaway spouse was living previously been put in
apple-pie order
dead, the gentleman took a younger for the occasion—its unsightly pit filled
man to wife, contrary to the wishes
up, scattered bones and pieces of cofthe church. Shortly after his second fins cleared
Aisles of beggars
away.
marriage lie became so sick that his stretch along the road to the gate of
ah- was despaired of. Of course the the
pantheon, where venders of fruit,
hands sent for a priest, who came and cakes, ices, chicha and milk-punch offer
mmanded the dying man to denounce their wares for sale; while soldierl!,‘ new
wife before he could receive police run about to preserve
order, conabsolution. This the man refused to tributing to a scene of confusion more
1,1 and the
priest retired in high dud- appropriate to the entrance of a circus
Keon, without leaving behind the de- tent than to a silent city of the dead.
sired pass through Purgatory.
The Iftside, alt the tombs are covered with
man grew rapidly worse, and the
priest fresh flowen, arranged in wreaths, fes■

The most fashionable and acta aa a bar to Increased membership. If so it should be changed. I
would suggest that the committee on
membership or a special committee be
instructed to take these matters under

black paper roses combined with black and
white beads.
Groups of people, chatting gaily, are
seated upon the graves, while at various
points throughout the grounds
stand priests of different
orders, repeating prayers for the dead. There
are reverend fathers .in
long robes of
are

the whole nation became stirred up
about it.
For months the unsavory
subject was in everybody’s mouth, the
newspapers teemed with its pros and
cons, and the adherents of both sides of
the question made it a test case of
“strike for your altars and your Ares,
on the good old
plan,
strike for the green graves of your sires” A trueFormed
and brave and downright honest
—or more properly speaking, for their
man!
adobe niches in the panthean walls. The He blew no trumpet in the market place,
Nor in the church with hypocritic face
church hurled bitter anathemas at the Supplied with cant the lack of Christian
grace;
President, denouncing him as a heretic
Loathing pretence, he did with cheerful
and a corruptor of all that is good, and
will
others talked of while their hands
popular sentiment ran so high that rev- What were
still.
olution was imminent. I think it was
We shall have, of course, the usual
in 1SS4 that President Domingo Santa
Marie settled the matter judicially by ! reports from the county historians; and
inducing Congress to pass a law which judging from quite a large exchange
list the Maine papers have had a prosthrew all the public cemeteries open
to people of every religious faith, or of perous year. There has certainly been
j an advance in typography, in news- j
no faith at all,
Previous to that date i
and in general excellence. I
they had been the exclusive property gathering
speak more particularly of what is I
of the Romish church and had yielded
an
immense revenue.
Besides the known as the country weekly. It is my
and no doubt that of othdollars
tax
on
eight
every cadavor, experience,
burial lots were sold at a high price- ers, that the home paper is more than
In the big cemetery at Santiago the holding its own against outside comlongest time for which a lot is sold petition. The establishment of the
was
thirty years. An average lot, rural free delivery routes, so far from
injuring the country weeklies by the
two yards long and one yard wide,
cost thirty dollars for a period of introduction of the daily newspapers,
thirty years; the same sized lot for one is a positive benefit. We have quite a
For the privilege number of these routes in Waldo county
year, three dollars.
of erecting a family monument after and since tlieir establishment there has
the lot is paid for, thirty dollars addi- been a decided increase in The Journal's
tional.
A record was kept, and when subscription list. Had the result been
the stipulated time expired, the friends otherwise we must have accepted the
of the deceased could continue in pos- situation philosophically. The R. F. D.
session only by renewing the lease and has come to stay; the country people
paying another thirty dollars. If the are entitled to tlieir increased postal
family had removed to another part of facilities; and this, with the good roads
the country, or were all dead, or had movement, is in the line of progress
grown indifferent, the lot was resold and for the public good.
The committee appointed to secure
when the lease expired, and the former

the other’s performance, while the real
was brought up by a laughing, chattering crowd of men, women and children,
most of whom gave indisputable evidence of unwise generosity on some-
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toons and vases.

decorations

j

^

pound
J 30 CENTS Per
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—

1

tunity

to

place

record my recog-

on

nition of what the Association and its
members individually have done for
me.
May the Maine Press Association
live long and prosper, and may health,
wealth and happiness be the lot of all
its members.
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after a long legal debate. Mr. Hepburn said it was the purpose in framing the bill to impose penalties and not
to get up a measure without prohibition
or penalty, as some dealers might desire.
Speaking on section six Mr. Clark
(Mo.) took occasion to say that unless
some
limitation was made Federal
spies would swarm about the country
in the guise of inspectors.
Mr. Shackleford, (Dem. Mo.), made
an unsuccessful attempt to have stricken from the bill section 7, which provides that the Secretary of Agriculture
shall fix standards of food products
when advisable, for the guidance of
officials charged with the administration of the food law. He contended
that it clothes a government officer
with too much authority.
On motion of Mr. Fuller, (Rep. Ills.),
the bill then was ordered favorably reported to the House.
As soon as the bill was reported to
the House, Mr. Hepburn moved an
amendment eliminating the amendment
made on motion of Mr. Stephens,
(Dem. Texas,) which made it necessary
to show “wilful” intent on the part of
persons

prosecuted.

The amendment

was

126.

145 to

The bill then was passed by a rising
vote of 201 to 68, the yeas and nays
being refused.

The Clergy
Like It.
Dr. Agnew’s Crtarrhal Powder Cures
All Creeds. It Kelieves In 10 Minutes.
Here are a few names of clergymen of different
creeds who are Arm believers tn Dr. Agnew's
Catarrhal Powder tt> “live up to the preaching” In
all it claims: Blsliop Sweetman, Rev. Dr. Langtry, (Episcopalian): Rev. Dr. Withrow and Rev.
Dr. Chambers
and Dr. Newman, all
of Toronto, Canada. Copies of their personal
letters for the asking.
16
Dr. Agnew’s Ointment relieves piles

(Methodist),

In

day.
Sold by Edmund Wilson and A. A. Howes A Co.
a

Gentlemen

4
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guaranteed. Vessel outfits—Hoist anchor, sails, cargo
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29-33 Portland Pier,

PORTLAND, MAINE.
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One Hundred Farms
WANTED.

THERE IS A FEELING
OF SECURITY
IN

We

THE OWNERSHIP

OF

TO

FAIL

TO

FAKE
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WRIGHT

&§HALL, Opera

HOLMES & WEST.

Florida
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House Block, Belfast, Sole

J
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Agents.
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To Savannah,

We can also
and home papers published.
furnish thp New York Tri-Weekly Tribune
and The Republican Journal each one year
for $2.50. The Tri-Weekly Tribune is as
good as a daily paper and better than many
daily papers. Besides all tne telegraphic
news it contains much general matter of
interest and is handsomely illustrated.
/

Jacksonville,

and all Southern
formation

J. AI,
311145*

and The Republican Journal each one year
This offer is open to all, whether
for $2.
old or new subscribers, who pay for The
Journal one year in advance. The regular
price of the New York Weekly Tribune is
$1 a year, and it is one of the best farm

Excursions

via Savannah Line

Atlantic Ranges, Furnaces and Parlor Stoves.

Our Clubbing Offer. We have just
made a new contract with the publishers of
the New York Weekly Tribune, under
which we are able to furnish that paper

53 tf

customer.

STOVE FOUNDRY, PORTLAND MAINE.

(PORTLAND
I___

catalogue ready for

property with OUR money. Come in and
let us tell you how we car, get you a CASH

IS

Ranges
Always Bake.

MANUFACTURED

our

MEMBER it costs you nothing unless we
SELL your property. We advertise YOUR

PRACTICALLY IMPOSSIBLE.

Atlantic

getting

are

next season.’? distribution and non' is the
REtime to list your property with ns.

AN

Atlantic Range.
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Washington, Jan 20. The House
reconvened at 11.55 a. m. today in continuation of yesterday’s session and at
once resumed consideration of the pure
food bill for purposes of amendment,
under the five minute rule.
Section three was amended by striking out the provision that the certificate of Secretary of Agriculture showing the results of an analysis in cases
where it appears that the act has been
violated, “shall be admitted in evidence in all courts of the United States
without further verification.”

One Year For $2.00

!

M

Pure Food Bill Passed.

POOR & SON.

points.

apply to

St.

Augustine

For rates ami in-

OKlilN J.

DICKEY,

Belfast. Ale.,
Trav. Pass’r Agent,

or

KEELY,
208 Washington St., Boston

SLEIGHS!
SLEIGHS !
ISAAC S. STAPLES, BROOKS,
Has

a

new

lot

of sleighs just finished

FOR SALE.

and

Year Heaiaclie ccret Free!
Instantly ami Without Dangerous Drugs.
te at once for f ce trial treatment to
I

47tf

C. I.

Dept.

R

PENDLETON, PH. G..
Stoughton. Alass.

W. L. WEST,

VETERINARIAN.
TREATS

ALL

DOMESTIC ANIMALS.

Offices 61 High Street and over Moody’s Drug
Store. Telephone 19-3 at both offices.

KEROSENE.
If you want a good, clear light, without smoke
or odor, try my
MAGNKT OIL.
Be convinced that I have got the real thing. My
wagon passes your door daily.
3W2*

C. E. TIBBETTS*

Republican Journal.

The

BELFAST. THURSDAY, JANUARY 28, 1904
Published Every Thursday Morning by the

Republican Journal Publishing
CHARLES A.

Co.

P1L8BPRY,} B J%Tneger.

Subscription Terms: In advance, $2.00a year;
$1 00 for six months; 50 cents for three months.
Advertising Terms: For one square, one inch
length in column, 75 cents for one week, and
25 cents for each subsequent insertion.

And now the Portland Press has proclaimed the doom of the fur seal. It is
surely bent on making the fur fly.

pines in Maine and the enterprise of ISLB8BORO.
Any stranger coming into town and ask
the porcupine hunters were very much
for “news” would be answered, “Noth
underestimated by the law-makers. ing
ing but sleighing going on here.” A speed
These returns are for only one year
way is kept in condition by our road sur
and as the law will be operative for at
veyor. The piece of road lying betweei
least another year it looks as though the Corner and the Pendleton store is
th(
the State might have a bill of some one now used, and here of an afternoor
$25,(WO, and only $500 with which to may be seen old and young of both sexes
behind horses of various calibre. There*is
pay it.

people generally

will agree with
the Rev. Dr. Lorimer in saying: “It’s

vested in another horse.

be 10 cents.

This one is but s

never before was so strik- tame and remind one of little chickens as
prohibi- consulship
visible. I happened to be at Exe- they run over the snow. Their call-note
ingly
tion.
ter, a city as marked, perhaps, as any sounds like a chicken, but their song is
in England for all that is non-American
>.
Heath
lie
to
be in church and State. All through that very pretty and sounds like the tinkling of
i’.-ny
says
expects
distant bells. Some correspondent spoke
rn iiicd
If lie means politically, we fatal Sunday the telegrams conveying
of seeing a robin lately.
1 have hardlywere put out, from
returns
the
latest
i.c will not be
disappointed. lie time to
at the windows of the
time,
>
'•itainly a bad egg, and bis retention oilier, and all day long one might see have not seen one or more
Attendants of
si
wetary of the Republican Nation- | groups or single observers coni ng, go- the First Baptist church felt badly to have
even
chil-'
to
»■ coinriiiitee stinks in thenostrils of the ing, and pausing
their pastor leave, even though it was on a
inspect;
me succesmuch needed and deserved vacation. Howparty, if Senator Ilanna is responsi- area eagerly transmuting
sive items of news from one to another.
ble for iiis retention in this position the
ever they have not missed so much, for
There was no religious service held in
mint extends to him also.
the city, from the most conservative to since Mr. Tufts’ departure there lias not
the most liberal, where there was not been one Sunday when it was possible or
he municipal council of
Halifax, some reference made to the incident. anyways comfortable to get to the church.
V ", has passed resolutions
asking In all of these there was reported—and So both parties are having a vacation
tin- Dominion government to take im- as to three or four I can personally tes- Mr. Hull, pastor of the. upper church, is
a fullness of feeling such as touchhis parents....The Sewing
mediate steps to abate the dogfish tifyed'the heart of every American. On away visiting
nuisance.
It is claimed that there was the next morning whole pages of the l Circle of the Free Will church meets every
a
-onsiderable loss to the fishermen country newspapers, usually so barren Wednesday evening in the vestry. Re-

before the

days

of

—

evening, Jan. 20th.
! THORNDIKE.

Mr. and Mrs. ft. S. Ward were called to
Freedom Saturday by the serious illness of
Miss
; their daughter, Mrs. Lena Russell
Evelyn C. Higgins of Massachusetts is the
guest of her auut, Mrs. F. L. Philbriek
Miss Bessie L. Higgins is stopping for a
while with Mrs. John McKinley in Jacksou_Mr. and Mrs. R. C. Higgins passed
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. S. C. Files in
Unity—Miss Florence JVing and Mr.
James Cates were married Jan. 20th. They
have the best wishes of their many friends
for a long and happy life—Speaking of
the severe cold of last week, a re-li-able

j

i

—

—

day party last Saturday from two to five
Games were played and refreshp. in.
ments served
Thursday, the 28th, a
dance is billed for the town hall, with music
—

industry—the

ufacture of seals’ noses.

It is

re

m-

ii

i

Miss Kate Small and Mrs. Everett TaskI
visited friends in Swanville Tuesday.

Horace Ward, who was recently injured
quite severely by a kick from his horse, is
able to be about again.

The bristles are sewed in and a
;
tin end holds them from fa 11-

There will he a meeting of the parish at
but a sharp yank draws them
in
the hide and then it is seen the church this, Thursday, evening
place of the usual prayer meeting.
they never grew there. The nos-!
arc
ipparently genuine until
xanimation is made.

care- 1

Democrats have troubles of tlieir
now, and their newspapers have
!es> space to devote to booming Hanna

..

1

Everett Roberts has returned to his home
in Minnesota, after spending some weeks
with his brother, Sharon Roberts.

Charlie Rolfe, who has been for some
time i:i Pennsylvania, is ill with typhoid
fever at the home of his parents in this

and shirring President Roosevelt. The village.
The dedication dance in Union Ilal! Feb.
storm center is in Bryan, who in a re3rd will bring a crowd and it will be the
cent.' published interview insists on
social occasion of the season thus
lu
and declares ins opposition to a special
far. Rigby’s Orchestra of Belfast w ill furreorganization oi the party by men nish the music.
ii were turned down at
w
Chicago eight
The Masons were to have their annual
years ago and have since played a minor
supper and installation last evening (Wedpart in Democratic doings. Bryan is nesday.) The Sir Knights will have their in-

equally hard to please when it comes to
the selection of a standard bearer this

He lias already expressed inyear.
tense dissatisfaction at any attempt to
revive Grove; Cleveland as a candidate.

unwilling to accept Judge
Parker, and will apparently have noth-

He is

also

ing to do with Senator Gorman and
Richard Olney. Col. Henry Watterson,
v i;o
use

agrees with Bryan m having no
for Grover Cleveland, is decidedly

stallation in either one or two weeks and it
will be a pleasant occasion. In both orders
the brethren will be accompanied by invited guests and suppers will be served.
The drama “Our Folks” will be presented
in the near future at Union Hall, the proueeua

wj

i>e

uevuieu low arus

ouying a

to

1856.

J

t;or.

Belfast
VV. J.

druggists.

Successor to Geo. W. Burkett

(MARK

MILITARY
MINSTRELS
And VAUDEVILLE COMPANY.

;

Offerings

at 0. 0.

IRON VASES,

f|

A. D. CHASE & SON

Hills Building, High

Street, opposite Court
House, Belfast, Maine.

!
|| Belfast National Bank.
■

WEEK-

j

Buying Impulse. |

Suits that sold for $12.00 each 65c. quality, All Wool
Remnants per yard,
now selling for

$1.50 Outing Night

Suits that sold from $18.00 to
$20.00, now selling for

Dresses

VERY HEAVY AND

%P

NICELY TRIMMED.

j
*

•

50c.

99c

—

Percales and Flannelette

Fancy Figures,

Full

$8.00 and lO.oo

Coats that sold for

$20.00,

_

75c.

Of Best

These

Quality

are

Print.

$12.00 Capes for

our Domestic

$Q.OO

12

An unheard of bar-

$10.00 Capes for

sizes, 50c. quality,

6.50

...

29C.

$8.00 Capes for

5 Q0

$5-5«

Jackets, sold from $8.00 to Agra Carpet Remnants, (very
$12.00 each, now
heavy) 1-2 yard lengths,

II

$1.00 each

15c.

11

II

INCLUDING_

< ►
< ►

|

yard

10C. tO 21C.5ST

quality,

...

...

and

GAS SUPPLIES.
We

tarnish all of the latest ami up-to<
(late goods ill the above lines at reasonable
can

prices.
guaranteed sati--

||

TO....

j*

COD
WATCH FOR IT.

FOR. RENT,
No. 64 High Street,
xse, suitable for office or factory. Also an
offloe ovor H. L. Lord’s store. Main 8t.
60
Apply to Arnold Harris, 137 E. W, New York,
or G. G Pierce, Belfast, Maine.
62tf

< •

;;

I
,

COD

.Winter Sweets

Swift & Paul’s.

;;

We have
For

a

acres,

corner.

IN

PLUMBING, HEATING

a

Customer

place, containing live to twenty
within three miles of Belfast post-

small

office.

Must have good house of seven or
rooms, ell and stable, all in good repair. We will pay spot cash and .a reasonable price for the right place.

more

S3tf

HOLMES &

WEST.

FOR IT.

STATE OF MAINE.
County

GO

>

SON,CHASES

Block, Belfast, Me.,

DEALERS

WATCH

}\

......-,

House

.AND.

< >
o

Matting Remnants, from ;;
from

Opera

All labor and material

nr

Best

FOK IT.

WRIGHT I HALL.

High Grade Chocolates

<

to 15.

worry?

jactory before paid for.

___O

A. D. CHASE &

j

Saturday Night
Confectionery

$3.29

1

care or

...

Rugs, Regular price j
$5.00. For this sale only !;

Straw

avoid any

WATCH

POIC YUVK.

< ►

12

burglary. Those renting boxes have
to the vault and the exclusive handling e
their boxes. W by take chances of keeping vain
aides at home when foi $3.00 per year you cai
tire and

access

COD

< >

12 Shirvan

vault is

WATCH FOR IT.

Biglow Wilton Rugs, size 36 I;
gain-

Ladies' Vests and Pants,

65c.

$3.00, $5.00, $0.50 and $8.no per year. Out
unequalled in Eastern Maine and unexcelled in the United States for security against
At

COD

< ►

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦<►

x63.

This sale.

yard,

.*A*A*AAA**...*..*.*..**_

quality

in broken

bank has opened an INTEREST DEand will issue certificates of deposit bearing interest at the rate of 3 per cent

< ►
< ►

$1.00, $1.50 and $1.65 Linoleums, ;;
square

7pc.

PER CENT.

This

»+++++++++»++++++++++++»++<>

$13.50

99C

yard,

3

PARTMENT

II

the kind that wears, per ;;

$1.00 Wrappers for

INTEREST AT

Hartord and Whittall Brussels ;;
per

SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES FOR RENT

ACCOUNTS SOLICITED

DEPOSIT

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦+i►

now

selling for

Skirt,

TOTAL STOCK LIABILITY TO DEPOSITORS $220,000

< ►
<»

|
1 V

ORGANIZED AS NATIONAL BANK IN 1865

Capital Stock $100,000, Stock Liability $100,000, Surplus $20,000

Roxbury and Stinson Tapestry j;
Remnants per yard,
;;

Remnants,
$1.25 Wrappers for

ESTABLISHED IN 1836.

which
per annum for full months on all certificates
shall have been outstanding not less than 4
months from date of issue.

I;

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦«

99c.

►

Carpet;;

25c.

$5.00
$1.25 Outing Night Dresses

ETC.

MARK WOOD & SON.

|

1

Checks, Stripes, Solids, yp^

Our work is second to none and always gives
Our prices are consistent with the
satisfaction.
best of material and workmanship. Now is the
time to place your orders for spring delivery. I)o
not fail to look at our well selected stock of
finished work before buying elsewhere.
We
handle

Shoe Store.

1856

a

--

BOUQUET HOLDERS,

;

These Cannot Fail to Create

$1.00 Outing Night Dresses,

.-MANl'FACTI HERS OI

25,35 & 50.

Broken Lines, Depleted Sizes and Remainders
as

WOOD & SON,Es““?d

Marble Monuments,Tablets,Headstones,Etc

[A Stupendous Clearance Sale el all Remnants, Odd Lots, j
Such

HOWES,

IRELAND’S^

f

-st

H.

JAMES

..Manager

..

^BURRILL &

£i?“-s!wits

-BUT ONE MORE

new

Rehearsals are uow in progress and some of the best dramatic talent
of the place is represented by the ladies
who take part in it.

and #r: all

FRIDAY, JANUARY 29th,

WATCH FOR IT.

1856.

deposited before the

Mail orders receive prompt attention.

Opera House,

CLIFFORD

Prices,

A. D. CHASE & SON A. D. CHASE & SON

It will be the first dramatic entertainment in the new hall, and by reason of
the object in view will no doubt draw a

large crowd.

Have your guesses all

FIRST DAY OF FEBRUARY.

Chemists,
499 Pearl St., N. Y.

For sale at

once.

•!*•>

S™8 I On the Piano I gSST*

SCOTT & BOWNE,

...

c 0 D

|

piano.

Mr. Bryan’s programme as
outlined in his latest political utterance,
whii.Ui the Kentucky editor describes as
‘■'i e* Political Insanity.” Thatseems SANDY POINT.
i" be the opinion also of
Mrs. Annii Guile has returned from New
prominent
democrats in Washington, who are Hampshire, where she had been for several
serious,y alarmed at Mr. Bryan’s pres- weeks—Miss Mattie Illack is visiting
Mrs. Annie Thompent attitude.
The general opinion is friends in Hucksport
that he will not be able to dictate a free son, who spends the summers with relatives here, and Miss Susan Hawes of New
si,ver plank ui the St. Louis platform,
York, who was a visitor here last summer,
but the fear is, failing in this, his adleft New York last week for Europe....
verse influence will be felt in the camMrs. Wealthy Watts received on her birthpaign.
day last week a box containing a birthday
cake, confectionery, fruit and nuts from
Since the lofty pines which once domi- Mrs. 15. F. Harlow of
Newton, Mass., and
nated the Maine woods have been laid several gifts from relatives here. Miss
low by the axe of the lumbermen, and Wealthy Grant was born in Prospect, J anpine lumber is imported from Michigan, uary 10, 1820—loe has been hauled the
it has often been suggested that the past week for the Iluckery, Hersey Retreat,
F. S. Harriman’s and S. M. Grant’s stores
name of l’ine Tree State should be
and for several families. It is of fine qualchanged. Once it might have been the
ity and about 20 inches thick....The trees
Tree
but
the
Spruce
State,
pulp mills presented a beautiful appearance Monday
and Christmas tree trade are making morning. The limbs were
heavily coated
havoc with the spruce. Now it seems with ice and the sun shining on them made
as though the Porcupine State might a brilliant spectacle—The
travelling is
be appropriate. At the recent session the best for the season.
of the Governor and Council they had
How’s This 1
before them certified returns from 315
One Ilundred Dollars Reward
cities, towns and plantations, most of forWe offer
any case of Catarrh that cannot be cured
them in eastern Maine, representing
by Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
F.
J. CHENEY & CO., Props., Toledo, O.
00,000 porcupines killed by hunters
We, the undersigned, have known F. J.
since the bounty law was passed last Cheney for the last 15 years, and believe
winter, and which had been paid for him perfectly honorable in all business
transactions and financially able to carry
out of the municipal treasuries at 25 out
any obligations made by their firm.
cents per porcupine. As the Legisla- West & Truax, Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, 0.
ture appropriated $500 to pay for the
Wai.ding, Kinnan & Marvin, Wholesale
was
which
it
would
Druggists, Toledo, O.
porcupines
expected
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally,
be killed under the bounty law and as
acting directly upon the blood and mucous
315 towns thus far ask to be reimbursed surfaces of the system. Price, 75c. per botto the extent of $15,000, it is not hard tle. Sold by all Druggists. Testimonials
to figure out that the number of porcuHall’s Family Pills are;the best.

opposed

cold at

-i- • -H; -r

-CITY DRUG STORE.-

The great popularity of Brown’s Instant
Relief stamps it as an article of great merit,
as everybody uses it.

Mrs. Hattie Jenkins has returned from a
visit of several weeks in Waterville and
Fairfield.

by cutting out pieces of seal
c.
sewing bristles in for whiskers
d then slitting openings for the nos-

t'

a

merchandise that I have marked down must be
sold before stocktaking. This sale will continue
until FEBRUARY 1st.

Be sure that this picture in
the form of a label is on the
wrapper of every bottle of
Emulsion you buy.

Or. Foss’ Cold Tablets.
They will stop

The

EASTERN

Y°ur Co|d
WITH

PRICES THAT MEAN BUSINESS.

We will send you
n little of the Emulsion free.

—

!

er

1-

1

Cutg

RECORD BREAKING LOW PRICES.

bcotl s limuision, tresh air,
rest all you can, eat all you
can, that's the treatment and
that’s the best treatment.

Mrs. Wendell Reynolds and daughter
Alice visited relatives in Unity last week.

under arrest for defraudState: but the "noses” were

digest.

Pendleton

a

will soon be out under the care of our efficient doctor— Capt. P. G. Pendleton is at
home for the winter
The steamer Silver
Star has made a good record this winter;
not missing a trip through December or
January.thus far.

Mrs. Chas. Forbes has been confined to
the house for some days by a severe cold.

arc now

::i"

Mark

birthday party Tuesday evening.
About fifteen of his boy and girl school
friends were invited and a very enjoyable
■■■■■
evening was passed.... We all sorry to hear
of Mr. Gus Gilkey’s illness, but fee! sure he
gave

Miss Mildred McCarty, who has been
quite ill, is improving rapidly.

quite

pm:;table as they bring one dollar
apiece, from the State; and it is much
e isier than obtaining the real articles.
Vi e d.. not advise others taking up this
■ ltd istry.
is Louis Sapieo and
Joseph
s
D.uia of Pleasant Point, near Easti;.■

from Belfast.... Master

Mrs. Esther Roberts.

man-

in-

•^STOCKTAKING SALE>
Greatest Trade Event in History of Belfast Retailing.

The time to treat consumption is when you begin trying
to hide it from
yourself.
Others see it, you won’t.
Don’t wait until you can’t
deceive yourself any longer.
Begin with the first thought
to take Scott’s Emulsion.
If
it isn’t really consumption so
much the better; you will soon
forget it and be better for the
treatment. If it is consumption you can’t expect to be
cured at once, but if you will
begin in time and will be
rigidly regular in your treatment you will win.

reported... .The drama, “Uncle Josh,”
was repeated at Town Hall Wednesday

stallation occurs on Saturday evening....
Miss Marion Pierce Pendleton gave a birth-

■

Maine has a new

Forester’s

to

was

...

Saturday evening.The

the lungs as you
would weak land and the
weeds will disappear.
The best lung fertilizer is
Scott’s Emulsion. Salt pork
is good too, but it is very hard

Thomas

young farmer informs your correspondent
that during one of the extremely cold days
while the mercury was 18 below zero lie
stood with a thermometer in one hand and
a lien in the other and that the hen after
considerable coaxing actually laid a frozen
egg. He says seeing is believing, so this
statement must be eggs-actly so. Another
enterprising farmer, who keeps several
young hogs in his barn cellar, reports that
one morning last week he noticed one of
his male pigs appeared rather dumpish,
and upon investigation it was found that
the water was frozen in his bladder
The
pig was given a warm bath, and is now enjoying life as usual, and seems to appreciate the warmer da\s immensely—By the
kindness of Mr. C. E. Lane of Brooks, Miss
Le!a Higgins has been distributing some
pretty calendars among her friends in town.

Jas. H Howes’

possible.
Strengthen

of the first “Pit-Party” of the season.
0. Shields was taken suddenly sick this week. The services oj
Dr. W. L. Watson were needed most of the
day, Sunday_The W. C. T. U. will meet
with Mrs. Fred Parker Feb. 5th—The
Grange had a necktie sociable at their hall
Wednesday eveniug, Jan. 20th. A fine time

freshments are served
.The Hark Harbor Sewing Circle meets with Mrs. Ernest
Thomas next Thursday evening.... Miss
Mamie Babbidge gave at pit party last

of American items, were crowded with
reports of Sunday services in various
towns and villages. Driving through
tiie country, in any direction, during
these sorrowful days, one saw mournA
iind in one of our Maine ex- ing dags here and there, on the streets,
on public buildings and before private
s some verses on the battle
April houses. In London the very omnibus
a
at Sabine Cross Roads, near drivers sometimes carried them.
We
Man eld, La., by "Billy R M., Fifer were constantly told that no European
death had ever brought
T7 Illinois Vols.”
lie tells how sovereign’s
forth so much testimonial of grief, and
t
.a;, was lost, the :3d Division came we could well believe it. No American
:n I.
iate to save the day. and all were who happened to be in England during
that experience can ever again doubt
on the retreat, when
the depth and reality of English ands
The l"ilt Corps of Yankee bios
American cousinship.
< nine lip on double quick :
1 !te\ ||.rilled tlieir lines in gallant st\’p
And held the Kebs in cheek.
THE NEWS OF BROOKS
a ll volleys from their muskets
I never heard before;
Marie Chase spent Sunday at home.
A :: honor to the tdtli boys,
They saved the lath Corps.
Miss MarciU Ward is visiting her aunt,

a

cess
—

human

a

flourishing best in weak
lungs. Like other weeds it’s
easily destroyed while young;
when old,
sometimes im-

ments were served by Mrs. Alice and little
Frederick Palmer. The prize winners for
Pit were: First, Mrs. Emma Twombly,
720 points; Mr. Austin Ricker, second, 555
points; booby, E. C. Dickey, 60 points. A
ocial hour was spent and then all returned
to their homes much pleased with the suc-

...

vhe past year as a result of the
ravages
or the dogfish.
The fishermen on this
c
ist have the same tale to tell.

This is for the benefit of

is

Consumption

weed

longer term of school. Come, all lovers of
good music, and help along in the good
work.... The most social and pleasant event
of the season was the “Pit-Party” held
Saturday evening by Mr. and Mrs. Geo. A.
Palmer. A large number of invited guests
were present and enjoyed the jolliest game
ever invented for an informal good time.
Pit is a novel and exciting amusement for
progressive parties. It was played for
about two hours, after which nice refresh-

—

course, was

WEEDS

by Mr. and Mrs. Conant and daughter
Vera; recitations, solos, duets, anthems
and chorus by school. The admission will

the horse with a record and the horse with
out.
Some are there to look on, but th(
greater number to trot. There is much en
thusiasm and much talk_A. M. Wilbui
recently bought a horse of fine style. II
is an English cob and was formerly owner
by Geo. Vanderbilt and driven in Bar Har
bor.
Mr. Newton Pendleton, also, has in

Arriving in England soon after the
death of President McKinley, and a
sdjonrner there at the time of his funeral, the writer was impressed by the
sympathy from all classes and the signs
of mourning everywhere. On private
residences as well as public buildings
(lags were at half mast, and memorial
services were held in all the large cities.

colt, yet is said to be very speedy... Ice cutting on the Meadow Pond is a big business
It seemed to us that tnere could not these days. A
great many teams are ena good sight better to have a man than
have been more sincere or more general gaged in getting the ice for the Islesa putty dummy in the White House.”
mourning in our own country, and on borough Inn and cottages at Dark Harbor
Mr. Preble has the leasing of the pond_
“Pneumonia claims by far the largest returning home we endeavored to conThere is much ice on and around the shores,
number of victims among the habitual vey through these columns some idea
In the February and we wonder what the poor crow does
of this sentiment.
consumers of intoxicating liquors,” says
for food with the clam flats frozen over,
we find what we wished to exAtlantic
the Boston Herald. Is it not a good
This morning we saw three crows happy
most forcibly and fittingly said
thing that Maine has a supreme court press
over some frozen apples that had been
that master of the English language,
to enforce the prohibitory law, so that by
left on the tree.
But all the trees today
Col. Thomas Wentworth Higginson.
be
are so thickly coated with ice it must be
cannot
had?
intoxicating liquors
He closes a paper on “English and hard work for a bird to
stick to the
We read in an exchange that an old American Cousins” in these words:
branches.
Certainly Nature in winter
deacon in Maine received as a gift a
No American could possibly have never looked more beautiful than now.
can of brandy peaches and in acknowl- passed through England during the If we only knew that a crow had an aranxious days of President McKinley’s
tistic nature!
Large numbers of snow
edgment lie wrote that the peaches final ordeal
and death, without being
were fine and be “appreciated the spirit profoundly impressed with the inalien- buntings, or snow birds, in flocks of from
twelve to twenty are here. They are quite
in which they were sent.”
This, of able tie between the two nations whose
The

MONROE.
The singing school here, under the induction of R. a. Conant, the veteran singsingmaster, will give a concert on the evening of February 1st, including select m.usic

of

Waldo,

ss.

January 27, 1904.
Taken this twenty-seventh day of January, A
D. 1904, on execution dated January 21, 1904, i*
sued on a judgment rendered by the Supreim
Judicial Couit for the County of Waldo at the
term thereof begun and held on the first Tuesday
of January, A. D. 1904, to wit, on the fourteenth
day of January, A. i>. 1904, in favor ol Rosanna
Emerson of
In said County of Wald*
against Elenor C. woodman of Searsport, in said
of
for
one
Waldo,
hundred and six dolounty
lars and ninety six cents, debt or damage, and
fourteen dollars and seventy-*even cents cost*
of sifit, and will be sold at public auction at the
office of Robert F. Dunton, in Belfast, in saui
County of Waldo, to the highest bidder on the
twenty-seventh day of February, A. !>. 1904, at
ten o'clock in the forenoon, the following described real estate, and all the right, title and
interest which the said Elenor C. Woodman has
and had in and to the same on the twenty-third
day of July, A. L>. 1903, at one o’clock and fllt>
minutes in the afternoon, the time when the same
was attached on the writ in the same suit, to wit
A certain lot or parcel of land and buildings
thereon, situated in searsport aforesaid, bound
ed and described as follows, to wit: Beginning
at a stake and stones at the northwest corner of
land formerly of Jeremiah Merithew; on the
east side of Mechanics’ Row; thence northwest
on the east side of said Mechanics’ Row to a
stake and stones at land now or formerly of John
F. Nickels; thence easterly on the line of said
John F. Nickels’ land to Elm street; thence
southerly on the west side of said street six and
one-half rods more or less, to a stake and stone*
at said nerithew’s line; thence south fifty-six
degrees west two rods and ten links to the plae*
of beginning; being the same premises conveyed
to said Elenor C. Woodman by William William*
by his warranty deed dated June 13.1864, and re
corded in Waldo Regis*ry of Deeds, Book 129.
•
Page 153.
SAMUEL G. NORTON, Sheriff.

Searsport,

erly

?

1

Dr. W. L. West killed a tuberculous cow

THE NEWS OF BELFAST.

The W. C. T. U.

will meet to-morrow,

lie regular meeti ng of tlie City Council
: he held next Monday evening, Feb. 1st.

Friday, afternoon, with Miss Frothingham.
Two sisters in Northport each presented

'_‘2d is the 100th birthday of Embden,
ty and Mercer, and the next day that of
ad, Andover, Hope and Palermo,

her husband with an infant daughter within a few hours time last week.

me

Ail

are

Hartshorn of Brooks brought to this
recently a Spanish coin which he has
in his possession 45 years.
He found
a field on his father farm in Poor’s
It bears the date of 1758. Mr. Hartshas been offered $15 for the coin but
>ures it for association’s sake.

Janies P. Wight, contractor for the support of the poor, went to Rockland last
week to look after a ytiung man from Belfast, who fell into distress in Rockland on

The inemCi.ru of Boston.
diip fee has been coming in rather slowed there are many known to be interin the Club who have not remitted
fee
It is hoped they will do so as
■s convenient to Mr. Elmer F. Mureb,
fast

Foster street, Somerville, Mass,

The

the 7th page an interesting
from Naples from Mrs. Emma Abbott
r of Boston, who has a summer home
-gemoggin. she is a sister of Mrs. T.
.1 rman of
Belfast and Mrs. Helen N.
ad of Portland, Oregon.
She was
Emma Clark, formerly of Winterport,
!i is many friends who will enjoy read■iis “home letter.”

members

of

Seaside

Chautauqua

Belfast Lodge, No. 30, Good Templars is
again in a flourishing condition. They
meet Friday evenings in the Sons of Veterans hall, on Main street.
Every member
is earnestly requested to be present at the
next meeting as matters of importance are
to come up, including election of officers, etc.

tins

vicinity wno intend
n» the st. Louis fair can be well cared
the Koval Hotel, Last St. Louis, of
li Charles 0. Clark, a Belfast boy who
.id long •■xperience in large hotels in
-c, Denver, St. Louis and Boston, is
The Boyal is conducted
Manager.
\ on the American plan, and the rates
50 a day
L ist St. Louis is
,md
Ode of the Missouri river, opposite
-mis, with which it is connected by
It is safe to say
iiiuiib i'.ads bridge.
no fast visitors will receive a royal
at tlie Royal Hotel.
Friday evening’s train

(Freedom.)
Harold Bragdon, who has had the measles, is out again... .Perley Thurston finished his school Friday. He will attend Freedom Academy this spring.
His brother
Fred, who has been teaching in Unity, returns to Bates college this week_Leona
Russell arrived home from the Central
Maine Hospital, Lewiston, last Saturday
much improved in health... Many are sick
around here with the grip and pneumonia,
Over in the Vose district there are sick
ones at nearly every house—About the
hardest worked person in town is our good
doctor. He is out driving all dav and until
late at night over our beautiful roads and is
called up sometimes next morning at one
o’clock or perhaps five. No wonder he begins to look thin; but he keeps through it
all bis buoyant cheerfulness and merry
laugh. Some of us a little while before his

Circle will meet Monday afternoon, February 1st, with Mrs. C. F. Black, No. 6 Union
street. Lesson, chapters twelve and thirteen of “Literary Leaders of America” and
magazine lesson, “Imigration During the
Nineteenth Century.” Author, Sidney Lanier.

on

ironi

•.inductor escaped injury by jumping,
the trains came together the engine
lied to the snow plow forced the cafrom the rails and piled a dozen
.lit ars in a splintered heap. Wreckforked on the debris nearly six hours
track finally

was

the evening of Jan. 11th Mr. Arthur
libs, was given a surprise party at his
No. :u;Northport avenue, in commem.Seventeen persons
n of his birthday.
e
present and the evening was spent in
1 playing and with graphophone music.

young bachelor,
Clarence Wight,
drop Sinythe, his friend,
Fair Holmes.
••rt Burnett, a prominent business man,
Carleton Doak.
miin Briggs, a retired farmer,
William Leavitt.
Albert Anthony McMulliu, a friend
Mnytbe’s,
Henry Brown,
.uider Muggins, Smythe’s servant,
Harold .Sliorey.
Burnett, wife of Robert Burnett,
Geneva Heal.
_raret Burnett, tier daughter,
Caroline Hatch.
Briggs, wife of Benjamin Briggs,
Leona Buck 1 in.
Ruth Brown.
Briggs, her daughter,
Chatterton, housekeeper of the “Cos\\
inifred
Kimball.
jpole,”
r

Kiersou,

a

;

i

j
!

j
1

I

i
I

I

I

j

water and Cuticura Soap. In a
lew days the Cuticura Ointment bad
drawn the swelling to a bead, when it
broke. E.rery morning it was opened
with a large sterilized needle, squeezed
and bathed, and fresh Ointment put
on.
Pus and blood, and a yellow,
cheesy, tumorous matter came out. In
about three or four weeks’ time this
treatment completely eliminated the
tumor.
The soreness that had extended down into my chest was all
gone, and my neck now seems to be

About five or six years ago my sister had a similar experience, used the
Cuticura Remedies with magical effect.
I am willing you should use my testimonial, with the further privilege of
revealing my name and address to such
persons as may wish to substantiate
the above statements by personal letter
to me.” Chicago, Nov. 12, 1902.

FOR

!

Important

NEW

trimmed with wide Hamburg ruffle to match, pearl
buttons, a very pretty
gown.

500 yards 12 1*2c. Ginghams,
10c, per yard.

$1.25, $1.37 and $1.75 quality Kimonas, 98c.
$1.75 quality Outing Night
Robes, 98c.

V.'1 11(1
I if If
tjj 11
v

ing, regularly 75c.
only 49c.

per

yd.,

_

T

w

Other styles from EOc. to $137.. Space
will not allow description. Also fine
line of elbow sleeve robes, 87e.,$l,
$1.25 and $1.37.

front, one-piece back, pearl
buttons.

STYLE 2. Fine cotton, low neck front and
back, neck trimmed with 1 j bow knot lace
edge, bias front trimmed with three clusters of five fine tucks each
and two rows hemstitched,
pearl buttons.

5 pcs. all wool Flannel Walst-

AA

/h 1

Made of extra line cotton, cambric inish,
low neck front and back, neck trimmed
with 1-inch val lace and two rows 1-inch
val insertion running across

6 pcs. Fancy Eider Down, regularly 75c. and 87c. per

STYLE :i. Extra good material, cambric
finish, low neck front and back, square
effect, neck trimmed with 1-inch lace edge,
four clusters of five fine tucks each, and
four hemstitched tucks running down front, pearl buttons

yard,, only &59c.

Regularly

39c. Scoth Flannel

Waistings,

26c.

yard,

per

Neckwear,

15c.

8 pcs, 25c. Dress Goods, per
yard, 12 1-2c.

We’ve just finished stock-taking—have
measured and tagged ail remnants
at j, j and i regular prices—early
coiners will get big trades.

season are

Here

put

are a

on

Good cotton, ombrelle style Ladies’Drawers, trimmed with five-inch cambric Turtle,
with lj inch hemstitched hem and five
fine tucks above, flat double
stitched seams at head of ruffle, thoroughly made throughout

Wrappers,

few EXTRA SPECIALS

sale this week:

j!

|

underwear,
Now 42 cts.
Men’s and Boys’ winter caps, 50c. and $1 goods,
Now 19, 42 and 84 cts.
Men's and Boys’ heavy sweaters,
42 and 89 cts.
Men’s and Boys’ heavy blanket lined, working
water proof coats,
Now $1.32
Men's heavy mittens and gloves,
Now 19 and 42 els.
Fine steel lod umbrellas,

Heavy

woolen

and

cures

Prepared

coughs

Connected

A GOOD line of
Chemises from

WORK.

QfT
V'/

l

l.yrt

lln

72 Main Street, Belfast.

COD

COD

WATCH FOR IT.

$1.98,

now

ELYSIAN TOILET
ARTICLES and SOAPS

75 Pcs. New

Ginghams

Elysian Sachets, regular 10c package.
Cologne, regularly 15c. bottle

...

50c. bottle.
Toilet
ater, regularly 25c bottle
Toilet Water.regularly 50c. bottle
Lavender Salts, regularly 25c bot-

Just arrived.

Try

Blue.

Gray,

Black and White

=■

25c.
Antiseptic Dental Powder
25C.
Mine. De Pray’s Aromatic Tooth Loti’ >n, regularly 50c
Horace Windsor Hatch Medicated
Denti friee, regularly 25c.

El>sian Toilet Glycerine, regularly
25C

Goods Mark Down Sale

...

Elysian Complexion Powder, regularly 25c.
Elysian Complexion Powder (laige)
regularly 50c.
Elysian Violene, regularly 25c.
Elsyier Fragrant Cream, regularly

Brillianteens
WE HAVE A SPLENDID LINE.

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

Special Values

25c White Goods this week 17c.
A few odd 25c. White Goods, 10c.
Crashes was 15c., now He.
Crashes

was

Crashes

122C.,
was

now

8c,

Towels
And in

our

In INDIA LINON,

NAINSOOKS,
HANDK ERCHINF
LINENS,

9*C.

now

19c.

PERSIAN LAWNS,
PL A IN and SPOT MUSLIN,
ORGANDIES and all
WHITE GOODS from

have about 200

10c. to 87c. w

01c.

was

25c.

CROCKERY DEPT.

pair,

we

now

Window Shades worth 25c, to 65c.,
Your choice, 19c. and 24c.

CARLE & JONES,

..

Aomin

/\gdlll.

Main St., Belfast, fie.,
2 STORES—FOUR FLOORS.

..

Elysier Curling Fluid, regularly 60c.,
Elysier Milk of Almonds, regularly
25c.

Elysier Milk of Almonds, regularly
50c.

18c
18’
35c
18c
18c
18c

/f
M

36c
18c

"

18c
s

36c
36c
18c
36C

(itcr

i|S

,

j

I

Elysier Cream of Crushed Roses, regularly 50c. (large). .only 36c
Mnie. DeJonxs Oriental Lotion, regular-

ly

59c
36c

75c..

Elysian Almond Cream, regularly 50c.
Mine. De Fray’s Bloom of Youth, regular!
ly 76c
Rose Tint Manicure Powder, regularly
.............

..■•

....

..

....

25C.
Dr. De Reaquer Quinine Hair Tonic, reglarly 75c. (large).

The

lace insertion and 2t inch lace

edge to match. Splendid value,

**

59c
18C

“59c

for such a cut in prices In
high grade toilet articles is
to close out the entire line, we
must have the room.for our regular goods.
reason

these

Fine cotton, cambric finish, 9-inch lawn
flounce trimmed with two clusters of five
fine tucks each, three rows i
A A
inch val insertion and 1 inch
Y1 1111
val- «<tee.

Wl*VV

We are showing 20 styles in long and short
skirts..from 5oc. to
each

$2.50

Space will not allow description.

1 Piece Oxford

Suiting,

58 inches wide, regularly $1.25 per yard.

ONLY 98c.

DOUBLE BLUE TRADING STAMPS SATURDAY.

YOURS TRULY,

Dpn/| 11
if
KtklU

25C.
Cream (large) regularly 50

Elysier Fragrant

-ALL THROUGH FEBRUARY.-

35c
17c
34c

Long white skirt, good cotton, 12-inch lawn
flounce, trimmed with six clusters of two
flue tucks, one row 2-inch heavy cotton

.only 18c 1

tle

us on

10c
l5e

...

Cologne, regularly 25c. bottle
Parisian Bouquet Cologne, regu-

...

Dry

only 7c

Liquid Dentifrice, regularly

We Have Decided

49c

about two-thirds regular price. These
goods are of a very fine grade, and this is
an exceptional opportunity:

WATCH FOR IT.

TO CONTINUE OUR

were

at

Iy7

by telephone both day and night.

■

window shades this week_F. A. Johnhas 100 new dress patterns of the new
.See the statespring styles, no two alike
ments of the Belfast and Peoples’ National
Banks-Harry W. Clark & Co. have some
special extra bargains this week.
;

will not allow mention.

EMBALM-

at all hours to do

ING aud FUNERAL

Other styles at
Space will'not
allow descrip-

tion.

(no two alike), Hie swellest spring styles
for Shirt Waist Suits—Flake effects—Etamenes, Scrims, Linens, Pin Heads, etc., etc.
Positively the biggest and most stylish
line of these goods ever shown in Belfast.

Golf Vests

City Drug Store.

■--

Space

BURIAL GOODS

and all derangements of the bronchial tubes
and lungs. Full size bottle 25c. Trial size
bottle 10 cents. For sale at

STYLE -l. Fine, soft finished cotton, low
neck, front and back trimmed with flinch
torchon lace edge, beading and ribbon,
arm size trimmed with one-inch lace edge
to match, six rows lace insertion, each
separated by four line tucks and one row
of hemstitching running down
front to waist line, one-piece
back, pearl buttons.

1 piece heavy Black Beaver Suitings, 56 inches wide, regular
price $2.25 per yard, notv 1.39

$1.00.

CASKETS,

Is unlike any other on the market, for instead of impairing the appetite, retarding
the digestion and causing nausea, as nearly
all cough syrups do, *91 stimulates she appe-

promotes digestion

and

R.H. Coombs & Son,
ROBES and

/n^SpSijj'

25c

CO.,

I Syrup

prices

[■'I'

STYLE 1. Fine cotton, soft finish, low
neck front and back, neck trimmed with
it inch val edge, beading and ribbon, arm
size trimmed with , inch val edge, circular front, trimmed with eight rows val insertion, each separated with
four line tucks, pearl buttons,
one-piece back.

New Curtain Muslins 12 l-2c and
Other styles 26c., 50c.. 87Ac

KENT’S »Q4 Coup
tite,

flue

UNDERTAKERS.

83 Main Street'.

••

49c

100 Pattern Dresses
Fine cotton, ombrelie style, 5-inch
lawn ruflle, trimmed with five
inch lace inserfine tucks,
tion and 2| inch lace edge.

FOE IT.

“

"

low

THIS SALE BEGINS JANUARY 28

WATCII

75c each

75 Bed Spreads at exceptionally

it Morel Fossil Prices

COD

“

Belts

50c Silk

to close out at

Muffs

4

AM) MANY OTHER GOODS

Now 13 cts.
Boys’ knee pants, regular 25, 50 and 75c. goods,
Now 19 and 42 cts.
Men’s heavy corduroy pants,
SI.39
$20.00 custom suits,
To order now $15.95

w

40 Fifty cent Sofa Pillow Covers,
only 29c each

6

cts.,

HARRY W. CLARK &

Waist Patterns, worth from
$1.25 to $2.50 each, now 98c,

75

regularly
only 37 l-2c

OutingNightRobes

underwear, Si .00 and SI.50 goods,
Now 89 cts

Men’s nice braces worth 25

a number of
differ ant, subjects, prices 75c.
to $2 OO each—your choice, 50c

5 dozen

1 Case 50 and 75c fleeced

■

yesterday morning

Empire gown, good cotton, yoke
trimmed with two rows Hamburg insertion, separated by 1J inch hemstitched
tuck, neck trimmed w ith beading, ribbon
and wide Hamburg ruffle, wide revers,
trimmed with three rows Hamburg insertion and four i inch hemstitched tucks,
edged with wide Hamburg ruffle, cuff's

STYLE 2.

50 dozen extra heavy, Double
Fleeced Hose, per pr.,25c.

SPRING GOODS

Flannellet

the offers we are running
the biggest bargains
ever offered bv any clothing house.

this

a

son

Good fine cotton, cambric finish, high neck,
fancy yoke, trimmed with twenty-five
tucks, with two rows of Hamburg insertion, separated by one fine tuck around
yoke, edged with 2-incli Hamburg ruffle
neck, front and cuffs trimmed with Hamburg ruffle
to match.

All 25c.

Underwear,

SK¥

REMEMBER,

j

pany...«.. The Penobscot left Belfast at her
usual time last Thursday, but laid over in
Kockland until Sunday morning, and arrived in Boston that Dight.
She left Boston

500 yards Hamburg, regularlarly 15c., 17c., 20c. and
25c. per yard, only 12 1-2c

Nubian Art Ware in

to

Harbor route, is to be named the James T. their dry goods marked down sale through
Morse after the vice president of the com- February. They quote special prices on

loss.

Shirt Waists,

For the New Church. Saturday evening, Jan. 23d, Unity Circle gave a supper in
Carrow’s hall.
The ladies proved their
ability as cooks and everybody did ample

justice

big

yards 10c. quality Pink
Outing Flannel in 10 to 20
yard pieces. 7 1-2c per yd.

WILL CLOSE OUT HER

|

l

if he escapes a

lucky

REMNANTS.

abusive treatment, 13; adultery, 2; cruelly
! refusing to provide, 1. Two couples had
been married 20 years, 1 other more than 20
1 years; 7 between 10 and 20 years; and 8 less
than 10 years. The newest couples were 3
j married in the spring of 1901.

j

month tor money makpublic. The merchant

a

for the

WISHING TO MAKE ROOM

the wife, 20. The causes were as follows,
j Three years’ desertion, 9; gross and continued habits of intoxication, 3; cruel and

|

vV

800

warm

nerfprt.lv well.

Store.

a

1000 yards bast Prints, 2 to
10 yard pieces, 4c. per yd.

ISS HATTIE
BLACK

the good things. The supper was
j followed by a short and pleasing entertainiiEMEN ’s Ball. The annual levee, sup- ment, consisting of a solo by Miss Florida
and ball of Washington Hose Co. No. 1 Carrow, “Ring Down the Curtain;” recitaheld in Belfast Opera House Friday tion, Edwin Frost, “There will be No Sects
ling, Jan. 22d. The tables were spread in Heaven;” solo, Roscoe Black, “The
h«. 11 anil
lanra nninhar tat ilnum f.v
Plains of Peace;” solo, Harold Curtis,
ample supper at H p. in. The dancing “Beautiful Little Hands;” solo, Josephine
an at 8 o’clock with music by the Bel- Aldus; dialogue, “A Sudden Engagement.”
Theatre Orchestra. Chief Engineer I. The dialogue was very interesting. The
lough led the grand march with his characters were: Will Leary, a bachelor;
Miss Lottie Welch. Several articles Claire Vaughan, an old maid; Lillian Mason, an Irish woman ; Oscar Olson, a boote sold by ticket as follows: $10 in gold,
-s Bertha
Blake; one half ton coal, Mrs. black. Mr. Vaughan, by request, gave a
I few interesting and well chosen remarks
•ties Darby; one-half ton coal, Charles
1
F.
Wm.
mon; turkey,
Weshe; ham, about the cause for which the entertainment was given. A thorough search among
anas liaugh: cake and $5 in gold, Wm.
the audience revealed a violinist and an acJuimby. The tables were again spread ;
ntermission and a lunch served. The | compauist, and the young people gave the
■•!
dances kept the ball open until, as 1 finishing touch to a very pleasant evening
hy an impromptu dance.
■nner citizen once said, “The effulgent
of the aurora again illuminated the
New Advertisements. Miss Hattie M.
Mai horizon.” The ball was a success Black, Journal building, is closing out her
shirt waists, muslin and jersey underwear,
■illy and financially.
flannelette wrappers, outing night robes
: i; \mkr Norns.
of
Speaking
proposed and
many other goods at the lowest possible
|
mges and improvements in the steamprices to make room for new spring goods.
t service at that port the Bath Times
! —For your Saturday night confectionery,
“The Eastern Steamship Co., by the
including high grade chocolates and winter
■-v, seems to differ from many of the rei sweets, go to Swift & Paul’s, Masonic Tem: consolidations of capital by striving to
ple— Kent’s ’91 Cough Syrup at the City
prove the service rendered the public
Drug Store. Full size bottles 26 cents. Trial
1 conducting its aff airs on business lines. ;
bottle 10 cents.Wright & Hall, Opera
1 lias existed long enough to show that the
House block, can furnish all the latest and
■solidation was not effected on the get
up-to-date goods in the lines of plumbing,
■ li
quick plan, or as a basis for speculaand gas supplies. All labor and
■'Jii in stocks.
Its management shows how heating
material guaranteed satisfactory.Mark
a well and
honestly conceived combination : Wood &
Son, Hills’ building, High street,
an increase the
public happiness”....Anmanufacturers of marble monuments, tabnouncement is made by Calvin Austin, genhave a well deserved
eral manager of the Eastern Steamship Co., lets, headstones, etc.,
for fine workmanship and excel'-bat when the summer schedule is begun the reputation
lent material.
They invite inspection of
'“aving time in Boston will be changed
the finished work on hand. They also handle
from 5 to 6 p. m. This will make the arriv'd* at the landings on this end of the route iron vases, bouquet holders, etc_See the
advt., “Attention Farmers,” on the 3d page.
an hour
later, and we think the change will
It gives the clubbing offer by which The
toappreciated by the traveling public.
This will necessarily involve leaving for Republican Journal and N. V. Tribune
Huston an hour later, and that also should Farmer may be had for one year each for
he satisfactory.The new steamer build- the price of The Journal alone. This is
"g in East Boston for the Eastern Steam- under a special contract for a limited time
and it may not be renewed on such favorhip Co. to take the place of the old side
wheeler Mt. Desert on the Kockland Bar able terras....Carle & Jones will continue
..

fear it was malignant. My friends
tried to persnade me to consult my
physician; but dreading that he would
Insist on using the knife, 1 would not
consent to go. Instead, I got Cuticura
Resolvent and Cuticura Ointment. I
took the former according to directions, and spread a thick layer of the
Ointment on the swelling. On renewing it I would bathe my neck in very

WATCH FOR IT.

! April term, 11; September term, 11; on comi plaint of the husband, 8; on complaint of

|

This

We certainly can’t hope to when
quoting clearing prices such as
these:

A tumor

COD

|

i>t.

is

Sold throughout the world. Cuticura Resolvent. We.
(in form of Chocolate Coated Pills, 25c. per vial of 80),
Ointment, 50c., Soap, 25c. Depot* London, 27 Charterhouse Sq.; Paris, 5 Rue de laPaix; Boston, 137 Columbus Ave. Potter Drug A Chem. Corp., Sole Proprietors,
ay Send for “How to Cure Every Humour."

The supper and lecture at the Methodist
church Wednesday evening, Jan. 20th, was
well attended and in all respects a success.
Supper was served at <> o’clock, with Tileston Wadliu, Flsq., as head waiter, ably assisted by a corps of young ladies in oldfashioned costumes. After all had partaken
of the bountiful supper Rev. G. E Edgett
gave a very interesting lecture describing a
trip down the St. Lawrence and through

j

ing

day or

Swanville,

Mrs. Arthur Coombs surprised the
by serving a very nice supper consist'd clam stew, cold meats, salads, pies,
fruit and candy. Mr. Coombs was
recipient of many useful and pretty
the Thousand Isles, illustrated by finestereiits.
About midnight the party took
!
views.
leave, after thanking the host and | opticon
\\ Ai.no County Divorces.
Tileston
■-s for a very pleasant evening and
g they might all meet again on Mr.
Wadlin, Esq., Clerk of Courts, has <jpmmb’s next birtlidav.
piled for the Registrar of Vital Statistics of
Maine the list of divorces decreed by the
Rival nv liny test.” The Seniors
Supreme Judicial Court in Waldo county in
Belfast High school have begun re- |
the year 1903. The total number of divorces
ds of the above play. Following is
decreed was 28; at the January term, (i;

JANUARY is

came on my neck and to a
two It waa aa large aa hall an
orange. I was very much alarmed lor
“

comrades of Swanville will furnish the
usual fare of beans, bread and coffee. Bring
your picnic baskets along with your sweethearts. We hope to see the members of
Freeman McGilvery l’ost in full. The 19th
and 2(ith Maine are well represented in this
vicinity. We hope to see them all out
Thursday, Feb. 4th. A. Stinson, Sec.

cleared.

prices make it

Tnstwonfyr lady.

been under the instruction of Mr. Frank E.
late be- O'Leary, also a full band and orchestra.
A
Weather permitting there will be a street
lt' an accident on the main line.
L ight train plowing through the ; parade at noon and a concert in front of the
Opera House before the evening perform;g miow broke apart just east of the
I**,iiham station and a few minutes ance.
a siu*w jdow in charge of Conductor
Veterans’ Meeting. The Waldo Coun11 and Kngineer Buck crashed into ty Veteran Association will meet at the
Both the engineer and
ar section.
hall in
Feb. 4th. The
-o

In

workmanship.

A Remarkable Testimonial bom
a Host lotelligeit ami

was

Grange

Dull

decided object to buy muslin
wear now.
You know why. And no matter how low
the price, there’s no skimping of size or slighting of

CUTICURA REMEDIES.

mistaken and that this world can not be
such a bad place to live in after all. By
and by summer will come and we will ail
get well, the roads will be good and everything will be lovely, and then we shall say:
“Well, that fellow has got a prettv soft job
riding round delivering out a few pills' to
people and getting his pay for it. Who
wouldn't be a doctor?”

Manager Clifford of the Belfast Opera
House presents Burrill & Ireland’s Eastern
Military Minstrels and Vaudeville Co. Friday, Jan. 29th. This company is composed
of 20of the best talent of Bangor, who have

—»

No

Ail) a Mill Mew.

Prices.

Present

coming were quite sure we were going to
die, and did not care if we did, but after one !
of bis calls we think that perhaps we were i

Several candidates will be initiated. An
excellent program has been prepared byMrs. May Robertson.

■

Times

Bottom

Effect with

me

the

Rock

■■

mission ten cents.

SUITBTON

account of illness.
He was seriously ill
with typhoid fever but is now improving.

1

Fred A. Johnson’s

At

\f

N

pie

evening. Literary entertainment will be
provided and refreshments served. Ad-

Unclaimed letters remaing in the Belfast
There will be a Parish supper at the
for the week ending Jan. 23:
Mrs. W. N. Butterfield, Miss Alice E. Hatch, j North church on Wednesday evening, FebRose Perry, John Jellison, Charles Roakes. ruary 3rd. The aprons which have lately
been made in the sewing circle will be for
The Belfast National Bank has opened
sale. All members of the church and
parish
an interest department and solicits deposit
are invited.
The admission will be 15
accounts on which 3 per cent, interest will cents.
be paid. It has safe deposit boxes for rent
Roy Young's little daughter Margaret
at from $3 to $8 per year. See advt. for
and little son Raymond had a
further particulars.
birthday
party last Saturday at their home on ConThe contest on the will of the late George
gress street.
is
8 and Raymond
Margaret
W. Cottrell was finally decided in the
3 years old.
It was a party of 15 bright litSupreme Court against the contestants in tle faces in spite of the cold and rain
November last, and the case was recently They
played every moment for two hours,
certified to the Probate Court for the usual then had a lunch and treat and another
short play.
of
processes
administration.

Evans of Waldo was unable to
e bis weekly trip to Belfast last week
butter, on account of cutting his foot
w days before.
IIis son Sidney, who
at home from Freedom Academy on
not of sickness in the school, made the

print

AN El M’S
mcE
to the Treatment ef Humours
■1 Mere Than Magical

There will be an Old
Reading Book
social in the M. E. church parlor to-morrow

|

1

postoffice

cordially invited.

iward

as., It

A. Quimby will announce at J. II.
Howes’
store the number of cash sales for
the
time stated in the piano contest.

The movement for establishing in Belfast
home for aged women is progressing favorably. The Cutter house on Cedar street
has been bargained for.

Browning class will meet at the
of Rev. Harry Lutz on Church street,
poem for study is “Bishop Blonghram’s

j

Saturday evening at 9 o'clock Mr. Gen.

a

‘ie

!

There appears in this issue of
the Journal numerous C. 0. D. mentions
that have
great significance. Watch for it.

Albert Stevenson, merchant, Freedom,
has failed with liabilities at $7000 and
assets $2500.—Kennebec Journal.

Rockland Star says that Mary Christhas decided to sell her building on
diington street, Cginden, and move her
ness to Belfast.
in

logy.”

The second of the series of
cotillion parties will be held in Memorial
Hall, tcmorrow, Friday, evening.

in Swanville yesterday.

Fred A. Johnson,

M

W

m

7

Ad,er,l«.«

MASONIC TEMPLE.

Literary

STORY OF A CAT.
WHAT HAPPENED TO SCOTTY AFTER
DESERTION.

f From tlie Washington Evening Star. J
The first time that I saw “Scotty” he
was surrounded bv a group of admiring
children on the veranda of a summer
cottage in Maine. The youngsters stroked ids fur and pulled his tail, and ar-

ranged and rearranged a blue ribbon on
his neck, and the big cat evidently enjoyed it all, for, instead of running

away, lie marched about with arched
back and tail erect, rubbing his sleek
sides against the legs of his playmates.
For a week or two after this I often

Dwight Tilton’s new novel “My Lady
Laughter,” the latest announcement
of the C. M. Clark publishing Company
of Boston, will have as its background
a location and period which lias been
hitherto practically neglected by novel10,000 copies of
Charles Eustace Meiriman’s “Letters
from a Son to Ilis Self-made Father,”
was put on the press Jan. 12. This will
make a total of over 40,000 of these popular answers to “Letters from a Selfmade Merchant to His Son”, that have
been issued since the book first appeared just before Christmas. This
volume now appears with the imprint
of the ltobinson, Luce Company, which
Another edition of

question',

sniaii wings among the scattering
and a dickering of white tailfeathers as the juncos tiew away—that
is, as all but one dew away.
Scotty
crouched on the spot where he landed,
switching bis tail angrily from side to
side and growling as well as he could
with ids teeth buried in the body of ids
Yeti,!;.
In that hour self-reliance was
No longer did he prowl
horn in him.
about the gardens or uieou lieseeching\
on '.lie v, iuduw-sills; he seemed to
n-alizc that he could satisfy his hungei only by capturing living creatures,
and these be limited from daylight until
dark; and it did not take him long to
lind out that more game was to be had
n the woods than near the houses, so
into Ihe woods lie went, and made his
borne in the hollow of a fallen tree,
into winch enough leaves had drifted
to make him a bed.
d

Il.XlIh

TIMKs

OK

:

IT.

lie went desperately hungry,
he almost starved to death,
nut a rabbit now and a squirrel then,
kep the life in his body until spring.
Then the migrant birds began to return. and when they came in, tired and
listless fiom their long journeys, he
iii'.ii

and

•nice

them easy prey after the wary i
creatures he had hunted during the
winter; and when they began to nest,
his work became easier still, and lie
could either devour them in the nest or
fall upon them as they blundered about
on the ground.
As a destroyer lie was
worse m some respects than a fox or a
skim.,, tor lie could climb, and nothing
was safe from him. Among other birds
he killed pheasants and grouse, and
during the spring, summer and autumn
ie destroyed more game than
any other
reature in his territory.
The following winter was a very hard
one. and in spite of “Scotty’s” great
cunning and agility tie often went hunOne bitter
gry for days at a time.
night, as lie was stalking, half fam.slied, over the snow, he started across
\ext
an open space
in the forest.
morning that open space looked like a
battle field, and indeed it was one, for
the snow was ploughed up for many
yards around and dyed with blood.
Feathers and gray fur were strewn in a
wide circle, on the outer edge of which
iay a mangled horned owl, with his
mighty talons buried to the hilt in the
back of a gray tom cat.
...
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Panama Canal will cost the

1'cited states two hundred million dol
hirs,” says Emory K. Johnson in Every-

body's Magazine for February. “If the
expenditure of this vast treasure is
justifiable, it must be so because the
canal is to benefit greatly the industries and commerce of our country, or
strengthen the efficiency of our navy, or
otherwise enhance the ability of the
United states to prevail in the coming
competition among the. nations of the
world for political and economic leadership.''
Our Great Butter

Crop.

judges at the Paris Exposition held an almost unremovable prejudice against American exhibits because
they were salted,” says F. W. flewes in
Everybody’s .Magazine for February.
“To a Frenchman, salt is put in butter
only to cover up a bad flavor or other
defect. However, in spite of that prejudice, after laborious argument and convincing proof, fifteen and a half per
cent, of American exhibits took gold
medals, while of the French exhibits
•only sixteen per cent, won similar
honors. Xo other country could compete at all successfully.”
‘•Ilutter

Just One Minute.

One Minute Cough Cure gives relief in
one minute, because it kills the microbe
which tickles the mucous membrane, causing the cough, and at the same time clears
the phlegm, draws out the inflammation
and heals and soothes the affected parts.
One Minute Cough Cure strengthens the
lungs, wards off pneumonia and is a harmless and never failing cure in all curable
eases of Coughs, Colds, and Croup.
One
Minute Cough Cure is pleasant to take,
harmless and good alike for young or old.
Sold by R. H. Moody.

II

Miss Rose Peterson, Secre-«
tary Parkdale Tennis Club, Chicago, from experience advises all
young girls who have pains and
sickness peculiar to their sex, to
table

How many beautiful young girls deinto worn, listless and hopeless
women, simply because sufficient attention has not been paid to their physical
No woman is exempt
development.
from physical weakness and periodic
and
pain,
young girls just budding into
womanhood should be oarefully guided
physically as well as morally. Another
woman,

velop

Miss Hannah E. Mershon, Collingswood, N. J., says:

thought I would write
that, by following your

I

and tell
kind adyou
I
feel
like
a
new
vice,
person. I was
always thin and delicate, and so weak
that I could hardly do anything. Menstruation was irregular.
I tried a bottle of your Vegetable
Compound and began to feel better
right away. I continued its use, and
am now well and strong, and menstruate regularly. I cannot say enough
for what your medicine did for me.”
S6000 forfait If original of abooa letter proving
genuinenete cannot be prodieed.
—

Lydia E. Pinkbam’s Vegetable
Compound will cure any woman
in the land who suffers front
womb troubles, inflammation of
the ovaries, and kidney troubles.
MAINE

NEWS ITEMS.

Airs. L. M. N. Stevens and Aliss Gordon of Portland have been obliged to
postpone their triplo Washington for
a litt.e while, so many requests have
come for assistance in the State work.

Miss Eva L. Shorey, stenographer to
the Governor and to the executive department for the past six years, has re-

signed her position to accept one as
private secretary to Congressman Burleigh.
Charles W. Morse is not doing things
by halves for Bath. Having built the
city a line High School building he now
buys two houses near it in order that'
their sites may be included in the school

grounds.

Joseph,
Brunswick were recently presented to |
an International Spy,
Hit Holy Ghost and Us school. Conj
by A V. Two poems. Headin' the Rug, tributions
for the spread of this doc- 1
by Holman Day, and Iloras: Non: Nnare being constantly received. 1
trine,
niero: Nisi; Serenas, by Howe! ScratAir. Sandford is at
at

Maine's
How tin* Stal*-

Money.

Disposes of its Funds of

<

asl).

Abner Coburn, arrived at San Francisco
Feb 22 from Baltimore via Montevideo.
A G Ropes, D. Rivers, cleared from New
York Sept 21 for Yokohama; spoken Oct 24,
lat 4 N, Ion 28 VV.
A J Fuller, arrived at Port Townsend
July 3 from Honolulu.
Aryan, A. S. Pendleton, cleared from
Baltimore Oct ‘*4 for San Francisco; spoken
Nov 15, lat 22 N, Ion 31 W.
Bangalore, Blanchard, cleared from Baltimore Aug 20 for Los Angeles.
E B Sutton, sailed from New York Dec
11 for Clieefoo.
Fort George, cleared from New York Dec
20 for Melbourne and Sydney.
Gov Robie, from Baltimore for San Francisco, sailed from Montevideo Jan 4.
Henry B. Hyde, New York for San Francisco, was at Montevideo Nov 10.
Luzon, Park, arrived at Luzon July 23
from Newcastle, N S VV. In port Aug 15.
Mary L. Cushing, from Newcastle June
9 for Honolulu, sailed from Auckland, N.

Aug

Shiloh,
present
personally conducting the Bible school, j
The advancement of Dr. P. II. S. !
Vaughan from assistant superintendent!
of the Eastern Maine Insane hospital 1
leaves the former office vacant and it!
will have to he tilled by tbe trustees.
No action has yet been taken, however, and a member of the board told a
reporter that nothing would be done
until the Alarcli meeting.

Bargain for

At a Probate Coart beldat Belfast, within and
for
the County of Waldo, on the 12th day of Jannary, A. D. 1904.
8. LAMBERT, daughter of
Catbeitne
Panno, late of Stockton Springs, in said
of
Waldo, deceased, having presented a
County
petition praying that Simeon K. Merrithew mav
be appointed administrator of the estate of said
deceased.

Fanners.

The New York Tribune Farmer, a national illustrated agricultural weekly of
twenty large pages, has no superior as a
thoroughly practical and helpful publication for the farmer and every member of
his family, and the publishers are determined to give it u circulation unequalled
by any paper of its class in the United
States.
Knowing that every enterprising, up-todate farmer always reads his own local
weekly newpuper. The New York Tribune
has made an exceeding liberal arrangement which enables us to offer the two papers at so low a price that no farmer can
afford to lose the opporunity.
The price of '1 he New York Tribune
Farnter is SI.00 a year and The Republican
Journal is S2 00 a year, hut both papers
will be sent for a full year if you forward
S2 to Tlie Republican Journal Publishing
Co., Ilelfast, Me.
Send your name and address to The New
York Tribune Farmer, New York City,
and a specimen copy of that paper will be
mailed to you.
tf

0.

KATE

1903: Costs of prosecution, $1,107.81; Philadelphia.
Win II Maoy, arrived at San Francisco
paid for support of prisoners, $943.07; Nov 27 from
Luring.
traverse
paid grand jurors, $453.SS; paid
IIARKS.
jurors, $1,742.68; received from lines,
Edward May, arrived at Makavvell Jan 9
of
traffic
$1,226.49; suppression
liquor
from Sail Francisco.
per diem, $48.04.
Ethel, Williams, sailed from Feriniiidina
Tlie Sentinel gives a summary for Dec
31 for Elizabethport.
each county, and says of this county:
Mabel I Meyers, ( N Meyers, sailed from
AA'aldo is another county where the Boston Dec 7 for Montevideo.
fines become so small as to be insufPenobscot at Rosario Nov 29 for Boston.
Rebecca Crowell, arrived at New York
lieent to pay the criminal costs as was
7 from Savannah.
Dec
done in 1902. The costs in 1902 amountHose 1 mi is, Jlelvin Colcord, arrived at
ed to $3,265.66, the fines to $5,671.99,
New York Dec 7 from Charleston, S C.
leaving a net gain to the county of
Thomas A Goddard, arrived at Boston
$2,406.33. In 1903, however, the order Nov 19 from Rosario.
of things was changed. The costs for
SCHOONERS.
this year amounted to $4,296.08, the
Georgia Gilkey, W R Gilkey, arrived at
fines to $1,226.49, and the net cost to New
York Dec 28 from Fernandiua.
$3,069.59. Instead of making a profit a
Henry Clausen, Jr, sailed from St John,
big loss was made, the difference be- N B, Jan 19 for Santa Cruz.
tween the two years being $5,475.92.
Gladys, 11 B Colson, arrived at New York
In Androscoggin county the costs I Dec 11 from Brunswick.
iijiroifi
needier
r. ;> .wcintu;uu,
amounted to $15,686, and the fines
aniv-]
ed at New York Deo. 22 from Gonaives.
$8,988. In Aroostook county the net
.[oilu E Develin, E L Hichborn, arrived
cost to' the county for criminal prosecuat Baltimore Jan lfi from i’nnta Gorda.
tions was $0,029, against $5,504, an inJohn C Smith, arrived at New York Oct
crease of $525.
In Cumberland county 29 from Bangor via Bridgeport, Ct.
tlie costs were $28,638 and the fines $18,Mary A Hall, Haskell, at Brunswick Jan
353, leaving the net cost $10,284, or $2,203 8, repairing.
R W Hopkins, Hichborn, cleared from
more than in 1902.
Franklin county
Rrunswick Jan 20 for New York.
gained a few hundred dollars in the net
Willie L Newton, sailed from Providence
costs over 1902.
Jan 1 for Satilla River.
in Hancock county the costs were
$9,371, the tines $6,652, and tlie net exHEADIN’ THE RUG.
pense $2,718, or $1,857 more than tlie
y ear before.
By Holman Day.
Kennebec makes tlie biggest drop of
any county in tlie State, tlie difference Take a chair by the tire-place, mister. Pull
in the net income of 1903 as compared
lip, sT, pull up to the blaze!
with 1902 being $34,368. In Knox coun- Clieerfuiler some than an air-tight, hei :*
Too many air-tights these days!
ty tlie costs were $4,665 and the tines
I’d ruther a tire’d be open! Pd ruther a
$8,560, leaving a net profit of $3,894.
would, too,
Lincoln county prosecutions cost $2,241 I But a heart
lot of sheet iron’s around us till ye
more than was taken in during tlie
can’t tell who is who.
year, showing an increase of $484 over An air-tight stove an’ air tight soul! Give
1902. In Oxford county tlie net costs
me a draft an’ some birch,
An* give me a man on the open plan—that
were $1,034 above those of 1902.
kind o’ religion in church !
Penobscot county made the greatest
a matter to harp on—comgain. The sum of $47,073 was collected But that hain’t
plainin’ isn’t my style.
in fines, tlie costs being $13,216, leaving
Do ye notice that rug where ye’re siftin'•
a net income of $33,856, a gain in net
Let me tell ye ’bout that for awhile,
income of $20,353 over the previous That’s an old hooked rug; just burlap with jI
it costs the county of Piscatayear,
snippin’s o’ rags looped through—
quis $5,049 more than was taken in, A hit-or-miss pattern they call it; it looked
pretty smart when ’twas new.
against $3,026 in 1902.
in Sagadahoc county tlie fines amount- ! Some fam’lies have hist’ries about ’em an’
ed to $866 and tlie costs $5,913, tlie net
dockyments tiled away,
costs being $5,047, or $3,484 more than Blit our’n hain’t ever done nothin’ that
hist’ri can lind to say.
in 1902.
In Somerset county the costs
were $8,740, and tlie tines $2,747, the net Yet next to n> Bible, mister, the leadin' I
like the best
cost, $5,992, or $2,070 more than in 1902. i lind
right there in that old hooked rug.
In Washington county tlie costs were
When there’s ary a minit to rest
$8,ill and tlie lines, $4,705, leaving a 1 come an’ read it o’ daytimes, but the leadnet cost of $3,439.
in’ goes best at night
Next to Kennebec, York county shows With the iviinl an’the rain at the w inder
an’ the hearth tlames burnin’ bright.
tlie greatest loss of any in tlie list. The
costs were $15,743 and'tlie lines $2,sis, Then the fhadders stalk an’ the embers j
an’ voices sound in the rain,
while in 1902; tiie costs were practically An’ 1 talk
read in them strands of the dead an’ 1
tlie same, but tlie fines reached $12,038,
tlie gene, till they seem to b** ivith me
showing a loss to tlie county over 1902
again.
Of $9,186.
There, where mi cane is p'intin’, that is 1

j

said’
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At a Probate Court, held at Belfast,within
and
for the County of Waldo, on the 12th dav
January A. D. 1904.

I

F.

DUNTON,executor of the last
of Adoniram H. Hanks, late of Belfast,
ROBERT

|

be held at Belfast, witnin and for said (
the 9th day of February. A 1). 19C4. .it ter,
the clock before noon, and show cause, it
they have, why the the prayer « f said petit:,
should not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Juc.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. H azfi.tink. Regis:.
to
on

Cherry-

j
j
j

At a Probate Court, held at Belfast, within
for the County of Waldo, on the J2th d..
January, A. 1). 1904,

!

having presented

Pectoral

j
1
1

bottle of it in
the house. We have been
saying this for 60 years, and H
so have the doctors.

|

I have used A ver's Cherry Pectoral in my 8
for lu years.
It is 11»«* bed meni.-ine
the word. 1 kuovt, lor all throat aiid lung S
troubles.’'
d
Mrs. J. K. Nouckoss, Waltham. Mass, a

g3

2Se..50e.,$1.00.

«?.

«

aver

<

o.,

FERNALH, guardian of A1:•
Glad s L
Keinald, huim.
a petition pr. ying that siren

and

be licensed to se 1 at 1 ub,ic or | runic sale
convey certain real es ate of saiii limn r>.
real estate being parti* uiarly described it

.,

...

petition.

Ordered, That the said petitioner give notnv
all persons interested by causing a copy of »»
order to be published three weeks successively
the Republican Journal, a newspaper pnbli>]
at
Belfast, that they n ay appear at a Pr, ! .-.-.
Court, to be held at Belfast within ami for-.,
County, on the 9th day ol February, A. I). 1'.*«
at ten of the clock before 00**11. and show < a
if any they have, why the prayer <>t said pettier should not be granted.
GEO E. JOHNSON. Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P Hazeltine, Register

a

family

1

County of Waldo,deceased, having presented
a petition piaying that the actual market va
of the estate of said deceased, the persons inter
ested in the succession ilureto, and ihei m< n
of the Collateral It heritance Tax thereon, u
be deteimined by the Judge of I n.I ate
Ordered. That the said petitioner give notice
ail persons interested by causing a copy of
order to be published thiee weeks sueeessit ely
the Republican Journal, a newspaj er publish* !■
Belfast, that they may apnea 1 at a Probate

E.
MINNIE
Firnald

in

w

said

For coughs, colds, bronchitis,
asthma, weak throats, weak
lungs, consumption, take
Aver's Cherry Pectoral.

Always keep

!

9

tOf"

SS.—In Court ot Probate, held at Be
on the 12th day of January, 1'.
John R. I)unton, administrator « n the estate
John M. Roberts, late «d Waldo,in said ( t.t 1
deceased, having present* *1 his s» c* mi and tu
ate unt of a*.ministration of said estate

\\J At.DO
Vr fast,

The Lungs}
Daily action of the bowels is neces-'
sary. Aid nature with Ayer’s Pills.

nll.iwanpu

Ordered, that notice thereof be given, tl
weeks successively, in Ihe Republican Journ..
newspaper published in Belfast, in said Count'.
that all persons interested may attend at a B:
bate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 9th
of February next, and show cause, if any '!
have, why the said account should not b*
lowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Jmli,•
Attest:
A true copy.
Chap. F. Hazfltimc, Regis1*
1

Frobate Court held at Bellast,within a? <1
the County of Waldo, on the 12th day <>f .!<•
nary, A. I>. 1904.
F DUXTON, administrator with
will aunexed of Isaac H. Jackson, lam
Belfast, in said County of W aldo, deceased. h.«
ing presented a petition praying that the a<
market mine of the estate ol said dertase<
pet sons interested in the sueeessn n thereto
the amount of the Collateral Inheritance T
thereon, may be determined by the JudgFrobate.

j

B

B
B
B
B
B

B
B

B

At a

■

W

pOBERT

Royal OaiK”
Kind

//./(

HOOD RUBBERS
NOT MADE BY A TRUST

you cj/vnot c£r r/?£S£/?usBfftS ££OM you/? £>£/?££/?-tv#/r£ as
//■

ordered. That the said petitioner give
to all i ersons interested by causing a copy m
order to be published three weeks success he
the Republican Journal, a newspaper piilliat Belfast, that they may appear at a Fro'
Court, to be held at Belfast. within ami lor
county, on the 9th day ol February, A I>. 1
at ten of the clock before noon, and slo w can.-'
any they have, why the prayer ol said pel::
I should not be granted
GKO K. JOHNSON Jim

|

A

true

Copy—Attest
(

has.

F

Hazfi.tink, Regis*.

!I

J

a Fiobate ('ourt 1 eld at Belfast, witlm
for the County ol Waldo, on the st-eomi 1
day ol January, A. 1). 1904.
certain instiuirent purp< rtin;- to be t!
(m t_e s. ;
will ami testament ol
late
Bellast, in -aid County ol W aldo,
ed, having been presented t< r probate.
Ordered.'1 hat notice be given to all per--.
teresteil i*v causing a copy ol tbisoniei
published three weeks successive:v in the lv
liean Journal, published at Belfast, tha:
may appear at a Frobate ('ourt, to be held a
fast, within and for said County, on the
Tuesday ol Febmary next, at ten ol tin
before noon, and showeause, if any they
why the same should not t>«- pri.vtd, apj
and allowed.
(i 1.0. E. JOHNSON. J
A true copy—Attest.
( has. F. Hazki.tin!
Regist-

^
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Probate Court held at Belfast, within ami tor
t lie County of W abo, on the second Tuesday ot
•January; A. D. 1 i»>4.

At

a

certain instrument, purporting to l.p the last
will and testae out of Maria I? Manter, lake
of Wiuterport, u> said County «-t Waldo, deceased, having Been presented for prohate.

j

4

/l

Ordered. That noticr he given to all persons in
terested By causing a copy ot this order to Be
puBii.-hcd three weeks si e. cssivrly in The Republican Journal, putdisbed at
Peliast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the see
ond Tuesday of Kehruaiy next, at ten of the clock
before noon, and show cause if ai y they have,
why the same should not be pro veal, approved
and allowed.
CEO. E. JOHNSON,.Judge.
A true eopv. Attest:
( has. P. Hazeltike, Register.

|
1

|

■

In view of the large amount of money
|
out of xlie State treasury the last
j
year it is interesting to note where all
the funds of the State are located.
With some there is in impression that
At the annual meeting of the state
all the money is stored in the treasury council of the Daughters of the Amerisome bombazine;
1ITAI.DO SK. li I lift ol Frol ate held a*
vaults at the State house. Such, how’- can Revolution in Portland, Airs. A. A. !
“It was almost a miracle, burdock blood 'Twas
>»
as pretty a dress for a weddin’ as
last, hi the 1 lit li day .1 Jamuny.
Portland was re-elected j bitters cured me of a terrible breaking out
ever, is not the case, although u would ; Kendall of
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said
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Maine’s money is scattered, it might to present the battleship Maine with a
beggar—Certainly,
Ordered, that notice thereof be givrn,
CU'A A. (Ill MOKE, widow of Charles B. (lilhand is a cat for the blaze!
weeks sticccsshely in The I epublicau .1* mi.
1J
be said, to the four winds.
tuo-e, ’au- of Burnham, in said County of
While there banner to be embroidered with tbe coat a pubfic official ?
That dark there is blue from my broadcloth : Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition newspaper published in lb Hast, in said (on
is sometimes quite a lump in the State of arms of the State.
Monarch over pain, burns, cuts, sprains,
i'
that all persons interested may attei d at
scrumptious it was for them days!
praying that she may be appointed administra- bate
house the hulk of it is divided among
stings. Instant relief. Dr. Thomas’ Eclec- An* there is a blue that is faded ; ’twas out trix of the estate ol said deceased.
Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 9t!i
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There are 30 of
in the sun an’ the rain
tier give notice to
Ordered, That the said pc
have, why the said account and private
Augusta has expressly announced
or more banks in Maine that get a slice
“Ah' how’s yer husband the day ?” asked Many a day on many a march. I f't in the all persons interested by causme a copy of this should not be allowed.
that his term as member of the nationirder to be published three weeks successively in
Nineteenth Maine.
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GEO. E. JOHNSON. Jud-m
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Rafferty
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
al Republican committee expires in
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ago there were $200,000 in one of the
“Sure, an’ he's no better,” replied Mrs. There’s more of that blue in the middle; at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
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“The doctor’s afraid morality
Boston banks. The amount kept in the
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
He died on my arm at Antietam ; that’s the County, on the Hth day of February, A. I>. 1 i>04,
didate again for the position.
He lias will set in.”—Detroit Free Press.
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Ordered, that notice thereof be given.
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—Pearson’s Magazine, February.
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Frank W. Carver, who has been emWest Troy, January 12 1904.
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softens the gums,allays all pain, cures wind
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to pay costs on an indictment for a
en and eight million pounds of fish.
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single sale, the evidence showing that has one of the
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“principal and sureties defaulted” was company had a channel dredged to its cago Evening Post.
parents.
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wharf and now has between nine and
Stockton S)>rings, January 12, 1904.
SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Bel
Count Cassini’s coachman was indigten feet at low' water. Early in the
“Why, Johnny, how much you look like
fast, on the 12th day of January, 1904
a visitor to a fourCured After 10 Years.
Robert F. Duuton, executor of the last, will ol
spring the company will erect a bonded nant at being stopped on a street under your father!” remarked
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B. F. Bare, Supt. Miami Cycle & Mfg.
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administration
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Co. Middletown, O., suffered for ten years
but I can’t help it.”
of
the man who was keeping body says,
with dyspepsia. He spent hundreds of dol- its already large salt business, having it,” replied
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, threi
AVIS H. MATHEWS, late of Belfast,
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal
lars for medicine and with doctors without cargoes imported, and 100 persons are carriages off. The coachman then ana newspaper published in Belfast, in said county
I drive Count
in the County of Waldo, deceased. AH persoi
receiving any permanent benefit. He says, employed in boats during the fishing nounced imperiously,
that all persona interested may attend at a Pro
having demands against the estate of said d«
“One night while exceptionally bad I was season.
Cassini, Master of the Imperial Court
bate Court, to be held at Belfast on the 9th daj
ceased are desired to present the same for settle
about to throw down the evening paper
of Russia and Ambassador Extraof February next, and show cause, if any the]
ment, and all indebted thereto are requested t
when I saw an item in the paper regarding
have, why the said account should not be allowed
A Buck’s Harbor Granite Co.
make payment immediately.
ordinary and Plenipotentiary of the
the merits of Kodol Dyspepsia Cure. I conGEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
CLARA A. MOR1SON,
Russian Empire.” “G’wan down the
NOT
OR
A true copy. Attest:
cluded to try it and w hile I had no faith in
MAUDE E. MAT. EWS.
street,” replied the guard
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
The Wilson Granite Co., to develop other
it I felt better after the second dose. After
12. 1JK>4.
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Belfast,
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it
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Just
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wouldn’t
“I
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bottles
I
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using
organquarries at Buck’s Harbor,
NOTICE.
The subscribe:
than I have been in years, and I recommend ized in Bangor Thursday afternoon at if you were driving a free-born Ameri- Let alone, doctored theoretically or through the
NOTICE. The subscriber
stomach—it’s a Stayer!
hereby gives notice that she has been duly ap
Kodol Dyspepsia Cure to my friends and the office of Freeland
hereby gives notice that she has been dis
It is can citizen.”
Jones,
Esq.
administrator with of the estate of
pointed
with
Dr.
of the estate of
Attacked
administratrix
Cataralidirectly
Agnew’s
acquaintances suffering from stomach trou- capitalized at $10,000 and practically
appointed
ble. Sold by R. H. Moody.
LAVINIA A. FIELD, late of Searsport,
Powder, it is first alleviated; then eradicated.
SUMNER POLAND, late of Montville,
all the stock has been subscribed for by
“Remus,” said Chloe, “Ah saw some alThousands
say so, from glad experience.
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
in the County oi Waldo, deceased, and givei
Bangor men. These are the officers: self-raisin’ buckwheat down et de
bonds as the' law directs. All persons having
In an acre, more or less, of the strongest testi- bonds a9 the law directs. All persons having
“Dat’s nuffin’,” grumbled
The doctor said that the Rystem of the John C. Wilson, Bangor, president; M. stohe.”
demands against the estate of said deceased
demands against the estate of said deceased ar< |
monials.
little girl was upset. The little girl said: 1). Chatto, South Brooks, treasurer Remus, who bad ten dependent offdesired to present the same for settlement, am I are desired to present the same for settlement,
I»r. Agnew’s Heart Cure relieves heart
and all indebted thereto are requested to make
all Indebted thereto are requested to make pay
“I thought 1 was upset, mamma,because and general manager; J. C. Wilson, springs. “What Ah want to’see is some
ment immediately.
disease in 30 minutes and cures.
payment immediately.
15
chilren.”—Chicago Daily
my foot is asleep; you must be upset Freeland Jones, Harry R. Pote, M. D. self-raisin’
REBECCA J. POLAND.
AMA8A D. FIELD.
Sold by Edmund Wilson and A. A. Howes & Co.
when you go to sleep at the w rong end.” Chatto and Ralph H. Condon, directors. News.
Montville, January 12,1904.
Searsport, January 12,19A4.
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Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all per.-ons interested by
causing a copy ot ibis
order to be published three weeks successively
in
The Republican Journal, a newspaper
published
at Belfast, that they mav
apt car at a Pruha'e
Couit, to be held at Bel last, within and for
on the 9th day of Pel
itiary, A D 1 <■<.4
, County,
at ten of the clock before noon, amt show
cause
if ny they have, why the prayer of said
j er should not
petiti-»i»*
be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
|
A true copy. Attest
I
Chas. P. IIazkltine, Register.

Ayers

$5,671.99.

Revelations of

ton. together with the articles in the
Home Notes department complete an
exceptionally interesting number.

•SHIPS.

in the Past two Years.

Manuel Llaguno, I) C Nichols, sailed from
Jan 15 for New York or Boston.
Net income to counties.
4,452.10 Singapore
Puritan, A. N. Blanchard, sailed frun
Costs of all kinds in whole State
San Francisco Nov. 2 for Hull.
for year 1903. 167,280.67
Paul Revere, Whittier, arrived at NewReceived from fines for year 1903
castle, N S VV7, Jan 4 from Hong Kong, to
126,216.25 load for
Philippines.
! Reaper, arrived at Honolulu May ;hi from
Net cost to counties.
41,064.42 Newcastle, N. S. VV.
i S 1) Carleton, Amsbury, sailed from
The figures for AVaido county in 1902
Newcastle, N S VV, Dec. 12 for San Francisare; Costs of prosecution, $872.23; paid
! co.
for support of prisoners, $528.25; paid I
St Paul, F VV Treat, arrived at Seattle
grand jurors, $468.44; paid traverse ! March 5 from Manila.
Tillie K Slarbuck, Kben Curtis, arrived
jurors, $1,396.74; received from lines,
at New York Jan 17 from Honolulu via
etc.,

Lydia E. Pinkham’s VegeCompound.

use

A

Register ol Deep Water Vessels.

What Maine has Paid for Punishing Crimes

held for criminal business; for suppression of the liquor traffic, per diem, and
also the amounts received from fines,
costs and forfeitures in said Courts,
from magistrates and other officers, for
each of the years ending November,
1902 and November 1, 1903. Following
is the recapitulation:
Costs of all kinds in whole State
for year 1902. $173,166.13
Received fioni fines for year 1902
177,618.23

The Buck Alemorial library at Bucksfieid has recently received a valuable
gift of 40 volumes from Major John
by Richard Y. Oulalian; The Verdict Augustus Darling, U. S. A., which he
of Karo Mountain, by Rex C. Bcacli; says is ‘‘a small token oi the affection I
Overheard, by Hayden Church; The bear my native town."
Luck ot the Picaroons, by Gelett BurA valuable house in Alilton, Aiass.,
gess and Will Irwin, and The Abdicaand another one, with land, in New
tion of Francis
another of the

si.mw

PROSECUTION.

The Waterville Sentinel has published
tables showing the amounts paid out by
the various county treasurers of Maine
for costs of prosecutions in the Supreme Judicial Court and in the Superior Courts; on bills of cost allowed by
the county commissioners for support
of prisoners in jail; to grand jurors and
to traverse jurors at terms of court

ists.

this cat, an enormous gray fellow,
with black bars, romping good-naturedwith
any member of the household was very fortunate in entering the publy
who would play with him. But one day lishing field through a medium which
a telegram came for tlie man who lived promises to become as widely known as
in the cottage, and lie and his family Mr. Lorimer’s book.
made immediate preparations to leave
A small volume facetiously entitled
for the west. In the general excitement nobody thought of file cat, until “The Foolish Dictionary” is announced
“Is pussy goin’ too,” call- by the Robinson, Luce Company for
the
It is undered attention to the baby, who now ap- publicatiqn February 1.
peared with “Scotty,” h'is head clasped stood that the contributors include
tight to her bosom, and the rest of his some of tlie brightest wits and jokesbody trailing on the tloor. All the chil- smiths in the country. On the title page
dren wanted to take him, of course, hut the volume is described as “An exhaustheir mother and father, realizing the i ting work of reference to uncertain
difficulties in Ihe way of taking the cal, English words, their origin, meaning,
decided to leave him, believing that he legitimate and illegitimate use,confused
was popular enough to be well looked by a few pictures; executed by Gideon
after by the neighbors. And in this Wurdz, Master of Pholly, Doctor of Lothey were partly right, for as soon as quacious Lunacy, Fellow of the Royal
the bouse was vacant, the big gray cat Gibe Society, etc., etc.”
found a warm welcome at any of the
The
February Everybody’s has
other cottages he chose to vis'it. But another first class
“scoop” —nothing
by and by the autumn came, and, with less than a statement of what the Demit, cl illy days, which drove the cottag- ocratic Party now stands for, by the
ers. a few at a time, back to the cities.
new leader of the Democracy in the
«in the 1st of October the last family
House—Congressman John Sharp Wilicft the place and “Scotty” was alone. liams. Another
prominent feature is
1IAI) TO WATCH CLOSE.
Emory R. Johnson’s explanation of
For a little while he got along with- “What the Panama Canal will do for the
The weather was not country.” The author is a member of
out hardship.
very cold yet, and in a barrel at the the Isthmian Canal commission who
back of one of the houses he found devoted his attention to collecting the
should demonstrate
scraps which lasted for several days. statistics which
After that he began to get hungry, tor the economical value of the great waterthe
chief expert in
and
he
is
the first time in ins life, and lie wander- way,
ed from one deserted garden to another America on his subject. If excellence
hunting for something to eat. Now and in magazine-making consists in combithen he would leap to the window-sills ning authority with entertainment,
of bouses where he had often been fed this February Everybody’s should find
and meou plaintively in hopes oi gain- even greater favor than its predecessors. In addition to the foregoing,
ing admittance.
stories—one in verse
One morning, when he had been with- there are ten
out food for two days, there came a —and good virile stories with plots in
flurry of snow and with it a fiock of them, at that.
juncos, which alighted in the yard
Pearson's for February has three
where the scraps had been.
“Scotty” good special articles. Michigan, No.
was crouching close to the back steps
IT, in the series of The Story of the
when they arrived, and in an instant
States, by David S. Barry; the third of
his whole body took on an attitude of
Henry George, Jr.’s articles on Modern
attention. He was hungry and there Methods ot
winch deals
finance,
was a breakfast close before him— if he
with the wrecking of the Third Avenue
couid only catch it. Silently lie pressed Street
Railway Company of New York,
his body closer to the ground, and, slow- and
"Why Shakespeare Appeals to Acly as the hand of a clock, he moved to- tor and Audience.” It contains also
ward the busy group of slate colored two excellent character
sketches; one
Oirds.
of David If. Greer, It. I)., New York’s
Ill .Mtf.lt
l»iJJ
11.
New Bishop Coadjutor, and the other,
In bis eyes tliere was a look which An American Woman Sculptor, by Ahhad never been there before, and which hy G. Baker—a sketch ot Mrs. Emma
became intensified as he drew nearer to Cadwallader Guild: and six bright short
in.- prey.
At last he gathered his legs stories: A Cargo of (.nod Schnapps, the
well under him, and, leaning forward, first of a series of the Adventures of
he sprang forward as though thrown the King and Queen of Smugglers, by
There was a “whirr” IIMl 1 iwell Sutcliffe; Midshipman Leigh,
f .uin a catapult.
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letter from Washington.
BURLEIGH AND THE R. F.
His PLACE ON THE CONGRES-

n'ERNOR

■I0SAL COMMITTEE..

ON RIVER AND HARBOR IMSENA-

ppRTS

!'.

ADVERSE RE-

\EMENTS FOR MAINE.

KS SPOONER AND TILLMAN.

respondence of The Journal.)
iUNGTOx, I*.

C., Jail.

25.

Rep-

has had several

Rurleigh

Hive

:h Chairman Jesse Overstreet

post offices
roads about a large appropriarural free delivery. The gov-

:louse Committee on

is been an earnest advocate of
very of mail to the farmer’s

since rural delivery was inited and is specially anxious for
extension of rural delivery in
Somerset and Hancock counties.
vcr

ipropriation

ity of

a rabbit, directing vigorous language at the South Carolinian, who
stood as sturdily as a St. Bernard dog.
They jabbed each other as vigorously as
they knew how, with the galleries in
roars of laughter at their sallies.
Xext morning the two met in the rear
lobby and walked its entire length arm
in arm.
“How are you feeling, Spoon- j
er,” inquired the South Caroliuian.
“Why, 1 feel all right,” rejoined
Spooner, “How are you?”
“Bully,” replied Tillman with zest.
But it lias often been thus with Democrats and Republicans in Senate and
Their political rivalries often
House.
seem to weld their personal friendships.
Partisanship is often bitter, but, with
rare exceptions, the individual attitude
of Congressmen towards eacli other is

most

friendly.
STOMACH ON FIRE.

for the service dur-

Only a Skeleton Crouching By a Stove.
next twelve months would, of
Mrs. Doherty has an Extraordinary Exmean a better share for the
Marvelous
a
perience and Undergoes
Mr. Overstreet gave
I e,strict.
Change.
.vieiirh assurance tliat the rural
Mrs. E. Doherty, of No. 115 Coates street,
mil the extension thereof would Moberly, Mo., is* a convincing witness of
the
of medicine to effect an astonishired for in the appropriation ing power
change in the human system. She is
a
from
be
will soon
today
picture of robust health, and yet
reported
she is known to herself and neighbors as a
it tee. The administration is woman
who, five years ago, barely escaped
death from progressive emaciation, ller
u rb expenses as much as posis as follows :
story
,eep within tlie revenues, but
In 181Hi 1 began to have distressing attacks
feeling at the Capitol that of indigestion that continued for two years.
constantly sore and burned
uld be no restriction on the My stomach was fire.
It became finally so
as if it was on
not retain even plain
vice.
would
that
it
delicate
take food reduced
irleigh will be re-elected as a ] water. My inability to
my weight gradually until it fell down to
if the Republican Cougres- ninety-eight pounds, and faintness and dizminittee for the coming cam- ziness kept me in bed most of the time. 1
was
starving to death and besides 1
•h state is given one mem- was really
extremely nervous. The doctor was
Since the re- perplexed because 1 was so run down. He
it committee.
me tonics which did me no good, and
,-f (’apt. Bontelle from Con- gave
prescribed exercise which 1 was too weak
has
been
the
memto
Burleigh
attempt.
“One flay when 1 was so faint and chilled
Maine. Two years ago be
that 1 could do nothing but crouch down on
the additional honor of being the floor bv the lire, my father brought me
of Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills for Pale.
the executive committee of a box
.1
fli.it
rssional committee, a smaller stay on my stomach unlike everything else.
I really felt better after three doses and I
sen of good judgment about
Food began to taste
on using them.
ho have more direct charge kept
well and to stay down. The pain and the
aiiairs.
several
:ii
promi- burning in the pit of my stomach lessened
My
away altogether.
■ublicans of the House have and at iast went
weight began to increase until it reached 105
v. liurleigli to continue on pounds and my neighbors, who were conuttee this year, ft is felt vinced that I was wasting to death before,
1 resumed
were astonished at the change.
•ttgressioaal campaign will my housework and have hardly had occa1 have recomstrenuous one and the effort sion to call a doctor since.
mended Dr. Williams’ l'ink Pills to several
•
the best political talent in friends, and 1 say to the pale, thin ones
to manage the Republican particularly, if you want to get strong and
■

only

it

takes a

weli take Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills for Pale

change of Peope,”

•eii

seats to make the House

f a

Republicans, while
big tight, are confident of
but

; y to hold their own.
pertinent engineers have been
Id shoulder to projects for
harbor improvements along
coast. Three unfavorable

just been made to the
Representatives. This is not
he engineers so much as on
ted rules the w ar department

:

e

At the instance of Gov.

pa.

petition of citizens of
11 a lit a paragraph was put in
and harbor bill, passed in 1902,
M'liminary examination of Isle
Thoroughfare, with a view to
a channel 12 feet deep and 30
across the bar. Alaj. Roessler
: ed to the war department,
pinion lias been printed for
it oi the House, that in His
Hie project is not of sufficient
to warrant the digging of
iimel. He found the populaau Ilaut about 200, chiefly
\ ith
fishing.
a report lias been made on a
examination oi Cape Small
ich is exposed to southwest
and on

protected from winds and seas
directions. Cape Small is

•or

extremity

•au

of the

peninsula

These pills cure stomach trouble by their
t *nic action, building up the digestive organs and enabling them to do the work
that nature intended them to do. Artificial
ferments and predigested foods weaken the
stomach in many cases. Medicines should
not do the stomach’s work but should
put in condition to perform its natural functions. A diet book giving useful
information will he sent free on request.
Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills for Pale People
are sold by all dealers, or will be sent postpaid on receipt of price, fifty cents a box or
six boxes for two dollars and a half, by addressing Dr. Williams Medicine Co., Schenectady, X. V They are never sold in bulk,
by the dozen or hundred. Xone of the genuine pills leave the laboratory except in
boxes bearing the well-known trade mark.
Beats the Record.
Last Weeks Cold Snap the Worst Yet.
The Boston Globe prints the reports from
northern Xew England’s coldest cities and
towns during the cold wave of last week,
and makes the following summary :
Average temperature for Massachusetts. ItCbelow zero
Average temperature for Vermont.43

Average temperature for Xew
Hampshire.20
for
Average
temperature

Maine.
22
The figures for Maine were as follows:

Kennelmnk.25
Lewiston .23
23
Bangor.
Rumford Falls.23
Ellsworth.20
Dixfield.20
East port.10
Portland.
8

castohia.
The Kind You Have Always Bought
Bears the

only wharf

id

■

;

unity.
■

messier and other army engiported favorably on another
project, farther up the Alaine
I ins is the
upper part of a tidal
the middle portion of which is
rwinui.iv

llrtllllCl

cilJU
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New Cook Book.

New and practical cooking recipes are
what wives and housekeepers are constant-

ly trying

to secure.

What shall I get for dinner or supper or
breakfast or lunch is a burning question
daily with housewdves and cooks.
These two important points are covered
every day for housekeepers in the Boston
Daily Globe. Hundreds of choice cooking
recipes, which have been tested again and

again by practical housekeepers, are published in the Boston Daily Globe, several
each day fitting the season of the year.
And each day is given a bill of fare for

three meals. These features of the Boston
Daily Globe are appreciated by many thousands of women. If you have not tried it
order it by mail or of your newsdealer.
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Muscongus Sound.

avigation there is in sclioonas hoped to
dredge a channel
!' so as to admit large schoon:ing lumber from southern
it. after Maj. ltoessier’s fav>"rt on the project had been
by several of his superior ofreferred to a board and
an adverse report bebe small amount of com-

ns

lod

Ii

t

mits

on

that

Senator John C.

Republican, of Wisconsin,
11 R. R.
Tillman, Democrat,
Carolina, do in debate is al■ntertaining feature at that
Capitol. Mr. Spooner, often
<

a

as
available Presidential
keen debater, and the ablest
the Senate. He is a little

commands

a

■

ncoauoc

The of

ong the town of Waldoboro.

penetrating

seat is close to the center
across which sits Mr. Tillman,
s

arge physique and flamboyant
Tillman is not a lawyer, but
sen mind.
Although a rough
he is dangerous as an antaghe is quick to think and hesat the style of his
language,
"
soubriquet of “Pitchfork”

its strengthening influence upon the vocal chords, Catarrhozone cannot be too
highly recommended as a wonderful voice
improver. It almost instantly removes
huskiness or hoarseness, thus insuring
clearness and brilliancy of tone.
Catarrhozone keeps the mucous surfaces in perfect
and
its
condition,
regular use absolutely
prevents colds and throat irritation, thereby removing the singer’s greatest source of
anxiety, unfitness of voice. The most eminent speakers and Prima Donnas would
not be without Catarrhozone and credit in
no small degree their uniform
strength and
brilliancy of tone to its influence. The
hard rubber inhaler fits conveniently into a
purse or vest pocket, and may be used in
the church, theatre, any place or time.
Complete outfit $l. Small sizes 25c.
Poor
ifc Son, druggists, or Poison & Co.,
Kingston, Ont.

Waterville’s Death Rate.

According to figures compiled by City
Clerk F. W. Clair, Waterville’s death rate
is greater than that in either New York or
Boston for the past year. In this city there
were 20 deaths in every 1,000 of
inhabitants;
in New York the rate was 17.1) to the thousand, in Boston, 17.2.—Waterville Mail.
Kind Wishes from Florida.
The Belfast (Me) Journal on the 7th inst.
entered upon its seventy-sixth year.
It
has been one of the appreciated exchanges
of The Metropolis for many years. May
The Journal live a thousand years, is our
sincere wish. It is too good to die.—The
Metropolis, Jacksonville, Fla.

Mr.Ireland—This book on swimming
is very useful in sudden emergencies.
Mrs. Ireland—Is it?
Mr. Ireland—I should say so. If you
has a high
regard for are drowning, turn to page 103 and there
id Tillman has a high
regard you’ll see how to save yourself.—Glasr.
They love to lock horns, gow Evening Times.
able to speak at any length
“John,” asked the lawyer’s wife, who
ie other
interposing. On the h^d recently taken up the health-culture
anal debate and they had the fad, “is if best to lie on the right side or
nd of encounters. One would the left side?” My dear,” replied the
“if one is on the right
legal
enemies. Spooner side itluminary,
isn't usually necessary to lie at
along the aisle with the agil- all.”

em sworn
t

CHRISTMAS IN NAPLES.

Charles B. Gilmore died of
typhoid pneumonia, Dec. 30th, at his home in Burnham,
aged 51 years. The deceased was one of
Burnham’s most influential business men.
His native place was Searsmont and he
came with his parents to Burnham some
30

[Home Letter from Mrs. Emma Abbott Fisher.]

%

An Old MilitU Document.

P. G. Hunt has in his possession a notiGrand Eden Hotel, Naples. Dec. fication sent to his
father, Nahum Hunt, in
2G, 1003. My DeaiyFriends: I am going 1822. It reads as follows:
to try and write you a line today to let
MAINE MILITIA.
you know how we and where we are. To Nahum Hunt.
You, being duly enrolled as a Soldier in
We left Boston the 5th of December, the
Company of which Capt. F. Hathaway
years ago. For several years he was in the with its snow and ice, and after a
very is Commanding Otticsr, are hereby ordered
after
to
which
at the usual place of parade of
grocery trade,
he bought a fine
pleasant trip across the ocean, stopping saidappear
company, in front of the new Meeting
farm in the outskirts of the village and was
at the Azores and Gibraltar, we arrived House on Friday, the fourth day of Octo.
a successful farmer up to the time of his
here the the 17th to meet blue skies next, at six o’clock in the forenoon, armed
death. Some ten years ago he bought into
and equipped as the law directs, for milithe lumber mills at the village and carried and warm weather, and roses and lilies tary duty and reg’t inspection, and there
Some people might not await further orders.
on this business in connection with his everywhere.
By order of said Commanding Officer,
farm until about two years ago, when he like Naples, but to me it is perfectly
Joel Hills, Lieut.
sold his interest in the lumber mills and at fascinating.
This is the first cloudy Dated at Belfast, this 28th day of Sept, 1822.
the time of his death he was running a
day we have had. Our hotel is charmlarge grain store. He was honored and reingly situated and the sanitary arrangespected by all who knew him for his kind ments are
perfect. I sit in my room
and genial disposition. He was very chariwith the doors and window wide open
table and no person who was in need ever
and enjoy the balmy breezes and scent
called on him and went away empty handof the roses. Our garden has the most
“I feel it my duly t>
ed. He has been known many times to load
!
e-presa mj grat tude t*
hot house flowers and
you in the bun-lit I
up his teams with wood at the mills for poor gorgeous beds of
have received au*l tun
people and send men to work it up and stow the trees are bananas and palms. I
how resenting
fr,ui
|
‘L. F:’ Atwood# Mediit away in their wood sheds. Truly, one of should be perfectly contented to linger
cine. Three year* ago
1 'VRS 5*Wrely tnwbii a
our noblest and most benevolent citizens here for weeks, I like it so well.
The
Savam
iwpr
O0V0I0 ILIV0I
with liver corn-feint.
has passed away. He was married some 30 only drawback is that our friends can
Complaint£
hTifSSflS
years ago to Evie Haskell of Burnham, who not be enjoying it also. Although we
Couldn’t Eatwithout
survives him. He also leaves to mourn their have been
we
like
it
here many times
DistressS?** fr'iESSS
loss an aged father and mother, Mr. and
just as well. It has been particularly
Quickly Cured
Mrs. Rufus Gilmore; a brother, George Gilv II.
It is i.1 --<> a fpr r.g
on
account
interesting at this season
medicine which cannot
more, and two sisters, Mrs. John Hart of
be equaled, ami can
of the Christmas festivities. They do
Burnham and Mrs. Dora Ripley of Augusnever
be t o highly
j
preised.”— F. <-d J. Brnta; and three nieces, Mrs. Rose Winn of not make more of it in a religious way
Lett, Went A ai mingtou,
j
j
Haverhill, Mass., Mrs. Charles Purrington than in other places, but there are
of Augusta, and Mrs. Bert Reynolds of many old customs still observed. We
The bereaved have the sym- went to the “Rag Fair” and the fish
Burnham.
THE TRUE "L F.” MEDICINE ACTS 3S3TLT BUT
PROMPTLY AND SURELY, AND LEAVES ONLY
At the “Rag
pathy of a large circle of friends. Funeral market on Thursday.
GOOD EFFECTS ill ITS IV,TIE
services were held Sunday, January 3d, Fair” all kinds of old
ragged things are
Rev. Mr. Wakely officiating, and the interbought and sold, and the people themment was at the village cemetery. The
selves were a mass of rags. We did not
floral offerings were many and beautiful,
get out of the carriage, but could see
including a pillow from the wife with the the
mass of people crowded so thickly
word Husband, a pillow with the letters F.
that it was almost impossible to move.
C. B., from the K. of P. order; a pillow of
The fish market was very interesting
roses and pinks from the brother and sisters with the word Brother, a beautiful also. There is a certain kind of fish
basket of pinks and roses from Mr. and mat everyone uuys -at
unristmas.
Mrs. Iliarles 1 urrmgton, a basket of pinks They look like eels to me and have a
is it
so Seldom
and roses from Mr. and Mrs. Bert Reynolds,
muddy taste, but an Italian told me
a bouquet of red and white pinks and ferns
With Us?
that the people will pawn their valufrom Mrs. Rosa Winn. The funeral was in
ables rather than be without them.
What’s ths reason ths things we like
charge of the K. of P. order, of which he
Our Christmas here was very interest- j best so seldom seem to agree with os?
was a member.
The bearers were John
and 1 was glad it was different Maybe it’s because we overeat of them.
Hunt, Orie Sanford, William Cole and Eu- ins,
Thea follows a fit of Indigestion.
from a New England Christmas, for
gene Perry, and the funeral was conducted
Oaly lasts a day or two perhaps. But
now holidays are rather sad to me since
Fred
McAlister.
it’s a most uncomfortable day or two.
by
I am homeless. And I cannot imagine We doa’t mean to abuse our etomaoha
Joseph 11. Martin, who died Jan 13tli at anything worse than a holiday in an hut we all do It more or leas. We see
his home in Minneapolis, was born in RockAmerican hotel, where nothing is done things we want and can’t resist
the longing for them. When It’s too
port, Me., son of the late Mr. and Mrs. Alex- to make
you happy. Here it is so diflate we regret our rashness.
ander Martin of that place. He attended
But
ferent. Everything is done for your there’s a way to escape the consethe schools in his native town and at an
comfort and happiness, and all these quences of such indiscretions. ▲ dose
early age took an active part in his father’s
little things count when you are away ef a good dlgestant like Kodol Dyswhich
that
of
was
lime
manufacbusiness,
pepsia Ours will relieve you at onoa.
There are only about
turing and general merchandise. In 1801 from home.
Indigestion is always due to the
tame cause. Your stomach is too weak
he enlisted in the 1st District of Columbia twenty-live guests in the hotel; ten of
Cavalry and was subsequently transferred them are Americans, six English and to digest what you eat. It needs rest.
You can’t rest It by going without
to the 1st Maine Cavalry and served to the the rest are Germans.
After breakfood.
That would mean starvatloa.
end of the war. About 1880 the Martins fast when we went to our rooms we
But Kodol Dyspepsia Cura will rest It.
sold their business in Rock port and Joseph found
lovely bouquets on our tables, It does the stomach’• work. In thus
H. Martin removed to Minneapolis, where
mean time the tired organ is gaining
sent from the garden by our landlord,
he engaged in business as a grain broker,
fresh strength. Before long It will he
of
Marchel
Neil
and
La
u strong as ever.
You don’t have tn
in which he was very successful, and for consisting
France and white roses, and red and list. Kodol Dyspepsia Curs will dfr>
years lie had been one of the leading and
(set any kind of wholsome food.
most influential business men of that city. white pinks and blue Iris and many
"I had stomach trouble four jraera,*’
Politically, he was a Democrat, had repre- 1 white flowers that I do not know. Then too. K-Ooibath. Alpaca. lUch., “whloh rays
was
•o bad that at time* I war foread to ramala
sented Camden for two terms in the State when we went to lunch at one o’clock
la had. At laat I waa taduead to try KoM
legislature and in 1877 was elected State we found the dining room beautifully Djspapala Cura from which I raealvad lamadTata rollaf aad a faw bottlaa afaetad s
Senator for Knox county. In 1878 he was decorated. But the best was at dinner
somplata cure."
the Democratic nominee of the 3d district at
seven; then there was in the arch in
Kodol
Caro
for Congress against Hale, Republican, and the
dining room, which contains three
Cures All 9tomnch Trouble#
Murch, Greenbacker. lie continued an
large mirrors, twelve feet by six, the Prepared only by *.0. DAWiw* A Oo.. Ohlcaaa.
active party worker in Minneapolis, but
Than. botflaooutalaa
tbaaa tbettc (fit
; most lovely sight. Small electric lights,

Parlor
»♦♦♦♦•♦♦»♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

On ami after Oct. 12, 1903, tiains
connecting
at Burnhaui and Waterville with
through trains
for ami from Bangor,
Waterville, Portland and
iostou. will run as

follow^:

Stoves.

FROM

THINGS WE
LIKE BEST

Why

They
Agree

Dyspepsia

declined office. While he lived in Roekport
he married Miss Isabel Whiting, daughter
of Mr. John Whiting of Belfast, who survives him with one daughter, Miss Mildred
W. Martin, now about 20 years of age. He
also leaves a brother, Mr. Edward A. Martin of Boston.

great sufferer from asthma for more than
30 years, but she bore her sufferings pa-

tiently. She was one of Prospect’s most
estimable ladies, always meeting her neighbors with a smile and had a pleasant greeting for everybody. She leaves a husband
and four children: Alfred C., George C.,
Emma and Clara £., and hosts of friends
who will greatly miss her presence in social
circles. The funeral was held Sunday at
her late residence. F. W. Haley of Winterport hail charge of the arrangements and
read selections from St. Matthew, and his
consoling words to the stricken family were
touching and appropriate.
Benjamin W. Blackington of Rockland,
prominent builder, aged 76 years, died
Jan. 19th.
He had superintended the construction of several life saving stations
along the Mew England coast and built
a

many of the summer residences of lslesboro.
He was the oldest Mason in Rockland, and for 51 years was a member oi the
First Baptist church of that city.

|

very near together, ran across the tops,
and a wreath of oak leaves surrouuded

them and the arch, and in that were
placed at intervals of a few inches the
Hags of of all nations, American, Eng| lish and Italian predominating, Roses
| were everywhere, bouquets on all the
tables and sprays at all the plates.
: Our dinner was of six courses, besides
{the desert and fruit. The pheasant
j was served with a w hole pheasant on
the end of each platter, and the Christ! mas pudding was burning.

icwiiri umc

A
...

B

H

sows tl

kinds—air-tights,

cast

iron, and

Some figures in the State bureau of
vital statistics disclose the fact that
there are five couples in Maine of which
either the husband or wife has been
married five times and the five
couples
collectively had been married a total of
38 times. The youngest couple is that
of Fred P. Collins and wife of Athens,
aged 37 and 43 respectively, the wife
having been married five times. The
oldest of the couples is that of Charles
TT. RowpII anrt wifa nf Hfnnfvilla

iTovn

lias

brought happiness

to

uuuareits of anxious women. There is positively no other remedy known to medical science
that will so quickly and safely do the work.
Longest and most obstinate irregularities from
any cause relieved immediately. Success guaranteed at any stage. No pain, danger, or inter.v.vuvv

"IVU
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FOR SALE 1

NOTICE.

106
6 67
7 26

u.

* M

n

» w

L*.

Boston, I

4 10

BELFAST.

imp

,V..

740

Portland...

IP 45

Waterville.
Bangor.

7 16
7 15

Cl nton...

..

Burnham, depart.
Unity-..
Thorndike.

5no2{t1™118.
3??'d“v:.
City
Point.

AH
8 00
8 30

/05
£6M2

t7 30 110 06
8 60
90S
9j7
t9 26
9 40
i960
(10 00
10 06

4 16
1 36

—

10 20
1066
1120
111 36
12 12
11230
112 50
1 05

4 33
4 4T
606
6 16
(6 24
6 40
1560
(6 00
6 06

tFlag station.
tickets for Boston arc now sold at
S.cOO from Belfast t.nd all stations on Branch.
rtirough tickets to all points West and North
west, via all routes, for sale In-1, « Oeokoi
Agent, Belfast.
GKO. F EVANS
v'*e° President and General
L. Boothby, Gen’l Pass, and Ticker Manager,
Agent.

Uinjited

Mitchell

'■

&

Trussell,

HIQH STREET, BELFAST.

State of Maine.
Waldo,

Ladies’ and Gent’s

!

tile ritrlit
before you pur-

0,1

f'O.

1,„I.
hunters

>‘>ur Part to do

tiouble to show goods.

i'O

..armeuts

JournalOfflc*."6P‘ace' 54 Ch,lrchStreet,opposite
M1LLKR, Belfast,

A Great

him (ii

i.iimi

o’

Mimiii

AfcU

on

the

Second: That on said 7th day of Mav lS'S said
Joseph Philbrook conveyed the afores'id premises in mortgage to James Crockett of
Ymallnven
to secure the payment by said
Joseph Plulbiook

Me.

Clubbing Offer

nodge*.

by land of w illiain Philbrook; southwester
ly by land of .Job Philbrook and Robert Trim and
southerly, easterly and northeasterly bv the shore
of the bay and containing one hundred acres be
the same more or less, being the same lot of la.
d
that said 1 lulbronk purchased of Israel Tliornddve, David Sears and William Presentt, and the
same lot that said
Joseph l'liiibrook then lived

to trappers and
wliat collectors of furs sell for Mink
S6.00; Fox. $4.00 to $0.00. See ,ne before

I.

.iv

w.i

west

Itemodeled. Ke-dyed and Blended
in all Shades.

.vvant law, fur- My prices
are

fXf

Sl’I’UEME JUDIi IAL ’OURT
Leonora
Knowles and Kd-

of a certain lot of land situated on Seven
Hundred Acre Island in said town of Islesboro
bound
ed as follows:

decidedly

Look at tliese

THE

iftidersigncd,

Knowles, both of Islesboro in said county,
respectfully represent.
First: That on May 7. 1828,
Joseph Philbrook.
late of said Islesboro, deceased, was the owner

fdrs.
id,ice to buy.

ss.
To

The
gai C.

doe’s <it.t,'so!d1>o?lylf|')y MliLLKK? SCmrec5
style, correct, price, and

to saul.Iainos Crockett of the sum of <>,, 1,-,n,]
and lifty dollars in six months trom t> e ..
said mortgage with interest, the cmi.liUni, .1 s ,i,t
limi igage being as toliows:
"Provided nevertheless that it ihe said fosepb
Philbrook, his heirs, executors or idmini-i ators
pay to the said James (Yoekerr. p,
|„.lr< ,.Xf>cll.
tors administr tors or assigns (be suni of one
hundred and fifty dollars n six mouths from the
( ate of these presents with inti
rest, then this
deed as also a certain bote hearing even date with
these presents given b\ the said
Joseph Philbrook
to the said James Crockett t<>
pay the sum and
interest at the time atoresaid shill both be
j otherwise sh di remain in mil force/'
j 1 lilt'd: That sa d Joseph Philbrookandtlio.se
haying his estate m said premises have been in
! uninterrupted possession of such real estate for
twenty years after the expiration of the time
limited in said mortgage for the fill, performance
o» tin condition thereof, to wit from November
7.
1828, to the day of the date ot ibis | etitiou
Fourth: That said mortgage is dulv recorded
in volume 2 page 208 of Waldo deeds'. That no
discharge of said mortgage is 1 fronted and the
record title of said real estate i' incumbered
by
such undischarged mortgage.
Filth: That youi petitioners have a vested
! free hold estate in all of the land originally subject to said mortgage except in a portion thereof
conveyed by said Edgar C. Knowles to Charles
Dana Gibson of New York, N. Y.. bounded and
described as follows, to wit:
A certain tract or parcel of land situated on
Seven Hundred Acre Island m said Islesboro,
and described as follows; Beginning at a stone
bound standing on the bank on the northerly
side of the point of land extending from said
Grantor's farm easterly into the waters ol Gilkey’s Harbor; thence S. 17:' 57' \V. 85J feet to a
; stone bound standing on the
«outh.-rly bank of
above named point; thence easterly, northerly
and westerly around said point to the place of
beginning. Together with the shore and Hits
extending to low water mark and as far west as
! the first line above named extended northerly
and southerly. Containing eleven and one-fourth

void,

j
fhe Best and Most Practical fam cod f ajuJh
Pacer Publish***

For

Only $2.00

Believing that every

one of our readers should
have at least one good farm and family journal
we have perfected
arrangements whereby we can
send that practical and instructive journal Farm
and Home, in connection witli The Hepibli
can Journal for only #‘4 00. the price of The
Republican Journal alone. We are unable
to give but a brief description of the contents of
Farm and Home, which is unequaled for variety
and excellence. Prominent among its many departments may be mentioned the

Farm and Garden

Market

Fruit Culture

Report*

Mechanical Devices

Fashions and

Fancy Work.
The

Lawyer

Apiary

News of the

Day

Household Feature*

j

]

|

j
I

acres

nearly.’

That said Leonora .f. Knmvli'.s is the mvimr iti
Sfvt'ialty ot a ct-i-tum p»rli<ui of s;,i,| nnii tua.'u,!
promises wlii.-h said piutuui i. Unturned and tie-

scribed

as

follows:

beginning at a staki and stones at the north| westerly corner of Robert Trim's farm: thence
south sixty-six degrees east one cuudred
Plants and Flowers.
running
The Veterinary
seventy rods on tlie line of said Trim's land
The Horse
i to a stake and stone<; lb -nee noitb twenty live
Sheep and Swine
degrees east fifteen rod^aud two links t«> a spruce
Farm and Home is published
semi-monthly, tiee; thence north fifteen d.gfe- east t 1 i rtv
the _>4 numbers which comprise a
year’s subscrip- ; three rods and nine links to a -pi i,. e tie--; thence
tion making a volume of over (too pages,
teeming north sixty-six degrees west rwcniy-three rods
with all tlu* latest and most reliable information .and
links to a stake an.i stones; tiiencc
that expei fence and science can supply. No bet : southtwenty
sixty-eight degrees west -i\ rods and eight
ter proof oi its popularity can be offered than its links to
a stake and stones
thence|north sixteen
enormous circulation, which extends into
every
degrees west sixteen rods- p. a stake and stone;
State, each number being read by no less than a thence north twenty-five degrees east live rods
to
million readers.
I ;l stake and stones; thence north sixty-six deRemember we send both papers a full year, al
crees west about one bundled and eleven rods
postpaid, at the very low price stated. Address to a yellow lurch tree on the line of Joel l liomas’
all orders to
1 land; thence sou ii forty-five degrees west about
1 forty-one rods on the hue of said Thomas' land
Republican Journal Publishing Co., Belfast. and Job Philbrook to the place of beginning
ccutainiie; fifty acres, more or less,
C. Knowles Is the owner in
j That saido! Edgar
the remainder of said
severalty
property
wlnclt was mortgaged by said
Joseph Philbrook
to said James Crockett «ls hereinbefore stated
a certain parcel
conveyed by him to one
j except
( I carles Dana Gibson as hereinbefore described
(your own selection) to every subI which said parcel has been conveyed bv said*
scriber. Only 50 cents a year.
Edgar C. Knowles to >.i ,1 Charles liana Gibson
by a deed dated Sept. Sth. A. I), limit, with gener
Poultry Yard

I

The Ouestion Box

FREE PATTERN

j

1

MS CALL'S
MAGAZIHE

al covenants of warrant v

1111

A mm; beautiful colored

fashions; dressmaking

plates; latest
fancy

economies ;

work ; household hints; fiction, etc. Sub
scribe to-day, or, send 5c. for latest copy.
Lady agents wanted. Send for terms.

Stylish, Reliable, Simple, Up-todate, Economical and Absolutely
Perfect-Fitting Paper Patterns.

MS CALL^THhl

1 fATTCRNstP |
AD Seam Allowed and ad Basting
and Sewing lines shown.
10 and 15 cents each—none higher.
Ask for them. Sold in nearly every city
Only

and town,

or

by

mail

from

THE HcCALL CO..
113-115-117 West 31st St, NEW YOBK.
The Republican Journal and McCal. s Maga
zinc with free Dalle no. will be seat one year fo$2.10 in advance, address
Kkp. Journal Pur. Co..

(.i,.,

uiai

warier

notice to all pcrso is ini..
as provided Inlaw no evidence be offered id any
pavnieut within said twenty years or of nnv oilier ..ct within
said time in recognition of tie' existence of said
mortgage as a valid mortgage, the court upon
hearing may enter a decree citing forth the
tacts and its findings in relation thereto and
your petitioners hereby make oath that the said
•lames Crockett, mortgagee, or tile persons claiming under him are unknown to them, except under tile general description of persons
claiming
by, through or under said .James Croekett.
Dated at said Islesbnro, Ibis thirtieth day of
November, 1903.
K. I
KNOW LE8,
I- ,1. KNOW l.KS.

aESETTmcazScTT"

UI

the husband is married for the fifth cases where others have failed. The most difficases successfully treated by mail, and benetime and the wife for the third. An- cult
ficial results guaranteed in every instance. No
other couple is Sylvanus Knox and risk whatsoever.
We treat hundreds of ladies
wife of Oakland, the husband being whom we never see. Write for further particulars and free confidential advice. Do not put off
married for the fourth time and the too
long. All letters
answered. Rewife for the fifth. It is also recorded member, this remedy truthfully
is absolutely safe under
that Moses A. Colburn of Orono, at the every possible condition and positively leaves
no after ill effect upon the health
Sent by mail,
age of 63, took a wife for the fifth time, securely sealed, $2.00.
letters should be
he being her second husband. Another registered. DR. J. W. Money
EMMONS CO., 170 Trecouple recorded is that of David T. Cor- mont St., Boston, Mass.
bit and wife of Farmington, the husband marrying for the fifth time and
the wife the third. The oldest was 63
A New Shipbuilding
Company.
and the youngest 43. Until recently,
for a number of years, there was but
Bangor Division.
Articles of incorporation of the Mc- one person in the State who had been
Kay & Dix Verona island Shipbuilding married five times.
WINTER SERVICE.
Co., were filed at Albany, X. Y„ on
A Vest Pocket Doctor.
Jan. 14th.
The company is capitalized
at $100,000. As is well
Never in the way, no trouble to
known, the firm
carry,
of McKay and Dix of Xew York owns easy, to take,
$2.25 TO BOSTON.
pleasant and never failing in
a
results
are DeWitt’s Little
well-equipped ship-yard on Verona
Early Risers. A
island, opposite Bueksport, one of the vial of these little pills in the vest pocket is
a certain guarantee against headache, bilbest located and most convenient
plants
torpid liver and all of the ills reon the coast.
Here in 1900 were built iousness,
sulting from constipation. They tonic and
the three four-masters
EdThallium,
strengthen the liver. Sold by R. H. Moody.
ward Stotesbury and Geo. G. Thomas
Maine Benefit Life Association.
and in 1901, the five-master Jas. W.
Paul,
Jr., one of the largest vessels of her
class afloat. For the
Judge Whitehouse issued a final depast two years
the yard has been idle, but this incor- cree Jan. 20tli,
leave Belfast (weather permitting) for
closing up the affairs of Steamers
Boston, via Camden and Rockland, at about
poration may mean a renewal of the the Maine Benefit Life association of
2.30 p. m., Mondays and Thursdays.
industry.
Auburn, and terminating its existance. For Winterport, via way landings, Wednesdays
and Saturdays at about 8 a. m., or upon arThis cause was begun by a bill filed
rival of steamer from Boston.
The Pooler Pension Case.
April 16, 1900. The final report of the
RETURNING:;
master shows that all claims presented
From Boston Tuesdays and Fridays at 5 p. m.
Daniel H. Pooler of Palmyra, Me., to him have been acted upon, accepted From
at 10 a. m., Bucksport at 12 M
Winterport
must serve a sentence of one year in and allowed. The final report of the
Mondays and Thursdays.
the Maine State prison for fraudulently receivers, showing that all the assets of FRED W. FOTE,
Agent. Belfast.
CALVIN AUSTIN,
obtaining a pension from the United the association have been converted inVice President and General Manager,
States, under a decision handed down, to cash has been accepted. The final
Foster’s Wharf. Boston.
Jan. 21st, in the United States circuit account of the receivers, showing that
court of appeals in Boston. Pooler was all of the cash has been distributed has
charged with falsely impersonating also been accepted. The receivers are
Daniel B. Hudson of company I), 5th discharged, and authorized to deliver to
Maine Begiment. The decision affirms J. L. Reade, clerk of courts for Androsthe judgment of the Maine district coggin
county, the books and receipts
Top Carriage nearly new; also one
court, and in addition to the imprison- of the association for preservation.
ment Pooler will have to pay back to
Grocery Wagon. Apply to
the United States, $1492 which he reWhat’s In a Name?
JAMES HANEY, I’plfast, Me
ceived in pensions through his fraud.
Everything is in a name when it come to
Witch Hazel Salve. E. C. DeWitt & Co. of or JOS. WILLIAMSON, Augusta, Me.
A Card.
Chicago discovered some years ago how to
make a salve from Witch Hazel that is a
We, the undersigned, do hereby agree to specific for Piles. For
blind, bleeding,
refund the money on a 50-eent bottle of
and protruding Piles, eczema, cuts,
Greene’s Warranted Syrup of Tar if it fails itching
bruises and all skin diseases Deburus,
Whereas, I have withdrawn from the W. F.
to cure your cough or cold. We also guarCurtis Co., doing business at Frankf rt, Maine, I
Witt’s Salve has no equal. This has given
antee a 25-cent bottle to prove satisfactory rise
to numerous worthless counterfeits. shall in no way be responsible for any debts or
or money refunded.
6mo. 45
Ask for DeWitt’s—the genuine. Sold by demands against said w. F. Curtis Co.
A. A. Howes & Co.
WILLIAM L. IIEAGAN.
W. O. Poor & Son. R. H.
Moody.
Frankfort. Maine, December 15,19U3.-3w*>
Died in South Penobscot, Jan. 10th, Otis
S. Wight, aged 72 years, four days. He
leaves a wife and four children to mourn
their loss.
He had been a Christian and
faithful member of the First Baptist church
for 18 years, and was chosen deacon soon
after his conversion.
He was an honorary
member of the Christian Endeavor society
and took an active part in the meetings,
llis death is a great loss to the church. The
funeral was held Jan. 12th at his late residence, his pastor, Rev. E. K. Drew, officiating.

6 35
9 00

™

Belfast, arrive

[A

Dr. Emmons’
Monthly Regulator

0 30

*

will receive prompt attention.

The

MARRIED FIVE TIMES.

3 08

"

Work

Dairy and Creamery

CASTOniA.
/j The Kind You Have Always Boqsll

_

9*8

Portland..12
4 90
Boston, I w U*.

Also the usual fine line of tinware, wooden ware, lamps, etc.

Talks with Our

Bean tbe

4 46

Waterville.

Olenwood Oak.

Furnace

—

PH

320
13 2#
13 43
4(8
14 26
4 46
6 20
6 65
to 15

Bangor. .1130

TO

Feeding and Breeding

j

F M

126
»1 so
11 40
1 62
(2 04
2 1o
2 18
2 40

t7 20
...t7 30
Brooks. 7 42
... 64
Thorndike.
8 00
U“»ty... 8 10
Bnrnham, arrive. 8 35
Clinton. 8 62

We have in stock all styles and

patio#

MOODY, DBCCGIVT

M

uvttJfU*Ut.
'fa,do.

EARY RISERS

Che famous little pills fat

BELFAST.

leltast, depart. 7 16

THE Mir DID IT I The Famous

Oquosoc.32
Mrs. Mary Susan Ridley died Jan. 15th,
Bemis.31
at the age of 63 years. She had been a
Bridgton.30

the Kennebec river on the
New Meadows river on the
of the place lies
under the protection of
k. This is a rock ledge rising
me high tide. The improveed is the ill-edging of the bar
Goose Rock, so as to make a
u the
Percy V at all stages of
Maj. S. AA'. Roessler reports
business of the port is very
that the improvement would
ageous only to those residing

OBITUARY.

I

STATE OF MAINE.
December 7, bind.
Personally appeared riie u itbia named Edgar C
Knowles, and made on li tlint the foregoing petition and allegations bv him subscribed are true
Before me,
LINCOLN N. (IILKEY,
Justice of the Peace.

WAi.no ss

COM WON WEALTH OF

Bristol

MASSACHUSETTS.

December lii, Tio.:.
the within named Leonora
J. Knowles and made oath that the
foregoing
petition and allegations by her subscribed are
true
Before me.
IlOMEi: W. HElfVEY,
I-)
ss.

Personally appeared

l ‘"I?' j

Notary Public.

STATE OF MAINE,
Sci'rk.mk Judicial Cm nr,
January Term, 1!KH.
Upon the foregoing petition, Ordered, That the
petitioners give notice to the said Janies Croekett
and all persons claiming
liy.tlirougb or under him.
of tile pendency thereof by
causing an attested
copy thereof and of this order thereon to be published three weeks successively in the ltepubiiean'
Jan.
1904.
Belfast, Me.,
4,
a newspaper printed m
Belfast, in the
To the Honorable viayor and City Government Journal,of Waldo.tlie
last pub ic ition thereof to be
County
of tile City of Belfast:
| thirty days, at least, before tile term of said Court
next
to
be
liolden at Belfast, within and for the
The undersigned, Jefferson Alexander, Superintendeut of the Belfast Gas & Electric Company, j County of Waldo, on the third Tuesday of April
next, that tile said James Croekett or any perrespectfully petitions your honorable body for sons
|
claiming by, through or under him, may
the riel t to set poles along Front
street, in said
city of Belfast, for the purpose of extending then ittid there appear and show cause if any
they have, wily the prayer of tile petitioners
wires for lighting service.
should not be granted.
JEFFERSON ALEXANDER.
Attest: TI LESION WADL1N, Clerk
A true copy of the petition and order of Court
City of Belfast, State of Maine, )
thereon.
3w2
In Board of Mayor and
aldermf.n,}
Attest: T1LESTON W VDLIN, Clerk.
January 4. 1904.
)
Upon the foiegoing petition, it is ordered that
lleltast. Maine.

Waldo

ss.

NOTICE.

,T

v

notice thereof be given by
publishing a copy of
said petition and this order thereon in The
Republican Journal, the last publication to be at least
fourteen (14) days before the twenty-eighth day
of January, 1904, and notice is
hereby given that
a hearing upon said
petition will be held at the
Aldermen’s room on the said twenty-eighth day
of January, I9t>4. at 7 o’clock,
p. m., at which
time and Place residents and owners of
property
the highway to be affected
by the granting
of the permit applied foi.and all other
persons
interested, shad have full opportunity to show
cause why such permit should not be
granted.
A true copy of petition, and notice thereon.
2wl
Attest: A. I*. MANSFIELD, City Clerk.

upon

FOR

WANTED
Ladies to know that tumors,
cancers,
and all uterine troubles can be cured

by

a

simple

home treatment. One box
every lady addressing Ladies’
Home I real mem Co., 257 Deei
lug Ave.

S'V

ii

to

Por land, Me.

Agents wanted.

4tf>l*

RENT!

Front office in Odd Fellows* IIlock.

_

Belfast, July 29, 1903.—3ltf

wfll

drop me a postal card and you
receive
WALTER II. COO Bs,
ompl call.
Corner Cross and Federal St., Belfast
ly52

sell
a p

Correspondence.

County
SEARSPORT
Rev. T. P.

LOCALS.

Williams returned Tuesday

W. M. Parse returned last week from a

business trip to Boston.
fishermen report
our
Some of
catches of smelts at Swan lake.

large

Boynton of Searsmont is engaged here
several

jobs—hay-pressing.

Rev. R. G. llarbutt will occupy the Cong’l
pulpit in Skow hegan, next Sunday.
The walls of W. E. Grinnell’s cottage on
Steamboat avenue are up and hoarded.
Ed. Gilkey left Monday morning for New
York, where he will join his father, Capt
W. R. Gilkey.
The guests at the Searsport House are
giving enjoyable entertainments with private theatricals.
The Cong’l church social will meet with.
Capt. and Mrs. Amos Nichols Thursday
evening, Jan. 28th.
Owing to the inclemency of the weather,
the “Poverty Social” has been postponed
until further notice.
11. Hamilton was in Pittsfield
last Sunday and the M. E. pulpit was supplied by Rev. I H. W. Wharff.
Rev. G.

A. L. Mosman has charge of the repairs
the Curtis store and is much improving
the building both inside and out.
at

We are informed by A. L. Mosman, chief
of the Fire Dept., that the town has decided
to buy 1000 feet of the best rubber lined
hose.
kind of grippe cold seems to be the epidemic here and ,it is the exception to find
two persons in an assemblage of ten not
ntfiicted with the malady.
A

It is hoped that a large delegation will
attend the Waldo County Veteran Association meeting at Swanville, Thursday, Feb.
4th. Col. E. C. Milliken will address the
association.
Mrs. Augusta E. Merrithew has received
full particulars of the fire in the Hayes
Building on Albany street, Boston, which
threw her sons Harry and Bernard out of

employment.

be taken.
At a recent meeting of the stockholders
of the Searsport Kat’l Bank F. I. Pendleton
was chosen Pres.; A. 11. Nichols, Cashier,
and J. A. Colson Asst. Cashier; F. I. Pendleton, Geo. F. Smith, John W. McGilvery,
B F. Colcord and Jas. P. Butman, Directors.

J. W. Black, agent of E. S. S. Co., received a telegram Tuesday night, announcing that owing to threatening weather
the Per.oo: cot will lay in Boston for
change of weather. This will leave us
a

_

NORTH TROY.

Miss Flora Carleton, who has been stopping in Pittsfield, returned home recently.
....Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Carleton went to
Stetson Sunday—Mr. aud Mrs. H. S. Patterson of North Dixmont called on relatives in town Sunday—Mrs. Abbie Stone
has gone to Massachusetts to visit relatives.
....George B. Cook, G. L. Tjler and Clarice houses.
ence Whitney have filled their
_Genie, the youngest son of Eben Uackcliffe, is reported as dangerously ill.
SEARSMONT.

Mrs. M. J. Poor has returned home from
Bethel_Miss Alice M. Poor, who had a
fine position in the Grammar school in Milo,
resigned on account of illness and returned
home last week_Mr. Erastus Wilson and
wife were guests at S. S. Bean’s last week.
_Miss Alice O’Brien, after a short visit
at G. B. Dyer’s, has returned to Middletown, Conn_F. C. Marden of Pittsfield
has returned to this place on account of
the sickness of his aunt, Mrs. Lucinda
Marden.

boat for more than

a

week.

The directors of the Gordon Cemetery
Association wish to have as complete a list
as possible of all those who claim recognition of having interest in the cemetery and
will be glad to hear from any who have not
already so intimated. Apply to Miss Lawlehce. secretary, or Mr. llarbutt, president.

Whittum;J. D.,

NORTH

SEA RSRORT ITEMS.

Walter L. Mathews was at home from
Belfast last week.
There w ili be a grand ball in Maiden’s
ball this, Thursday, night, Jan. 28th.

Sidney Moody of Frankfort was in town
last week visiting his tsister, Mrs. Ed.
Bailey.
Fred A. Scribner of the New England
Telephone line was at home recently for a
short stay.
Mrs. Win. J. Matthews, who has been
quite ill the past two week, is improving
quite fast.
A young boarder[arrived at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Robertson Tuesday,
•Ian. 10th. It is a boy.

Ralph Scribner of this town and Chester
Curtis of Swanville attended the grand ball
n Stockton Springs last Thursday night.
Roughs' Corner.
There will be a
E. Maiden’s hall Thursday
dance at J
evening, Jan. 28th_Edward Matthews
drove to Bangor Jan. 20th after apple barrels, w hich are very scarce in this locality.
Thirty-one cents each has been paid for
some—Mr. 1. A. Whitney is loading a car
at Waldo Station with apples which will he
shipped to Liverpool—Mrs. W. J. Matthews is slowly recovering*from her illness.
I MON.

Geo. W. Bachelder and w ife of Rockland
visited relatives in tow n last Sunday_l)r.
W. M Spear of Rockland was in town last
week on business.. .The Union Whist Club
met at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur
Thurston last Friday evening_The masked hall at the town hall given by the class
of mot, Union High school, was well attended... L. D. Jones, Esq., and F. W. liessey are attending the January term of court
in Rockland
Geo. K. Hills is running the
l’ress store and editing the Union Press in
the absence of Editor Fish, who is in Boi
ton
A small boarder came to the home of
—

—

Harry Seiders last Friday evening—an ^
The following increased penpound boy
sions have been secured through L. 1).
Jones’ Pension Agency: Dexter A. Leach,
South Union, Co. B, 24th Reg’t Me. Vols.,
from $8 to $10; W. B. St. Clair, South Hope,
Co. B, 24th Reg’t Me. Vols., from $8 to $12:
Daniel C. Robbins, Co. F, 21st Me. Reg’t
Vol. Inf., from $G to $10... .A new medicine
company was recently formed in town call—

Ali en. In Stonington, January 9, to Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Goodwin Allen, a daughter.
Beckett. In Northport, January 21, to Mr
and Mrs. Edwin T. Beckett, a daughter.
Carter. In Surry, January 10, to Mr. and
Mrs. Judson I. Carter, a daughter.
Crockett. In Northport, January 21, to Mr.
and Mrs. Leslie Crockett, a daughter.
D wis. In South Deer Isle, January 9, to Mr.
and Mrs. George Davis, a son.
Haskell. In South Deer Isle, January 9, to
Mr. and Mrs. M illard G. Haskell, a son.
Hills. In Northport, December 7, to Mr. and
Mrs. William F. Hills, a son. [Corrected.]
Robertson. In North Searsport, January 19
to Mr. and Mrs. Charles Robertson, a son.
MARRIED.

I

ed the Union Golden Seal

Medicine Co.

Capital stock, $50,000; shares, $100 each.
About half the capital stock has been paid
in. Following are the officers: President,
E. II. Burkett; Sec’y, L. D. Jones; Treas.
and Manager, O. S. McCorrison. This company will occupy the entire Moneka block,
excepting the Masonic hall and L. D. Jones'
law offices.

In Rockland, January
Bitlkr-Mitchell.
16. Sidney Butler of Warren and Annie B. Mitchell of Rockland.
Catks-WinOt In Brooks. January 20, by Rev
I). Brackett. James Leroy Cates and Miss Flor
ence Gertrude Wing, both of Thorndike.
Hoefsks-Andkews. In Thomaston, January
20, Ray W. Hoffses of Thomaston and Alice Andrews of Warren.
Lowe-Holdf n. In North Deer Isle. January
is, rapt. Nathan Lowe and 1 ena Holden.
Robertson-Smith. In Vinalhaven. January
ic, David Robertson of Brewer and Helen Smith
of Vinalhaven.
_

DIED.
Abbott.
Abbott.

In

Rockport, January

19.

Jacob

In Prospect, January 1G, Mrs.Charles
alley.
Alley, aged 26 yeais and 3 months. Burial at
Maps* Grove cemetery.
In Prospect, January 12, Alvah,
Bii.LKDEAix
son of Mrs. Lizzie Billedeaux, aged 14 years.
Carver. In Boston. Mass., January 2ft, Frank
W.. son of George E., and Martha carver o
Rockland, aged 23 years.
Dyer. Tn Eastbrook. November 30, Mrs. Lois
B. Dyer, aged 0_' years, 6 months and 11 days.
Eaton. In Augusta, .January 7. Miss Bertha
Eaton of Little Deer Isle, aged 19 years.
Gibbs. In Brooks. December 24, Ida Maude,
daughtei of John ami Augusta A. Gibbs, aged 22
years, month and 24 days.
When we see t! e precious blossom,

SHIP

WORK,

Galvanizing, Composition Bolts and Spikes.
TELEPHOHE 54-3,

j

BELFAST, KAINE.

Surplus and Profits $25,000.

Capital $50,000.

j

PEOPLES NATIONAL BANK,

WaSh1mni>Ceo8bjr’a

Gold Medal

J. MANCHESTER HAYNES, Pres.

Flour

WIC1GIN,

FRANK R.

Cashier.

"

is the favorite of housewives, because it

JIRliClORS-J. Manchester Haypes, Geo. R. riacomber, John F. Hill, Byron Boyd of AuguChas. K. knowlton, Robt. F. Dunton, Frank R. Wiggiu of Belfast

is easily

tended with such care,
mr bosom.
hearts almost despair.
Round the little grave we linger
Till the setting sun is low.
Feeling all our hopes have
With the flower we cherished so.
That

How

2

3

Cut out this advertisement and mail

I

to

us

with

name

grocer and we will send you free of

|
I

of your

I

charge one of our GOLD
MEDAL COOK BOOKS, containing 1000 carefully prepared
receipts. If your dealer does not handle Gold Medal Flour,
please mention it in your letter. Address

j
I
■

■

Mention thi.

BROWN A

Paper.

a
»

M

JOS8ELYN, Portland, Maine.

at

National Bank

Peoples

BELFAST

Belfast, in the State of Maine, at the close of
business, January 22, 1904.

;

At

NATIONAL

Belfast, in the State of Maine,
of business

RESOURCES.
t.oans and discounts.§236,232
118
Overdrafts, secured and unsecured..
U. S. Bonds to secure circulation....
12,500
Stocks, securities, etc—
99,960
Banking house, furniture, and fix
tures.
2,000
f'ther real estate owned.
7,488
Dae from Sta e banks and bankers..
18,775
Due from approved reserve agents..
46.821
Checks and other casn items.
1,673

62
30
00
00

00
79
73
66
58
775 00
116 75

23.700 00
625 00

Total.§450,787

Total.

Total.$419,767 16

50,000 00
11,500 00

Capital stock paid in.$100,000 00
20,000 oo
Surplus fund.—
Undivided profits, less expenses and
taxes paid.
8,645 76
National Bank notes outstanding—
70,ooo oo

14,929 63
11,997 50
5,762 10
364,152 17
1,740 00

Due to other National Banks.
1,111 92
Due to Trust Companies and Savings
Banks.
6,593 34
Dividends unpaid.
1,008 00
Individual deposits subject to check. 204.123 90
Demand certificates of deposit.
8,284 2 t

§450,787 42
Waldo, ss.

Total.$419,767 16

706 02

of

and belief.

FRANK R WIGGIN, Cashier
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 27th

day of January, 1904.
,

[

J. S.

HARRIMAN,
Notary Public.

Correct. Attest:
JOHN F. HILL,
BYRON BOYD,
CHARLES E. KNOWLTON,

Maine, County of Waldo ss.
1,0. v\ Wescott, Cashier of the above named
bank, do solemnly swear that the above statement is true to the best of nxv knowledge anil belief.
C. W. \\ KKCOTT, 4 ashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 27tli
day of January, 1904.
State

ADMINISTRATOR’S

NOTICE.

The subscriber

immediately.

WILLIAM J.

Bankrupt’s Fetition for Discharge.
In the matter of
Edgar F. Ward,

K. V DUXTON,
Notary Public.

BROOKS,
A. A. HOWLS,
T. W. PITCHER,

)

[ Directors.

}

)

J

)
>

Bankrupt.

In

)

Bankruptcy

To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the
riot Court of the United States for the
trict of Maine.
F. WARD of Frankfort, In the Cand Stare of Maine, in
District, respectfully represents, that on tl
of
February, 1903, he was duly ad
day
ed bankrupt under Acts of Congress relatii
Bankruptcy; that b^lias duly surrendered a
property and rights of property, and has :
complied with all the requirements of said
and of the orders of Court touching his

GROCERIES,

ninety.
Wherefore he prays, That he may he de<
by the Court to have a full discharge from all
provable against his estate under said bankr
Acts, except such debts as are excepted i>\
from such discharge.
Dated this 8tn dav of Januarv, A. I>. 1904
EDGAR F WARD Bank:

SCALES, ETC.
PUNQS

!

of Maine, ss.
On this 23d day of January, A. I). 1- 4
reading the foregoing petition, it is
Ordered by the Court. That a beating 1
upon the same on the 12th day of Febttia:
D. 1904. before saiil Court at Portland, it:
Disliiet.at 10 o'clock in tlie forenoon; and
notice thereof be published in The Rcpu
Journal, a newspaper printed in sam I tistrii
that all known creditois, and other perso
interest, may appear at the said time and
and show cause, if any they have, why the
of said petitioner should not be eranted.
Audit is further* rooted by the Court, Th.
Clerk shall send by mail to all known ereo
copies ol saiil petition and thi- order add'
to them at their planes ol resided. * a- stati
Witness the Honorable C la rent Hai.e.
f
he said Court, and tin* seal thereof,.*'
land, in said District, on the 23d dav of J
A l>. 1904
JAM! 8 E HI V F.Y. <
(L k j
A true copy of petition at tl order thereon.
Attest. JAMES E BEWEY.t

Co^h
Syrup

for inIs unlike any other on tin- market
stead of impairing the appetite, retarding
the digestion ami causing nausea, as nearly
all cough syrups do, 'hi stimulates the appetite. promotes digestion and eures roughs
and all derangements of the bronchial lubes
Trial size
and lungs. Full size bottle, 25c.
bottle, to cents. For sale at

*

4

|
j

*r

M
,*

r. m

1

fa

-9|
si

WATCH Full IT.

Shirt Sale
Great values for Men and Boys’ Negligee Shirts,
m»de in nice shape, good full sizes, from 13 lo
17 neck, sale price each.

42C

j
1

i

Also working shirts. Heavy Jerseys am. heavy ;
black and white stripes, at the same low juice.
At the price raw cotton is today, Shirts such as
above cannot be duplicated at wholesale less ;
than the above price.
Here’s another bargain—the celebrated Lion I
brand Negligee and Dress Shirts, never sold
less than $i.oo,

|

HARRY W. CLARK & CO.,
83 Main Street—Belfast Fastest

witn every

or

money

able clothes for Men—such as Black & Co.
of Rochester, N. Y., and Rhodes & Ripley
Clothing t o. of Boston—Suits we have sold
for $10.00 and $12.00, and splendid values at
that. Our red tag pi ice now to close,'

int

88.75
36 of the well-known Kuppenheimer guaranteed Suits, former prices, $13.50 to $16.00.
Our price now'.

g* j | q

Great

Bargains in

Hen’s Reefers
and Ulsters

THROUGH FEBRUARY.

Suits, ages for 4 to 1*5 years, fo
prices $2.50 and $>.00. Our red ta».

I>rieenow.SI.95

the Most

Astounding Values that

——the Month Ever Knew.——
Matchless money-saving opportunity in every department.
unrivaled

January

Even

our

own

sales of the past will be entirely eclipsed by this event.

The hundreds of astonishing special values that we
result in extraordinary selling.

are offering are bound to
They will appeal forcefully to every person

who cares the least bit for economy.

ings

we

And in addition to these

splendid offer-

will give

Former

prices $5.00 to $12.00.

we are

selling

you

now

at

Our

regular prices

1.29
and

are

$2.oo

DOUBLE BLUE STAMPS

j

-Every Saturday during this sale.-

,

89c

11’
That Hat that is made of fine felt stock.
Hat that is actually a dollar and a half grad
Where did you, or can you get it? At Ha
Clark’s, of course. And then there are the no
Stiff Hats—the reliable boston Derbys at
Our led tag prices to el*
other nice makes
up the winter styles

1.79

$2.50.

|
'•

;

Good Horning ?
DIDlYOr m Y THOSE

|

$1.39 cent Pants
(

I.AKK ?
tie-

Yes you did, or will when you
ful values we have at that price. And il
again there's some marvelous values
l'auts at—
set-

Special Value in

Boys’ Reefers, $1.95

Hat?

Where

OF IIA It It Y

$3.95, $4.95, $6.95, $9.75

M

n,d‘a8l,rlCtf.*3.89
That Hal

Offering

i

38 Suits of the best make of Children’s clot
ing on ear. b -the famous \V 1 DOW .ION K'
MARK, regular $4.(Hi and $5.00 values. O

!

CONTINUING

STAMPS

ggo

Ba r ga i ns™™ Boy

RED TAG SALE.

Suits of all wool goods, some of the new
effects in Scotch, Worsteds and Cheviots,
made by the well known makers of depend-

REQUIRE

40 Knee Pants

MATCHLESS AFTER THE SEASON

$6 95

I

HANDSOME PRESENTS FOR 300 BLUSTAMPS.
OTHER STAMP SYS
TEMS

NOW IN FULL BLAST, THE GREAT

mixed

65

I

promptly refunded.

^'Galore
Boys’ Suits at a matchless bar- i
gain price, made from good strong woolens, :
well made and sightly patterns, regular
prices from $5.00 to $7.50. Our clean up

good weight, finely made, all wool
suits, very neat patterns, in blue and dark
patterns, really a good dependable
suit, some of our regular $8 no and $0.00
Suits. Red tag price

10c purchase.

Growing

I

40 Men’s and

,,,ice.S3 95

1

ON SATURDAYS DURING SALE

Bargains

38 extra

lnstead of

Stamps

Clothing Store.

now.79C g@“Satisfaction guaranteed

Suit

2

worn:

2 39

regular $:>.oo and $3 5n siyi.
good wearing Worsted and <
simeres, good enough for anybody to w
It will be a good morning m moie ways t!
one when you buy your clothes at this sto

They

are

11

made from

■^Tremendous Mark Down Sale of Men’s and Boys’ Overcoats.^Do you need a winter Overmost cases near half—styles the most desirable that have ever been produced. Qualities are unquestionable.
of any kind? Do the boys of the family need them? Don’t dodge the question. Don’t put oil buying any longer. You will never have a better opportunity than this. THKRR NRVKR WAS A BKTTKR Ol'POlt TUNI TY. This annual clearing of Overcoats and Suits never meant so much to
The following items only tell part of the story. Don’t fail to come here tomorrow.
economy lovers as it does this year.

Saving in

coat

SO QK
27 MEN’S and BOYS’ OVERCOATS that sold at $5.00 and $0.00Red tag price now.W>vU

48 MEN’S OVERCOATS, that are full of style and good wearing qualities, son
of our best Rochester make, coats that are sold everywhere at $10.00 ai
$12.00, and good trades at that. Our price now.

$8 75

35 MEN’S and YOUNG MEN’S OVERCOATS of nobby style and good wearing
goods, made by first-class manufacturers, some the long coats with belts, others
without. Our price now.QR
Were $0.00 and $9.00.

yO,9«J

32 OF THE BEST MAKES OF OV ERCOATS on the market—the famous Kui
penheimer guaranteed Coats. Prices were $15 and $16. Now
—

Q

MATTHEWS.

Searsport, Jan. 12,1904.

COD
WATCH FOR IT.

^

C 0 D

CITY DRUC STORE.

Directors.

)

'£

1

j.

OltDEK OF NOTICE THEKEON

A A. HOWES & CO.

|

B

¥

District

j

KENT'S’04
9 I

j?

»

of Waldo,
IjiDGAR

of

Correct—Attest:
JOHN G.

FOR IT.

nil—lima.

■Jilt

hereby gives notice that he has been duly appointed administrator of the estate of
G EORGE F. MATTHEWS, late of Searsport,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are de
sired to present the same for settlement, and all
indebted thereto are requested to make payment

WATCII

COLISEUM BUILDING.

42

Maine,
I, FRANK R. W1GG1N, Cashier of the above
n med bank, do
solemnly swear that the al>o\e
statement is true to the* best of rav knowledge
County

the close

I

m

3 percent per annum.

at

COD

LIABILITIES.

Ranks.
Individual d- posits subject to check.
Demand certificates of deposit.
Certified checks.

of

February I, 1904,

Store,

Jackson

January 22, 1904.

Loans and discounts.... .$100,273 34
Overdrafts, secured and unsecured..
3,000 84
U. S. Bonds to secure circulation.
70,000 oo
Premiums on U. 8. Bonds..
1,00000
Stocks, securities, etc... 107,666 44
Banking-house,furniture and fixtures. 25,ooo oo
Due from National Banks (not reserve
16961
agents).
Due from approved reserve agents.
27,060 oo
Checks and other cash items..
4 77 13
Notes of other National Banks.
1,245 00
Fractional paper currency, nickels,
andeents.
197 78
Lawful Money Reserve in Bank, viz
Specie. 17,227 50
Legal tender notes. 2,900 00 20,127 50
Redemption fund with U. S. Treasurer (5 per cent, of circulation).
3,500 0< >

LIABILITIES.

Capital stock paid in. .§
Surplus fund.
Undivided profits, less expenses and
taxes paid..
N itional Bank notes outstanding_
Due to Trust Companies and
Savings

8tat*

will draw interest from

I

BANK,
at

DEPARTMENT during the month

SAVINGS

We are closing out
everything in the

RESOURCES.

Notes of other National Bauks.
Fractional paper currency, nickels,
and cents.
Lawful Money Reserve in Hank, viz:
specie.. 16,580 00
L *gal-tender notes.
8,120 00
Redemption fund with U. S. Treas
urer, 5 per cent, of circulation.

in out

REPORT OK THE CONDITION OK THE

REPORT OF THE CONDITION OF

The

made

Sacrifice Sale

I

CHECK

TO

over.

PERCENT IN SAVINGS DEPARTMENT

January

Free to Housewives.

|
I

Heath. In Waldo, January 26, Margaret F.
Heath, aged 74 years.
Hobbs. Tn New York, January IS, Mrs. Charles
F. Hobbs, formerly of Camden.
Haskell. In West Ellsworth, January 17,
Hiivin H. Haskell, aged 47 years.
Jenkins. In Rockport, January 17. Kathleen
Maria, infant daughter ot Mr. and Mrs. Horatio
Jenkins.
Mills. Tn Vinalhaven, January 17, Minnie,

cued,

balances of $300 and

DtPOSIIS

our

ADMINISTRATOR’S

PERCENT INTEREST SUBJECT
on

we

perished

r

INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS.

Rudely taken from

Demerara, Dec*. 30. In port, sch. Eleanor
F. Bartram, from Portland, arrived 21st.
Sierra Leone, Jan. 23. Ar, bark Antioch, ! wife of Ernest Mills.
I
Mitchell. In Friendship, January 19, Mary
Gulfport, Miss., (passage 54 days from Key j C. Mitchell, aged 62 years.
I
West).
Parker. In Boston, January 17, Josephine
;
Buenos Ayres, Jan. 23. Sld, bark Penob- (Forbes) Parker, formerly of Belfast, aged 51
Boston.
years and 5 months.
scot,
Perry. In Orland. January ic, John B. Perry,
MARINE MISCELLANY.
aged 68 years. 10 months and 16 days.
Ridley. In Prospect, January 15, Mary Susan
Sch. John 1. Snow, Capt. Wilson, has
chartered to carry 125 tons of cut granite (Kneeland), wife of C. C. Ridley, aged 63 years
and 4 months.
from Hall Quarry, Mt. Desert, to New York
Richards. In West Newton, Mass., January
for $350 lump sum, loaded and discharged 3, Mrs. Lavinia Alice Richards, widow of
Alfred
and free wharfage.
Richards of Boston.
The schooner Josie Hook, which came to
Robinson. In Vinalhaven, January 10. Kiigeue
Rock mud in a leaking condition a month Robinson, aged 42 years.
In Moniville, January 22, Mrs.
Thompson.
ago, and whose cargo of lumber was bought
about 34 years.
by C. E. Ricknell, has been ice bound for Belle (Greeley) Thompson, aged
some time, and last Friday aLernoon she
tilled and sank.
Thelishingschooner Laurel, Capt. Churchill, which went ashore at the entrance to
Beaver Harbor, Nova Scotia, was sold at
Halifax January 19th, for the benefit of the
underwriters and brought $150. The spars
and rigging are still standing, although the IT WILL REPAY RESIDENTS OF BELhull is badly broken.
FAST TO FOLLOW THIS CITIsell. w. II.
roriiana, .we., .January 24.
ZEN’S ADVICE.
with
coal
from
Clifford,
Newport News,
over which some concern has been felt, was
old
That
adage, “Think twice and act
good
towed into port tonight. For the past few
days the schooner was riding out the gale at once,” is brought to mind when one reads the
anchor off Boon Island, where the waves following account of the experience of a Belfast
swept completely over her. A small boat citizen. Mr. Johnson made a public statement
was lost, the spanker boom was broken, the
on the subject years ago, and at this time repeats
conipaniouway aft was badly smashed ami bis former testimony with renewed
emphasis.
a part of the afterrail was carried away, but
F. S. Johnson of Poor Mills, says: “I had kidfortunately none of those on board were
hurt.
ney trouble for two years. The secretions of the
Boston, Jan. 25. Ship brokers say there kidneys were highly colored, scalding and so
is no change of interest to report in the
frequent as to be very annoying both night and
market for sail tonnage.
Lumber rates
I was told that my kidney trouble was
from here and southern ports to the Rivet day.
l’late are firm in view of the demand at caused from the nature of my work in the mill,
present, and limited tonnage offerings. but it was closed all summer on account of reNaval stores and petroleum freights con- pairs on the dam, yet my kidneys bothered me
tinue dull. Rates for lumber from the south just the same. Finally 1 was compelled to look
to the W est Indies are well sustained, but
for relief. 1 had two doctors treat me at differcoasting coal and lumber freights do not ent
times, but they gave me litt-e or no assistimprove. Steamers for grain from Atlantic
ance.
I saw Doan’s Kidney Pills advertised and
range to Cork for orders are offered at twc
shillings two pence. Timber and other I got a box at Edmund Wilson’s drug store.
remain
freights
quiet.
They gave me more relief than the medicine
Boston, Jan. 2ti. The tug George SI. Wins- from both doctors.”
low, Capt. Nulty, arrived at her dock here
Price 50 cents a box.
For sale by all dealers.
at 3.30 ibis morning, having on board the
Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole agents
captain and crew of tlie three-masted schoonfor the United States.
er Francis Shubert of Boston and a
portion
of the crew of the schooner Lila Pressey ol
Remember the name—DOAN’S—and take no
Thomaston, Me. The Shubert and the Pres- substitute.
sey were in collision off Nauset, Cape Cod.
NOTICE. The subscriber
about 8.15 Sunday evening. The Pressey
hereby gives notice that 1 e has been duly apwas sunk, and the Shubert. was so damaged
administrator
de
bonis non of the estate
that Capt. Starkey decided to abandon her, pointed
of
and that she might not be a menace to naviOSCAR HILLS, late of Northport,
gation lie set fire to her after the tug Wins- in the County of Waldo, deceased and give bonds
low had come near enough to rescue him as the law directs. All
persons having demands
and his crew. This was early in the fore- against the estate of said deceased are desired
noon yesterday.
Two of the men of the
to present the same for settlement, and all inPressey, Capt. Elias White and mate Fred debted thereto are requested to make pay ment
immediately.
E. Peterson, both of Rockland, Me., were
HENRY G. HILLS.
lost. Three of the Pressey’s crew were resNorthport, Jan. 12,1904.
Arthur Bucknam of Rockland and
Carl Hanson and Oscar Scott of New York.
The crew of the Shubert brought in by the
Winslow included Capt. T. G. Starkey, mate
Thomas Thompson, Frank Snowden, Thos.
Dippleand William Dennett, all of St. John,
The Shubert was bound from New York to
Portland and had a cargo of 1300 barrels o|
kerosene, valued at $0,000 to $7,000. The
Pressey was loaded with stone and was on
the way from Rockland, Me., to New London, Conn. The captain of the Shubert assumes all blame for the collision. Theweather was clear and in his judgment he had
plenty of room to pass the Pressey.
Quogue, L. 1., Jan. 23. Within a few hundred feet from shore eight men were drowned this morning by the wrecking of the four-

OF

KINDS

ALL

Co.’S
yield the same result when
Gold Medal Flour is used—always satisfying, nutritious
bread; light, rich cakes; uniformly delicate pastry.
Bakers know its value from daily experience—from
the time the flour goes into the bin until it is handed
out a finished food to the smiling customer.

BOllN.

more.

cisco.

Ovens
Big Ovens and Little
Washbum-Crosby

Lime p bbl.,
90*1.00
20 Oat Meal p lb,
Butter Salt, 14 lb,
4*5
Onions
4
64
p lb,
Cornpbu.,
Cracked Corn p bu., 64 Oil.Kerosene, gal.,16S17
64 Pollock p lb,
Corn Meal p bu.,
4J*5
10
16 Pork p lb.
Cheese P lb,
1.13
Cotton Seed p cwt., 1.50 Plaster p bbl.,
3
Codfish, dry. p lb. SgSiltye Meal p lb.
1.25
10 Shorts p cwt.,
Cranberries p qt.,
5
Clover Seed,
13*18 Sugar p lb,
40
5.00to5.25 Salt, T. I.,p bu.,
Flour p bbl.,
3
2.35 Sweet Potatoes,
fl.G.Seedpbu.,
4
111 Wheat Meal.
Lard p lb.

New York, Jan. 20. Ar, sell. Etna, Wilmington, N. C.; 22, eld, bark Herbert Fuller, Fernandina; 23, ar, sell. Florence Leland, Georgetown; S. ('.; 24, eld, sclis. Young
Brothers, Newport News and Savannah;
Celia F., Norfolk; Adelaide Barbour, Savannah; Gladys, Brunswick: 25, ar, sch. C.
P. Dixon, Pensacola; sld, bark Herbert Fuller, Fernandina.
Boston, Jan. 25. Ar, sch. Sedgwick, Fer-

FOREIGN PORTS.

Mills, Stave Machines, Stone Polishers,
Pulleys, Shafting, Gears, Belts.

Beef,corned, p lb, 8*10

AMERICAN PORTS.

Algoa Bay, Jan. 21. Sld, ship St. David,
Ryder, Newcastle, N. S. W., and San Fran-

Saw

Retail Market.

Retail Price.

SHIP NEWS..

Burton; Chap.,

Sled Shoes, Wagon Boxes, Plows, Window Weights, etc.

*•

Pascagoula, Jan. 19. Ar. sch. Estelle,
Curacoa.
Rockland, Jan. 19.
Sld, sch. John I.
Pike Br< -. are making extensive improve- Snow, Somes Sound and New Y*.rk; 15th,
bark Leone (from Bangor), Catania.
ment.- mi their mills.
They have recently
Fermi! dina, Fla., Jan. 20. Ar, sch. Olive
put iii a “blower” to cam the dust and T. Whittier, Whittier, New York, 21, ar,
sch.
S. G. Haskell, New York ; sld, sclis.
shaving* t the engine room and another
Edith G. Colwell, New York; Theoline, !
from the large circular saw to the dust bins.
Boston ; 23, sld, sell. Frank Barnet, Boston.
They hav** on hand a stave and heading
Jacksonville, Jan. 20. Ar, sch. J. W.
machine which will be set up directly the Balano, Portland; 21, ar, .sch. Charlotte T.
Sibley, New York.
spooi timber i.- sawed, to make room for the
savannah, Jan. 21.
Sld, sch. Mary I,.
new industj y
Crosby, New York.
Brunswick, Jan. 22. Sld, >ch. R. \Y. HopAt the annual meeting of Mariners’ ;
kins, New York ; 23, sid. .'eh. '1 helma, New
Lodge of Masons, Tuesday evening, the York.
Xorfo’k, Jau. 23. Sld, sch. Flora Rogers,
following officers were chosen for the enNew York.
suing year : W. M., C. A. Whittier ; S. W.,
satilla R v< r. Ga., Jan. 20. Sld, sch. PenW. A. Colson; J. W., S. L. Kidley; Treas., dleton Si.sters, Kennealy, New York.
{.. W. Wentworth; Sec., C. E. Adams; S.
Danen, Ga., Jan. 23. ( Id, sch. Anna Pen- l
dleton, Patterson, New York.
D C
i. F.

B. o. Sargent ; S. S., A. A. Auspland; J.
There will be a pubS., F. A. Nichols.
lic installation Tuesday evening, Feb. 2nd.
Picnic refreshments will be donated by the
members and friends of the organization.

IRON, BRASS AND BRONZE CASTINGS,

50 to 00 Hay P ton,
12.00.al-l.no
Apples p bu.,
s ilkies p lb,
dried, p lb,
5J
2.50 Lamb p lb,
o
Beaus, pea,
2.50 Lamb Skins,
50(575
medium,
3.uo
Mutton
6a7
lb,
p
Yel’eyes,
40
Butter P lb,
18*20 Oats p bu., 32 lb.
6*8 Potatoes p bu.,
45g50
Beef, sides, p lb,
6 Bound flog,
Beef fore quarters,
5j
60275 Straw p ton,
T.oo
Barley p bu.,
Cheese p lb,
13i Turkey p lb,
22*25
l2tol4,Tallow p lb,
Chicken p lb,
2*4
Calf Skins, per lb. 10*11, Veal p lb,
8*9
Duck p lb,
14*151 Wool, unwashed, 18*20
30 Wood,hard,
4.00*4.56
Eggspdoz.,
3.U0
Fowl ptb,
10*12 Wood, soft,
Geese p lb,
14*15

—

Baltimore, Jan. 24. Ar, bark Josephine,
McClean, Bio Janeiro : 25, sld, sell. Van Allens Houghton, Carter, Boston.
Wilmington, X. C., Jan. 19.
Ar, schs.
Ralph M. Hayward, Trimm, Tiverton, R.
1. ; Brina P. Pendleton, Hutcninson, Balti-

Makers of the Improved Wellman and Mclntire Patent Sheaves—THE BEST
IN THE WORLD.

Prices Paid Producer.

Produce Market.

<

BELFAST, MAINE,

Corrected Weekly for The Journal.

SPRINGS.
Capt. and Mrs. Horace M. Griffin recently entertained a very pleasant whist party
at their Pleasant Point home. Among the
guests were Mr. and Mrs. L. F. Murray, Mr.
aud Mrs. W. L. Hanson, Mr. and Mrs. F. L.
Blanchard and Miss Green, the latter being
from Mai blehead, Mass—Miss Ethel Colc ad came from Castine Wednesday, Jan.
20th, for a brief visit at home. She returned Monday to her studies at the E. S. N. S.
_The firemen’s conceit and ball last
Thursday evening proved highly successful.
An unusually large company assembled for
this season of the year, the comparatively
mild weather of that day having been a
Sir. aud
most favorable circumstance
Mrs. Kay Bowdeu gave a company last Saturday evening in celebration of the birthday of Mrs. B., and the 37th anniversary of
their marriage.
Many happy returns of
similar occasions are wished them by their
many friends in town— Mr. J. (1. Lambert
must have had quite a clearance sale duriug the holidays judging by the many empty
boxes—large and small—which he has recent}’ given to neighbors... Our citizens
owning horses are speeding them often on
the harbor ice, lately, the continuous cold
weather of the month rendering trotting
there entirely safe, although considerable
snow has to be scraped away to render the
Last
track suitable for enjoyable riding
Saturday brought us rain which froze as it
struck, coating everything with ice which
shimmered with dazzling beauty in the
Monday sunshine... Mr. John Mudgett returned Monday to Belfast after a two
weeks’ visit with his son and wife.

STOCKTON

nandina.

DUPLEX ROLLER BUSHING GO.,

BELFAST PRICE CURRENT.

—

Services at the CongT church next Sunday w ill be as usual. The monthly contribution for January, which has been postponed on account of stormy Sundays, will

without

PROSPECT
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Avery of Massachusetts are visiting relatives here....A little
daughter of Bartlett Leach’s is quite sick.
She is attended by Dr. Towle of Bucksport.
_Mrs. Olive Barter, who was called here
by the death of her brother, Alvah Billado,
returned to her home at Long Cove Jan.
25th.
FERRY.

from Jonesport.

on

masted schooner Augustus Hunt, from Norfolk, Va„ for Boston. Two were saved.
One of these was George Ebert, the second
mate. The other was a Swede, John Sommer. Up to a late hour only two bodies had
come ashore. The vessel was in command
of Conary, the first mate. The wreck was
caused by those on board the schooner mistaking Shinnecock Light for the headlight
of a steamer. The vessel was supposed to
be twenty-five miles off shore when she
struck. Three of the lost men were acting
first mate Torrey of Boston, Charles Sherman of Boston, steward, and Charles Hudson of Malden, engineer.
Captain Conary
lived in Taunton, where he leaves a widow.
Mate Torrey came from Rockland, Me., but
made his home in Boston, where he also
leaves a widow. Steward Charles Sherman
of Boston was unmarried, while Charles
Hudson leaves a widow and one child. One
of the bodies washed ashore has been recognized as that of Hudson, the engineer.
The other is unrecognized. The Augustus
Hunt was 208 feet over all, 20fc feet deep,
and 40.7 feet beam. She was of 1140 net tonnage and was built in Bath, Me., in 1882.
Her cargo of bituminous coal was valued
at $5,000, and was insured. It was consigned to A. Gove & Son, East Boston. The
vessel was valued at $30,000 and is said to
have been partly insured. The Hunt was
one of a fleet of ten four-masted scnooners
built at the Morse yards in Bath. All of
these vessels with the exception of the
Mary E. Morse have been lost at sea, the
last previous one being wrecked in the
eruption at Martinique.
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